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ABSTRACT 
 

This study, informed by critical pedagogy literacy, inquires into the 

accomplishments of the policy of Doi moi Giao duc, or Educational Renovation, in 

Vietnam.  The study, which occurred over two years, uses critical literary analysis and 

autoethnography as primary methodologies; it focuses is on the author’s personal 

experience and the analysis of literature and public documents to inquire into educational 

polices and practices.  How the key tenets of Renovation – democratization and 

modernization, socialization and equalization – have been translated into practice was the 

center of the investigation. 

This study indicates that there has been a wide difference between the Renovation 

manifesto and its practice. This in turn has been the genesis of a critical literacy or 

resistance against that disparity by many teachers and learners. The study also suggests 

that schools are not only sites of dominion but also of contestation and that the oppressed 

have the ability to be self-conscientized.  

  The study sought to understand the inconsistency and the ambiguous attitude 

about a Freirean praxis, and interpret this as an inescapable product of cultural and 

political circumstances. In this way, the study emphasizes the power of Paulo Freire’s 

theory of critical education and at the same time suggests the possibility of its being 

reinvented in this sociopolitical context. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
“Renovation is the matter of life and death.”   

(Truong Chinh, Late Secretary General of 
the Communist Party of Vietnam) 

 

In this chapter, I give the key tenets of educational renovation in Vietnam as 

manifested in the resolutions of the Communist Party (CPV) and Government of the 

Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Dominant concepts, such as democratization and 

modernization, socialization and equalization in education, are analyzed. I then offer a 

brief description of the study’s context and methods and an overview of the research 

questions. To provide the information necessary to understand education before the era of 

renovation, which began in 1986 and which forms a central focus of the dissertation, I 

introduce the novel Wedding Without a Marriage Certificate (Ma Van Khang, 2000), as a 

description of pre-renovation teaching and learning. 

A brief personal history, however, will provide the factors that drew me to this 

study. 

I was born and brought up in poverty. When I was 6 years old, my father left our 

family, leaving behind my mother and me. Since then and until the day she died, my 

mother raised me and sent me to school with a vague hope that, by receiving a good 

education, I could transcend the social barriers constructed by human classes. 

I graduated from Saigon University in 1975 when the Vietnamese communists 

came. Not trusting my political reliability, the new government gave me only temporary 
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jobs, and not always in the cities. I lived all over South Vietnam, especially in the 

Mekong Delta for more than 15 years, teaching and working. This time changed my 

conception of education. I came to question the role of education in general, and literacy 

in particular. They do not always humanize; education can oppress and dehumanize.  

As I worked toward a Ph.D. in Language, Reading and Culture at the University 

of Arizona, memories were conjured up, old problems were illuminated, and forgotten 

thoughts were refreshed . I burst out crying one night when reading chapters in my course 

books on “critical pedagogy,” or “teaching for social justice.” Yes, literacy can liberate 

people by giving them critical consciousness of their lived reality. Yes, democratization 

can start with the democratization of schools. In modern Vietnam, there is a strong 

possibility that transformation of education can function as “finger pointing to the moon 

of truth” as stated by the Buddha; it can enlighten the people about their earthly misery 

and empower them so that they can proclaim the beginning of the end of that very 

misery. 

The fact that education renovation was declared by Vietnam supplied me an 

opportunity to put this insight into operation. I decided to conduct my dissertation 

research in Vietnam, motivated by the ideas I had learned in America about liberatory 

education. But it would be dishonest to say that this was the only driving force. To a 

certain degree, I want to give voice to those who, like myself, were denied the right to 

have a voice in Vietnamese-style education.  In undertaking a study that combines critical 

literary analysis with autoethnography, I have sought to convey those silenced voices 
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within my own voice.  This “bias,” so to speak, was always a challenge in my research. I 

will discuss this problem and its attributes wherever relevant in this dissertation.  

 

“A Wedding Without a Marriage Certificate”  

or Pre-Renovation Education as Mirrored in a Novel 

 Ma Van Khang’s Wedding Without a Marriage Certificate, which was first 

published in 1989 and republished in 2000, immediately caused a stir among the general 

public in Vietnam, especially among those who work in the field of education. The novel 

is about a high school in a province of communist Vietnam where education is supposed 

to occupy a noble place in the mainstream ideology, where teachers are idolized as 

“engineers of the soul,”  and where education is designed to produce“ socialist human 

beings”  with such attitudes that distinguish them from and transcend those of the 

proceeding eras. If tragedy is often defined as the unequal struggle between human 

freedom and external necessity, A Wedding Without a Marriage Certificate is quite a 

tragedy in the sense that the good and the beautiful are relentlessly destroyed. If happy 

people have no history, the people in this novel are not a bit happy. If life is a series of 

shattered dreams, life portrayed in the novel is a lost paradise. If the free development of 

all is conditioned by the free development of each individual, then Tu, the teacher of 

literature in the novel, exists in an antithetical condition. Tu’s life is, in the comment of 

another character of the novel, “an unfinished banquet, a misplaced book, a failed 

marriage, a marriage without the legal certificate” (Ma Van Khang, 2000, p. 325).  
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  As an “engineer of the soul,” Tu lives in the midst of economic deprivation and 

degradation. The library with 10,000 books which Tu treasures and which his close friend 

Kha names the “kingdom of freedom”  (p. 19) is decreasing in size when Tu decides to 

sell some of the books. The love affair with books comes to a tragic, inevitable end. His 

starving wage makes knowledge a luxury he cannot afford. Born and raised in a society 

in which, at least in theory, the role of the teacher has been ranked second on the scale of 

king-teacher-father, it is understandable that Tu feels bitterly humiliated by surrendering 

to the imperatives of bodily need. Although Tu does not spend much time philosophizing 

about it, he must have the common language with the cynical painter in Maugham’s 

(1978b) Of Human Bondage: “Money is like the sixth sense without which you cannot 

make a complete use of the other five” or “You will hear people say that poverty is the 

best spur to the artist. They do not know how mean it makes you. It exposes you to 

endless humiliation, it cuts your wings, it eats into your soul like a cancer” (p. 248). 

No matter how hostile society may be to Tu, it pales in comparison with his 

domestic tragedy. It is his wife, Xuyen, a woman with a lust for earthly possessions, who 

reminds Tu constantly of the abyss of shame in which he has been trapped and from 

which he has no power to escape. The woman who shares with him the same dinner table, 

the same roof, the same bedroom, does not share with him the same dreams of happiness. 

One day, Tu discovers, not with much surprise but with a lump in his throat, that his wife 

has offered herself to one of his neighbors, a man of her dreams.  

 As an “engineer of the soul,” Tu lives within the confines of political oppression 

and stigmatization. When he gives a lesson in Vietnamese humorous tales, he incurs the 
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suspicion of regional bureaucrats. When he states that a human being is not determined 

solely by political reliability, he blacklists himself. The fact that the police break into his 

room and rummage through his books for those novels which are outside the officially 

prescribed curriculum is the inevitable consequence of a witch hunt against academic 

freedom. 

  The police, who represent the “dictatorship of the proletariat,” look more like 

representatives of the “dictatorship over the proletariat”  when they ask him to confess. 

Tu refuses. They push him out in the schoolyard, telling him, “You’ll regret for your 

obstinacy” (Ma Van Khang, 2000, p. 209). 

As an “engineer of the soul” Tu is disenchanted with and embittered by the 

reproductionist schooling. He is tireless in his appeal, “ Free dialogues. That is the 

Platonic, Aristotlean method. Plato, Aristotle and Galileo employed it to reach the truth. 

Name the thing . . . we’re mature. After the exam, we’ll go into real life” (p. 44). 

Ironically enough, to that enthusiastic call, his students present a shield of indifference or 

silence. Also, Tu feels insulted by the tenets of school curriculum which are a far cry 

from social reality. Either he is a fool or a hypocrite. In the words of Thong, the janitor:  

For many years now, we flatter each other, prettify each other. The exam topics, if 
they are not about revolutionary heroism then they are about new socialist man. 
Being a slave, then take up arms, fight a few years and turn into heroes, new 
socialist men. Why so easy? . . . Finally, everything goes back to the very start. 
Life is the same as the time [pre-communist period/French colonial period] of Pha 
and Dau. (p. 199) 
 
As an “engineer of the soul,” Tu lives in the shadow of school educrats 

embodied by Principal Cam, who is in charge of administration affairs, and Party 

Secretary Duong, who is in charge of political affairs. Products of the “ideological 
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oppressive apparatus” both men are chosen because of their reliability in terms of class-

based political dossiers. Mr. Principal is famous for his stupidity, narrow-mindedness 

and petty jealousies. As for the Party Secretary, he is difficult to describe. Duong 

justifies the shortage of restrooms by saying, “It must be understood that one restroom 

for 50 people is the good condition for educating heroism and the enduring spirit” (p. 

58). Duong equates collective ownership with dictatorship. Duong explains that 

Marxism is the name of Marx and Stalin put together. Duong cancels English classes 

because he is afraid the students will be indoctrinated with American imperialism. And 

he quotes Marxism-Leninism as a devil quotes the scripture for his own purposes. Listen 

to Thuat, a friend of Tu, and a rebel who declares war with these leaders:  

The world is colorful but you; you want to forge human beings into a 
prefabricated world. Down with a rigid world. . . . He [Cam] and Duong 
destroyed my life. They are not leaders. They are Hitlers, Pinochets, Pol Pots. 
Oh, God, bastards clothed in morality. (p. 200) 
 
The catastrophe comes in the shape of a letter sent to Tu by one of his former 

students. The ideas contained in it, written from the depth of the student’s heart, are 

alien to, even hostile to the dominant ideology. The letter falls into the hands of the 

Party Secretary. Taking advantage of this long-awaited opportunity, he decides to 

deprive Tu of his right to be a teacher: he fires Tu.  

Being ill-treated. Being despised. Being deserted. Being trampled down upon. 
Being encircled on four sides. Being betrayed. Being robbed of everything. No 
money. No power. No separate place. And now no place on the teaching 
platform. . . . Never has any persecution been so complete. (p. 385) 
 
  Thuat, one of Tu’s confidants, will say that Tu’s life is “a wedding without a 

certificate.” He seems to mean that to be the acceptable bridegroom in the marriage with 
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his restraining and crippling life, Tu must remake himself in its image, which Tu, by 

nature and by faith, can never do. 

  In 1986, such a life was sentenced to a death of a thousand cuts by the era of 

educational renovation. In Vietnam, the communists proclaimed the end of a period 

burdened with dogmatism, bureaucratism, and monopoly of thought. They also 

announced the beginning of the period of democratization and modernization in the field 

of education. For teachers such as Tu, it seemed not too romantic to dream of the days 

when, leaving behind the past of political oppression, aesthetic alienation, and spiritual 

suppression, he and his kindred spirits could celebrate their marriage with life. This 

time, of course, with a legal “certificate.” 

 

Educational Renovation 

In 1986, the path of Doi moi, or Renovation, was formally adopted at the Sixth 

National Congress of Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV). A reform process was 

ratified which embraced all society. Economically, it was a shift from state 

monopolization in which the state economy played the dominant role towards a 

socialist-oriented market economy. In the political sphere, this policy called for a limited 

democracy in which controls over the press and media were expected to be loosened and 

the role of the masses to be heightened. Educationally, the goal was dualist in the sense 

that it helped develop the “ socialist person”  and simultaneously train persons who are 

competent to contribute to socio-economic development (Duiker, 1995; Thayer, 1992). 
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 A wave of renovation in educational thinking rose up from that historic Party 

Congress. A clear-cut manifesto, however, never came into being. The key tenets of 

educational renovation were embodied by party resolutions, governmental decrees, and 

the Educational Ministry’s conferences. Based upon such official documents, the 

renovational line in education can be summed up as follows: 

 First, education and training must be highly politicized. Although “it is necessary 

to overcome the vision of education only as a part of the ideological-cultural renovation” 

(Pham Minh Hac, 1998, p. 29), politicization of education is repeated over and over in 

many documents. Hac, then Minister of Education, said: “The whole process of 

renovation of thinking on education must be stuck to the objective of education, namely, 

to shape and promote personality, to train men full of patriotism and the socialist ideals” 

(p. 30). The Resolution of the Ninth National Congress of CPV (Communiist Party of 

Vietnam, 2001) also stated an objective: “. . . to revamp the teaching and learning 

subjects on Marxism-Leninism and Ho Chi Minh Thought in universities, high schools, 

vocational secondary schools” (p. 52). 

 Second, renovation calls for the standardization of education. Standardization 

includes teacher education as well as educational curriculum. Schools must attain 

national and then international standards of modernization and industrialization (Nghiem 

Dinh Vy & Nguyen Dac Hung, 2002). 

 Third, education and training must be renovated in the direction of 

modernization and democratization. To modernize education, it is necessary to 

“ promote the learner’s creative thinking and self-training capacity . . . ownership of 
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knowledge rather than stuffing, parrotlike study . . . to uphold the autonomy of 

universities.”  (Communst Party of Vietnam, 2001, p. 227). It is also necessary to import 

and reinvent the “ individualization”  of pedagogical practices in order to “ create in the 

learner the critical spirit . . . and lifelong learning spirit”  (Nghiem Dinh Vy & Nguyen 

Dac Hung, 2002, p. 127). 

 Fourth, education and training must become socialized. Socializing is a means to 

implement democratization since it creates the favorable conditions for all citizens to 

acquire the benefits of education. By “ demonopolizing,” “unfastening,” “loosening up,” 

education is diversified. Besides public schools, which are under the complete control of 

the state, the policy of socialization gives birth to semi-public schools, managed by the 

state but with a certain financial autonomy, and community-founded schools, which are 

under the management of a social organization. Even private schools, which are 

governed by individual investors, are encouraged to compete (Pham Minh Hac, 1998). 

All types of schools, however are under the uniform and sole management of Ministry 

of Education and Training. The socializing of education thus means rallying all the 

people in society to participate in education affairs.  

 Finally, there is the idea of equality in education. Since the ideal of communism 

is to create a society in which each person has the equal opportunity to education, this 

tenet has long been proclaimed. In the context of educational renovation, this tenet 

demands that educational policy designers pay attention to students in low-income 

families or in rural backwaters (CPV Ninth Congress Documents, 2001). 
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Research Context and Questions 

 This study inquires into post-reform educational activity at the post-secondary 

level in Ho Chi Minh City.  As the capital of the former government of South Vietnam, 

Ho Chi Minh City is now remarkable for many reasons. It is said to be the most 

“Westernized” city in Vietnam, not only because it has a long tradition of contact with 

Western culture but also because it is less conservative than Hanoi, the current capital in 

the North. Moreover, the wave of renovation is rooted in a shared ideology within the 

South in general and Ho Chi Minh City in particular.  

 This dissertation is a critical literary analysis that also draws upon 

autoethnographic narrative as a form of inquiry. Autoethnography, described more fully 

in Chapter 3, is a genre of research and writing that links the personal with the cultural, 

emphasizing the writer’s experience as data in its own right and “the ways in which the 

[researcher] interacts with the culture being researched” (Holt, 2003, p. 2; Reed-

Danahay, 1997). The study is therefore deeply intertextual, weaving together a personal 

experience narrative with the analysis of literary works and public documents. I focus on 

educational renovation as it has been implemented at the university level and as it affects 

the teaching of literature in South Vietnam.  

 To a considerable extent, the tenets of educational renovation are antithetical to 

the “banking style of education”  (Freire, 1997) as vividly portrayed by Ma Van Khang 

in his novel. Moreover, these tenets come very close to critical pedagogical concepts, 

such as “learner-centeredness,” “critical literacy,” cherished by Freire and his 

proponents. What is more, educational doi moi was launched in the midst of a 
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comprehensive reform at the base of which was a radical shift from a central-planned 

economy to a socialist-oriented market economy which corresponds to a political doi 

moi in the superstructure. In such circumstances, as Facundo (1984) argued, literacy 

becomes a matter of life and death: reading the word is fatefully intertwined with 

reading the world. Literacy, then, “is an attitude towards history . . . a dream of a new 

society against the power of the old . . . or an insurrection of subjugated knowledges . . . 

a counter-hegemonic structure of feeling” (Shor, 1997, p. 2). 

 The critical inquiry informing this study aims at exploring the birth-pangs of this 

new era of education: the in-depth struggle between conservative forces and 

democratization and modernization in the education arena; of accommodation and 

resistance in the divided souls of teachers and students; and of “the demand to give up 

illusions about its conditions” and “the demand to give up a condition which needs 

illusions” (Marx, quoted in Fromm, 1990, p. 11). 

 The following research questions were designed to examine the experience of 

educational renovation in South Vietnam: 

1. What tenets and values underlie the development of educational renovation in 

South Vietnam? 

2. How are these tenets and values reflected in educational policies and practices? 

3. To what extent are the tenets of critical pedagogy and critical literacy a part of 

the educational renovation (curriculum and pedagogy)? 

4. What do the findings suggest for education in Vietnam and Freirean philosophy 

of educational liberation? 
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The Organization of the Study 

 The first chapter introduced the key tenets of educational renovation as 

propagated in the official documents of the Communist Party of Vietnam [CPV] and the 

Government of Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Three dominant concepts--modernization 

and democratization, socialization and equalization in education--were analysed. Then I 

gave a brief description of the context and research questions for this study, 

foreshadowing the study’s conclusions of the differences between the period of 

renovation and pre-renovation in education. I began this chapter with a brief analysis of 

the novel Wedding Without a Marriage Certificate. 

 The second chapter is a review and critique of critical pedagogy and critical 

literacy (critical literacy pedagogy), which includes critical theory, critical thinking, 

critical literacy and critical pedagogy. I devote considerable attention to the key themes 

underlying critical peadagogy, including the political essence of education and the 

liberatory message of critical pedagogy as seen through conscientization and problem-

posing techniques. Through a critique of critical pedagogy, this chapter presents not only 

the difficulties in utilizing its methods but also the dilemmas of Freirean philosophy as 

argued by Gibson (1994). Transactional reading and expressivist writing are also 

included within the agenda of critical pedagogy because these theories are highly 

learner-centered in orientation. 

Chapter 3 is a thick description of this study’s methodology, which combines 

critical literary analysis and critical autoethnography.  After listing the differences 
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between conventional and autoethnography, I describe the research journey, including 

data analysis, leaving Vietnam, and returning to the field. 

Chapters 4 through 8 present the findings of the research. In Chapter 4, I 

examine resistance to political-ideological education policy, which is composed of 

Marxist-Leninist philosophy, Marxist-Leninist political economy, scientific socialism, 

and the history of CPV. Chapters 5-7 illustate the accommodation to and resistance 

against the dominant educational ideology in teaching and learning literature. The 

analysis is presented under three themes: the reasons to read literature (Why read/write 

literature?), the literary works included and excluded (What to read/write?), and the 

approach to teaching literature (How to read/write literature?). Literature as seen in these 

chapters is not purely school-based; it has a lot to do with the renovational movements 

outside the classroom. In many respects, democratization and modernization of 

education, two tenets of educational renovation, are examined in these chapters. 

Chapter 8 deals with the other tenets of educational renovation—socializing and 

equalization of education. It presents not only the discovery of the mixed blessing of the 

policy of socializing of education but also the ideal of equality of education, an ideal 

proclaimed by the regime and negated by the testimony of participants. 

Chapter 9 records the reasons as to why educational renovation falls short of the 

people’s expectations and fails to realize the officially mapped goals. I argue that the 

failure reflects the dilemma of educational leaders who know that an authentic 

renovation threatens their grip on power. In addition, looking back on my earlier review 

of the literature, I argue that the resistance documented in this study in fact reflects a 
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Freirean critical literacy pedagogy and that this “ literacy-from-below”  conveys a 

language not only of “critique” but also of “possibility.” The ambiguity in attitudes and 

reactions is interpreted as a measure adopted under the pressures of political and cultural 

factors. I also argue in favor of Freirean overemphasis on the power of ideas and 

ideology as a means to change. I argue against Gibson’s criticism of Freire on this key 

point. 

Chapter 10 concludes by reiterating the overwhelming power of 

“conscientization”  or critical consciousness in educational and social transformation and 

reaffirming the liberating power of consciousness in making social and educational 

transformation. But this chapter also suggests that Freirean philosophy of liberatory 

education should be viewed as an open system that is ready to embrace and absorb 

unexpected exceptions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CRITICAL PEDAGOGY, CRITICAL LITERACY, AND FREIREAN 

PHILOSOPHY OF LIBERATION. 

 
“There is no true word that is not at the same 
time praxis. Thus to speak a true word is to 
transform the world.” 
               (Paulo Freire, 1993, p. 68) 

 

 The aim of this chapter is to review critical literacy pedagogy, which includes 

critical theory, critical thinking, critical literacy, and critical pedagogy. I devote much 

attention to critical pedagogy’s tenets, such as conscientization and problem-posing and 

the problems raised by critics of this educational theory. Finally, I discuss transactional 

reading and expressivist writing and argue that these theories, promoting empowerment 

on the part of the learner, are critical literacy in orientation. 

 

Critical Literacy Pedagogy 

Critical pedagogy shares its key tenets with critical theory, which is usually 

associated with the Frankfurt School in Germany. At this research center, such committed 

Marxists as Marx Horkheimer, Jurgen Habermas and Erich Fromm developed political 

and cultural theories which are based on Marx’s theories that economics in large part 

dictates social and cultural relations (Greene, 1996; Klager, 1997; Wink, 2000). Fromm 

(1963), for example, theorizes that the modern individual, fearful of aloneness and 

powerlessness, has ceased to be himself and becomes exactly like an “automaton.” And 
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Horkheimer (1972) argues that theory should not be neutral but must take sides in the 

struggle for a better society. 

According to Giroux (2003), critical theory creates stimulating implications for 

critical pedagogy. First, dialectical thinking of the Frankfurt School with its emphasis on 

the interaction between the social life and individual experiences challenges the posivitist 

forms of social inquiry as well as the functionalist theory of education. Second, the 

Frankfurt School’s theory of knowledge looks at knowledge critically and thus 

knowledge is not only a reflection of the existing reality but also the “fleeting images” 

(Giroux, p. 51) of a different and more satisfactory future. Third, because culture is 

conceived as closely related to power, the school becomes part and parcel of the wider 

society, which has the capacity of either restraining or liberating educational life. Finally, 

a depth psychology offered by the Frankfurt School paves the way for a critical 

psychology which promises to break the chains of psychological domination. 

Critical pedagogy should be distinguished from critical thinking. While critical 

pedagogy is preoccupied with social injustice, critical thinking does not always give 

priority to this intention. While critical pedagogy holds that “individual criticality is 

intimately linked with social criticality”  (Burbules & Berk, 1999, p. 55), critical thinking 

is more interested in individual action.  

Critical literacy, to some extent, is synonymous with critical pedagogy, but it has 

more to do with reading and writing. Critical literacy thus asks people to use writing and 

reading as a means to name the world from their own perspectives and then transform 

social inequalities. In the words of Shor (1997): 
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Critical literacy, then, is an attitude towards history as Kenneth Burke (1984) 
might have said, or a dream of a new society against the power now in power, as 
Paulo Freire proposed (Shor & Freire, 1987), or an insurrection of subjugated 
knowledges in the ideas of Michel Foucauld (1980), or a counter-hegemonic 
structure of feeling, as Raymond Williams (1977) theorized, or a multicultural 
resistance invented on the borders of crossing identities as Gloria Anzaldua 
(1990) imagined, or language used against fitting unexceptionably into the status-
quo as Andrienne Rich (1979) declared. (Shor, 1997, pp. 1-4) 
 

Critical literacy is thus about much more than learning to read the “word”; a 

learner must learn to understand the political and social practices that constitute their 

reality before she/ he can make sense of the written words that describe that reality 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987). In this critical sense, illiteracy does not exclusively mean not 

knowing how to read a written word but rather means the inability to read the “world.” 

“Also, there is a certain ideological aspect of the problem of cultural illiteracy . . . what is 

making them (famous people and intellectuals) cultural illiterates . . . is their prejudice 

against race, against class, against the nation” (Olson & Freire, 1992, p. 25). 

Although many people have contributed to our understanding of critical literacy 

pedagogy, we must begin with an examination of the works of Paulo Freire, the 

“inaugural philosopher of critical pedagogy”  (McLaren, 2000, pp. 1-22). Originally 

designed to deal with adult education in Brazil, Freire’s philosophy on teaching/learning 

has reached international dimensions. 

Perhaps the red thread running through Freire’s pedagogy is the tenet that 

education is politics and that there are two kinds of politics, oppressive and liberatory, 

and that critical pedagogy sides with liberatory politics (Freire, 1997; Freire & Macedo, 

1987; Giroux, 1997; Shannon, 1992; Shor, 1992). Education thus for Freire is never 
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neutral: it either domesticates the learners or liberates them, allowing them to reflect on 

the world and transform the world towards a more equitable and compassionate end 

(Merriam & Caffarella, 1999). That education is political means that all decisions 

concerning educational programs, goals, and contents are inescapably decided by 

political purposes. It also means that educators should be politically conscious so that 

they can see through the relationships of power inherent in the dominant curriculum and 

the mutual relations between the school’s culture and societal culture (Anderson & 

Irvine, 1993; Edelsky, 1996; Freire & Macedo, 1987; Giroux, 1997; Lankshear & 

McLaren, 1993). Critical pedagogy is liberatory by nature because it takes 

“conscientization” or “consciousness-raising” as the top of its educational agenda. This is 

a process, “in which men, not as recipients, but as knowing subjects, achieve a deep 

awareness both of the sociocultural reality which shapes their lives and of the capacity to 

transform that reality” (Freire, 1970, p. 27). There are three stages of consciousness: 

intransitive, semi-transitive, and critical (Freire, 1973). Intransitive consciousness is a 

magical consciousness which lets one accept the world as it is without any questioning. 

Semi-consciousness is another level which permits people to realize that they can change 

things but in a limited way. The most sophisticated stage of consciousness is critical 

consciousness. Here, “one achieves an in-depth understanding of the forces that shape 

one’s life space, and becomes an active agent in constructing a different, more just 

reality.” (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999, p. 325). Shor (1992) summarizes critical 

consciousness with four qualities:  

1.  Power awareness, an understanding that any man-made structures can be 
changed by people;  
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2.  Critical literacy, which goes beyond the surface into the deep-buried layers of 
ideology;  

 
3.  Permanent desocialization, an interrogation of the status quo in terms of 

power and inequality; and  
 
4.  Self-education, the knowledge to learn critically and to organize 

transformative projects with others. (pp. 129-130) 
 
Critical consciousness, as Freire defines it, is not consciousness for 

consciousness’s sake, no matter how revolutionary it may be. “To speak a true word is to 

transform the world,” and “To name the world [is] to change it” (Freire, 1997, pp. 68-69). 

Critical consciousness must be wedded with action to transform the world or else it it 

becomes mere “verbalism.” But action must be reviewed and enlightened by reflection or 

else it turns into pure “activism.” The dialogical relation between reflection and action in 

which both of them revitalize and nourish each other Freire calls “praxis” (Freire, 1997, 

p. 106). 

To develop critical consciousness, two teaching practices are brought forth by 

critical pedagogues: dialogue and problem-posing. For Freire, dialogue is the practice of 

freedom and democracy. Shor (1992) sees dialogue as a means to change the 

authoritarian nature between teacher and student. Macedo sees dialogue as a matter of 

voice, which he calls a “human right” and a “democratic right” (Macedo, 1994, p. 4). A 

dialogical classroom should not mean having discussion in class where everyone is 

allowed to use their voice, but rather it is a place where the students are faced with the 

issues and problems that are important to them and are challenged to figure out ways to 

take them politically and solve them politically (Shor, 1992). Instrumental in approaches 

to dialogue are generative themes, topic themes and academic themes (Boyce, 1996).  
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Another teaching practice, problem-posing, is the antithesis of the “banking” style 

of education. Banking education, a metaphor for a traditional transmission-oriented 

method of education, suggests that teachers make deposits of knowledge taken from the 

central bank with its standardized materials and standardized curriculum into the empty 

accounts of students, and thus they reinforce the ruling ideas of the ruling class at the 

expense of students’ own knowledge. In contrast to and in defiance of such methodology, 

Freire proposes a problem-posing education, which offers all subject matter as historical 

products to be questioned rather than as central bank wisdom to be accepted. The 

responsibility of the problem-posing teacher is to diversify subject matter and to use 

students’ thought and speech as the basis for developing critical understanding of 

personal experience, unequal conditions in society, and existing knowledge. In this 

democratic pedagogy, the teacher is not filling empty minds with official knowledge but 

is posing knowledge in any form as a problem for mutual inquiry (Shor, 1992). In the 

same vein, Freire (1997) states, “Whereas banking education anesthetizes and inhibits 

creative power, problem-posing education involves a constant unveiling of reality. The 

former attempts to maintain the submersion of consciousness; the latter strives for the 

emergence of consciousness and critical intervention in reality” (p. 66). 

Critical pedagogy is inescapably learner-centered simply because it begins from 

the lived experiences of students. This, however, does not lead to the death of the teacher. 

He/she becomes a co-author of a teaching process and is on friendly, comradely terms 

with students. Existentially speaking, critical pedagogy solves the problem of “Hell is 

other people” by discarding “I-it” which refers to the relationship between a subject and 
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an object, and reviving “I-Thou” which refers to the relationship between subjectivities 

(Morris, 1990, p. 70). 

Aronowitz (1996) criticizes those who regard critical pedagogy as just a 

classroom method of teaching and argues that Freire’s work is a “pedagogy of life,” a 

“theory of human nature” (pp. 11-12). Freirean humanism, as Aronowitz calls it, is 

“Existentialist Marxist” for it addresses the authentication of human beings by suggesting 

a transformation of the oppressed from “beings-for-others” to “beings-for-themselves” (p. 

13). Freire, however, breaks with Marxist viewpoint in that he sees in the class struggle 

not the victory of one class over another but instead the humanization of both the 

oppressor and the oppressed. Moreover, he does not reproduce the Leninist dictum 

“according to which the task of the avant-garde intellectuals . . . is to lead the masses into 

liberation” (Aronowitz, 1996, p. 14). In this way, Freire argues for the possibility of self-

emancipation by the oppressed and rejects the Leninist belief that only revolutionary 

intellectuals can bring revolutionary consciousness to the masses. 

 

Critiques of Critical Pedagogy 

Giroux and McLaren (1995), two committed critical pedagogues, have provided 

the first critique of critical pedagogy. They are not happy with a critical pedagogy 

“overly concerned with developing a language of critique” (p. 32). According to Giroux 

(1994) “Critical pedagogy needs to regain a sense of alternatives by combining the 

languages of critique and possibility” (p. 41). The language of the “not yet,” or the 

“discourse of possibility” once emphasized, “allows for the possibility of a radical 
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democratic politics in which immanent critique and transfigurative desire mingle with 

one another” (Frazer, 1989, p. 107).  

The potentially dangerous use of dialogue as a tool of emancipation is the central 

idea of Frank Margonis (1999). The dialogical dimension of human nature contradicts his 

project of teacher-student mutual empowerment because:  

On the one hand, Freire pushed progressive pedagogy to reconceive the 
educational relationship as a social dynamic, shaped by the interplay of student 
and teacher as well as their respective social, cultural and political positions . . . 
on the other hand, Freire makes foundationalist claims concerning the centrality 
of dialogue to reaching full human development. (Margonis, 1999, pp. 10-11) 
 
Margonis argues that “non-dialogue” can be the strategy adopted by oppressed 

groups to reduce the surveillance system of the dominant group. 

 Yagelski (1999) analyzes the teacher-student contradiction as a teacher. He talks 

about “the tricky ground a teacher treads in trying to address students’ needs at the same 

time that those needs are understood in terms of the teacher’s critical or liberatory 

agenda” (p. 40). He proposes that “embracing contraries” is what should be accepted. 

What is missing from Freirean pedagogy is also addressed by poststructuralist, 

feminist, and psychoanalytic critics. These critics argue that Freire is still in the camp of 

modernism which promotes the ideal of universal emancipation, stresses the dualist 

thinking style, and ignores the contradictions inherent in a multiple, incoherent social as 

well as individual reality (Ellsworth, 1989; Hardin, 2001; Martin, 2001; Pennycook, 

2001). These critics suggest that critical pedagogy should embrace the postmodernist 

spirit, which resists the idea of the fixity of discourse in favor of “hybridized discourse” 

(Hardin, p. 111), which proposes a multiple, shifting subjectivity bearing the imprint of 
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“the desire to be and the desire not to be” (Benjamin, 1987, quoted from Martin, 2001, p. 

61). 

Freirean philosophy of liberation is especially interrogated by Gibson (1994). 

Without denying that Freire is a great teacher and liberator, Gibson (1994) contends that 

Freire is essentially a reformist, a gradualist, not a true revolutionary, and that Freirean 

philosophy of education is primarily Christian-Hegelian and secondarily Marxist. “Freire 

believes that history is, above all, a process of human events. . . . Freire indicates that a 

class analysis is important to understand change, but he places this concept . . . under a 

humanistic sky” (Gibson, 1994, p. 62). To support his argument that the Freirean 

philosophy of education is far from liberatory, Gibson analyzes the trinity of literacy, 

consciousness, and political change, the pillars of Freirean critical pedagogy. In the 

sphere of literacy, Gibson says, no matter how highly charged politically it may seem, 

Freirean conceptions are not Marxist in that “he sees praxis as the simultaneous 

intersection of theory and practice, whereas a materialist base, which is the denominator 

of dialectical materialism, privileges practice” (p. 63). Further, Gibson asserts that “he 

believes that it is possible in Sao Paulo to build a democratic school system with special 

curricular reforms that transcend the rich and the poor” (p. 64). As for critical 

consciousness, the belief that critical consciousness grows out of a critical educational 

effort runs against the Marxist belief that consciousness is determined by social being and 

not the other way around. As for political change, Freire wants to accelerate production 

through modern technology and thus generate political change, but Marxism, according 
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to Gibson, states that change in the relations of production, not change in the forces of 

production, can bring about political transformation.  

 

Reader-Response Theories and Expressivist Writing  

as Critical Literacy 

I am in support of the argument that expressivist writing and transactional reading 

should be within the critical literacy agenda. First, critical literacy “challenges the status 

quo in an effort to discover alternative paths for self- and social development”(Shor, 

1980, p. 1). The slogan of the feminist movement that “the personal is the political” also 

shows the dialogical interaction between the individual and sociopolitical forces 

(Goodson & Sikes, 2001). Interestingly enough, Freire himself defends the opinion that 

personal expressions should not be isolated amongst themselves nor should they be 

isolated from historical circumstances. When Freire (1996) said, “Identity is always 

personal and social . . . while we cannot predict the path of historical action or name 

human agency in advance, we can never give up the struggle for self-formation and self-

definition” (xii), he stated that these two entities are interconnected. According to 

Kirklighter (2002), in an interview, when Macedo criticized those who emphasized “an 

overcelebration of one’s own location and history,” Freire said that he did not agree with 

those who performed “an overcelebration of theory” (p. 88). Personal experiences thus 

are not alien to the theory of the founder of critical pedagogy. 

A reader-response approach to reading made its appearance as a counteraction 

against the insistence on authorial intention as the center of meaning as exemplified in  
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E. D. Hirsch’s (1976) The Aims of Interpretation. The first battle cry was from Rosenblatt 

in 1938 when she wrote Literature as Exploration. Since that time, there have appeared 

many types of reader-response theories but the dominant, unchanging and unchangeable 

tenet has been the same: it is the reader who brings the text to life, who gives it the 

ultimate meaning. Although they intersect and overlap, five perspectives on reader-

response can be formulated. According to Beach (1993), textual theories “focus on how 

readers draw on and deploy their knowledge of text or genre conventions to respond to 

specific text features” (p. 8). Experiential theorists “focus on the nature of readers’ 

engagement or experience with texts” (p. 8). Psychological theorists “focus on readers’ 

cognitive or subsconcious processes” (p. 8). Social theorists “focus on the influence of 

the social context on the reader/text transaction” (p. 8). Cultural theorists “focus on how 

readers’ cultural roles, attitudes, and values, as well as the larger cultural, historical 

context, shape responses” (p. 9).  

Two major points emerge from Rosenblatt’s (1995) transactional reader-response. 

First, by denying the formalist notion of the reading process, Rosenblatt defines this 

process as a transaction between the text and the reader. Rosenblatt argues that “reading 

is a constructive, selective process” and “the relation between reader and sign on the page 

proceeds in a to-and-fro spiral” and “in which each is continually being affected by what 

the other has contributed” (Rosenblatt, 1995, p. 26). Rosenblatt then identifies two 

reading stances of this transaction. While the reader in efferent stance focuses on the 

information contained in the text, the reader in “aesthetic” stance absorbs in a personal, 

existentialist relationship with the text. Although Rosenblatt tends to give priority to the 
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aesthetic stance, she does think that either of the two stances is adopted by the reader 

himself/herself, depending on his/her experiences and aspirations. The two stances, 

however, are not binary oppositions but rather a continuum (Rosenbatt, 1994). Reading 

Madame Bovary (1965) as a story about an adulterous woman is an example of an 

efferent stance toward the text. A transactional reader, however, can also read in an 

aesthetic mode in which he/she can experience the text through the subtleties and 

complexities of a romantic heart trapped in a petty-minded and mean-spirited world but 

forever yearning for wider horizons.  

 The reader as central to the act of reading is also theorized by Goodman’s (1967, 

1985, 1992, 1994, 1996) transactional socio-psycholinguistic theory of reading. 

According to Goodman, reading is making sense of the text and meaning is produced 

both by the text and what the reader brings to the text. The fact that readers made 

miscues--they produced unexpected responses to the text--led Goodman to believe that 

reading must be a receptive language process and readers are active users of language. 

Goodman argues that in transacting with the text, the readers make their own sense by 

using information from the graphophonic, the lexical-grammatical, and the semantic-

pragmatic levels. 

The divorce between the author and the reader is Barthes’s preoccupation in his 

S/Z (1974). Barthes makes a distinction between the “readerly” and the “writerly” texts. 

While the readerly requires little effort on the part of the reader to interpret the meaning, 

the writerly text forces the reader to share in the meaning making; the reader is invited to 

decipher the ambiguity or multiplicity of textual meaning and thus he/she becomes the 
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co-author of the text. It is Barthes who famously proclaims that the author “enters into his 

death” when “writing begins” (Barthes, 1977, p. 142). When he talks about the death of 

the author and the birth of the author, Barthes wants to abandon the author-centered in 

favor of a reader-centered approach to reading. Applying Barthes’s theory, Suleiman 

(1983) argued that romans a these, with their inherent great amount of redundancy, 

belong to the readerly texts because these novels reduce plural meanings and seek to give 

the reader the only correct meaning. 

Similar to Barthes’s readerly and writerly texts are Bakhtin’s (1981, 1984) 

monologic and polyphonic works of literature. According to this Russian theorist, 

Tolstoy’s works are cited as “monologic” because the multiple voices and consciousness 

within the text are reduced to a single version of truth imposed by the author. 

Dostoevsky, in contrast, is “polyphonic” because Dostoesvky does not create “ fully 

formed and finalized characters; he lets his characters develop in dialogue with other 

characters and other consciousness” (Booker, 1996). 

In The Implied Reader (1974) and The Act of Reading: A Theory of Aesthetic 

Response (1978), Iser argued that there are “gaps” or blanks in the texts which affect the 

reader and which force him/her to create their own interpretations. For Iser, the literary 

work is neither identical with the text nor with the realization of the text: the literary work 

lies somewhere in the middle. The relationship between the reader’s contribution to the 

text and the triggers in the text which invite the reader’s interpretive activity is solved by 

Iser through the “implied reader” and the “actual reader.” If the implied reader is invited 
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to respond by the structures embedded in the text, the actual reader brings into the text 

his/her experiences which fill gaps or develop the ambiguities. 

The idea that meaning is never complete, never fully realized but always 

postponed or deferred, is implicated in the word differance, which means “deferment.” 

(Derrida, 1976, 1978). Meaning in a text is not a stable element not only because the 

language which makes up the text is not complete and liable to dissemination but also 

because the language of interpretation itself is subject to the condition of differance 

(Webster, 1990). The fact that the meaning of the text is an “indefinite, undeciable, plural 

conflicting arrays of possible meanings” (Tyson, 1999, p. 252) requires that the reader be 

active in deconstructing the text by revealing the text’s undecidability and, more 

important, by exposing the “complex operations of the ideologies of which the text is 

constructed” (Tyson, 1999, p. 252). A deconstructive reader, for example, can 

deconstruct the ideological project of the novel The Great Gatsby by proving that despite 

the condemnation of American decadence in the 1920s, the novel, through Gatsby, 

conveys its fascination with the world it harshly condemns (Tyson, 1999). 

Historically oriented reception theory owes a great debt to the work of Hans 

Robert Jauss. In Toward an Aesthetics of Reception (1983), Jauss argues that the 

reception of a work or an author depends much on the reading public’s “horizons of 

expectation.” The novel Madame Bovary, for example, was put on trial in the oppressive 

climate of the time when it was published. But it was well received some time after that 

when the reading public became more open-minded and tolerant. The reader thus plays a 
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conspicuous role in deciding the value of a work if we pay more attention to the history 

of literary reception. 

No less important is feminist reader-response, an effort to show the patriarchal 

resonances in literary texts and the differences between males and females in reading and 

evaluating literature. Radway (1991) illustrates the gap between man and woman in the 

reading process and strategies. Challenging the reader to become a “resisting reader,” 

Fetterley argues that female readers are alienated from the reading experience because 

literary texts usually convey male-dominated ideology. In “A Rose for ‘A Rose for 

Emily’,” Fetterly, represents feminist reader-response approach, strongly said, “It is a 

story of a woman victimized and betrayed by the system of sexual politics, who 

nevertheless has discovered, within the structure that victimizes her, sources of power for 

herself” (p. 120). 

The development of “voice,” which encourages anti-banking concept of education 

by placing the student and his/her self-discovery at the center of the writing act, is the 

aim of expressivism or expressivist writing theorists. Expressivist rhetorics try to seek the 

learner’s authentic voice, an important concept in the works, for instance, of Peter Elbow 

(1973, 1994). This effort is intended to serve as a critique of the tyrannical conventions of 

society and of the ruling ideology. It also pursues the aim of dismantling the uninspiring 

pedagogies which make the learners empty vessels filled with knowledge imposed from 

the outside (Gradin, 1995). Expressivist writing can be both personal and social “because 

personal writing invites feeling does not mean that it leaves out thinking and because it 
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invites attention to the self does not mean that it leaves out other people and the social 

connections” (Elbow, 1990, p. 10). Elbow adds:  

There is a sense . . . in which all language is social. But just as clearly, there’s a 
sense in which all language is private: the tapping on prison walls by individuals 
in solitary confinement with only slight chances of being heard, much less 
understood. The situation is not either/or but both/and. (p. 192) 
 

      In Romancing Rhetorics: Social Expressivist Perspectives on the Teaching of Writing 

(1995), Gradin called for a “social expressivism,” a rhetoric which problematizes social 

and political problems from the personal viewpoints. Gradin argued that this rhetoric 

“probably seems much more politicized than the expressivism that we have come to 

associate with people like Murray or Elbow” (p. 119). Gradin also argues that this social 

expressivism shares an important tenet with the liberatory pedagogy of Freire in the sense 

that expressivist pedagogues provide a method which is antithetical to banking style. 

Social expressivism thus “ honor[s] writing as discovery, development of self and voice 

and the importance of the individual, but at the same time social expressivism do[es] not 

ignore the fact that selves are socially constructed” (p. 164). 

 

Summary 

In this chapter, my aim has been to provide an overview of the theory of critical 

literacy pedagogy. There are intimate connections between critical theory, critical 

thinking, critical literacy, and critical pedagogy. Primarily a teaching method that aims at 

raising critical consciousness, critical pedagogy is at the same time a philosophy of 

human liberation. Some critics of critical pedagogy look upon it from the perspective of 

teaching techniques; others criticize it as a philosophy. I drew readers to Gibson’s 
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critique because of its radical attitude. I argued that expressivist writing and transactional 

reading should be part of critical pedagogy because those theories favor selfhood and 

human agency, without which resistance in education is hardly feasible.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY: DOING CRITICAL LITERARY ANALYSIS 

AND AUTOETHNOGRAPHY IN VIETNAM 

 
“Listening and telling can be forms of  
emancipatory practice.”  
                                     (McCarty, 2002, p. 6) 

 

The methodology for this dissertation combines critical document and literary 

analysis with autoethnography.  Autoethnographic accounts recognize “the researcher’s 

own experience [as] a topic of investigation in its own right” (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p. 

733).  This is less a personal narrative, however, than it is an analysis that derives its 

claims from both personal experience (autoethnography) and a critical examination of 

literature and public documents. Specifically, I draw on my long-term experience as a 

native of Vietnam as well as autoethnographic contextualization of contemporary 

education reforms, and on a critical analysis of literary texts and public documents.  In 

this chapter, I describe these methods and tell the story of how I conducted this research 

from the beginning to the time I returned to the field for a final revisiting of Vietnam and 

its education reforms. 

 

Conventional Ethnography and Autoethnography 

 Originally referring to the fundamental research method of anthropology, 

ethnography is increasingly used to refer to any study that aims at understanding a 

cultural phenomenon from the native or “emic” point of view. According to McLaren and 
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Datnow (2002), ethnography possesses some common features. The first is participant 

observation of a group under study for a long time. The second is that the main 

techniques of collecting data are observation and interaction. The third feature is the 

naturalistic nature of the research. The fourth is that the ethnographer (or fieldworker) 

tries to build a contextualized view of life in the group. And finally is the mixture of a 

theoretical lens with a “thick”  description (McLaren & Datnow, 2002). 

    Holism, or attending to context, a crucial feature of ethnographic research, takes 

into account “both the behavior of the individuals and/or groups under investigation” 

(Nunan, 1994, p. 57). While the horizontal dimension refers to the description of events 

and behaviors over time, the vertical dimension refers to what happens around such 

events and behaviors at the time of their occurrence. Figuratively speaking, Wolcott talks 

about the contextualization of observations in ethnography, “One’s focus moves 

constantly between figure and ground--like a zoom lens on the camera to catch the fine 

detail of what individuals are doing and to keep a perspective on the context of that 

behavior” (1988, p. 230).  

    “Thick” description is another distinguishing feature. It takes into account all the 

factors which can have impact on the phenomena under study. Geertz’s (1973) Balinese 

cock fight is a classic example of thick description. 

    Autoethnography and conventional ethnography share some basic characteristics; 

among these are reliance on qualitative interpretation, adherence to a symbolic 

interactionist paradigm, and a preference for developing “grounded theory” (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967). As Holt (2003) notes, “ethnographers have acted autobiographically 
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before, but in the past ehy may not have been aware of doing so, and taken their genre for 

granted” (p. 18).  Autoethnography breaks from conventional ethnography in several 

important ways, however. “Autoethnography is [a] … genre of writing and research that 

displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural,” Ellis 

and Bochner (2000) explain: 

Back and forth autoethnographers gaze, first through an ethnographic wide-angle 
lens, focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their personal experience; 
then, they look inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is moved by and may move 
through, refract, and resist cultural interpretations. (p. 739) 

 

Autoethnography has been recognized as a research paradigm within qualitative 

studies for more than two decades, often being characterized as personal experience 

narrative research, complete-member research, auto-observation, lived experience, 

autobiographical ethnography, and personal ethnography (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p. 739).  

This approach originated within the discipline of social-cultural anthropology, but is 

becoming widely used in other disciplines as well.  Autoethnography acknowledges the 

validity of the author’s own experiences within social-cultural contexts as a primary basis 

for reflexively and critically examining “self-other” interactions (Holt, 2003, p. 2).  “By 

writing themselves into their own work,” Holt (2003) states, “autoethnographers 

[challenge] accepted views about silent authorship, where the researcher’s voice is not 

included in the presentation” (p. 2).   

For this study, I adapted a framework for autoethnographic research from Ellis 

and Bochner (2000), Bennett (2004), and Reed-Danahay (1997).  Accordingly, I define 

autoethnography as an analytical/objective but personalized account that: 
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(1) acknowledges the self/writer as a critical social actor and as part of the 

cultural activity under study; 

(2) is often descriptive of conflicts or dialogic tensions; 

(3) is an opportunity to explain and critique from the inside; and 

(4) is written with the goal of explaining “within-group” experiences to others 

(i.e., not with the “self” as the major audience). 

With this as a guiding framework, I take an explicitly critical approach to 

autoethnography; that is, I seek to “to identify where and how ideological masking takes 

place to tease out what a so-called natural or authentic event seeks to conceal” (McLaren 

& Datnow, 2002, p. 259). This form of autoethnography is “both a theory of experience 

and social structure”  (p. 258); it is autoethnography “with a political purpose”  (Thomas, 

1993, p. 4).  In this sense, critical autoethnography goes beyond the self to ask questions 

related to issues of policy, power, and dominance, including the role of education in 

reproducing social inequalities (Anderson, 1989; Anderson & Herr, 1993). Illiteracy or 

school failure, for example, might be viewed by conventional ethnographers as the failure 

of institutional arrangements; the critical ethnographer or critical autoethnographer, 

taking into account the macro-structural causes of social inequality, regards these 

phenomena as the inevitable result of unequal opportunity structure (Anderson & Irvine, 

1993). 

    While “conventional ethnographers study culture for the purpose of describing it; 

critical ethnographers do so to change it” (Thomas, 1993, p. 4). In other words, the 

understanding goal of conventional ethnography, which tries to unearth the rules of the 
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game, is different from the emancipatory goals underlying the present study, which 

“seeks to analyze transformation of social life, both individuated and collective, personal 

and macropoliitical” (McLaren & Datnow, 2002, p. 259). 

    To choose a critical autoethnographic approach from a number of qualitative 

methodologies is not accidental.  I share with other critical researchers the orientation that 

oppression is a multifaced reality; that thought oppression is at times more destructive 

than economic oppression; that all forms of inequality, including the inequality in 

educational settings, should be opposed; that where there is oppression there should be 

resistance; and that social research should be used as an instrument of societal change. 

The discussions of critical autoethnography methodology (e.g., Ellis & Bochner, 2000; 

Reed-Danahay, 1997), critical ethnography (Carspecken, 1996; Thomas, 1992) and 

critical document and literary analysis (Hodder, 2000) inform the framework used to 

structure this chapter.   

    

Public Documents and Literature as Data Sources 

Documents, public media, and literature constitute a second data set for this study.  

The study is thus deeply intertextual, weaving together personal narrative and experience 

with analysis of literary works and documents.  As Frow and Morris (2000) write, the 

“’text’ exists only within a network of intertextual relations”; it is an ontologically mixed 

entity that forces attention to the open-ended nature of social texts (p. 328).   
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Mining the Documents 

When I was conducting the study, I fell into the habit of buying newspapers and 

magazines at the corner newsstands in Ho Chi Minh City. On average, I read 10 papers 

every day, and each day, I got at least one article relevant to my study. After 2 years, I 

possessed dozens of boxes crowded with newspaper clippings. A mini-library was also 

created in my rented apartment which I populated with novels and video films. 

 These documents, written or visual or physical, were specifically constructed for 

the research at hand. They augmented, validated, and extended the autoethnographic 

aspect of the research. In the words of Glaser and Strauss (1967):  

When someone stands in the library stacks, he is, metaphorically, surrounded by 
voices begging to be heard. Every book, every magazine article, represents at 
least one person who is equivalent to the anthropologist’s informant or the 
sociologist’s interviewee. In those publications, people converse, announce 
positions, argue with a range of eloquence, and describe events or scenes in ways 
comparable to what is seen and heard during fieldwork. (p. 163)  
 
Using documentary material as data was useful not only because these materials 

provided background information for autoethnographic reflections, but also because they 

confirmed, verified, and strengthened data from personal experience. The Ninth Congress 

of CPV, for example, supplied me with the manifesto of educational renovation with its 

emphasis on democratization and modernization, socialization and equalization in 

education. The education scandals, which shook the foundation of educational 

socialization as perceived through interviewing, were confirmed by a string of 

investigative articles published on government-owned newspapers. Furthermore, the 

soul-searching, self-interrogating literature, written in defiance to the mainstream 

ideology, published outside of classrooms, provided me with a chance to compare and 
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contrast with literature used in university classes. I found it very hard, if not impossible, 

to collect interesting and revealing data if I could not contrast the reproductionist 

literature in class with a highly critical literature produced in the limited free space of a 

nascent civil society.  

 

The Research Journey 

 As early as 1999, I made an exploratory journey to Ho Chi Minh City. As a rule, 

anyone who wants to conduct research in Vietnam must be allowed by a governmental 

institution first and this will suggest the Foreign Agency to issue a visa. Obtaining a 

research visa, I was thinking then, was a matter of formality, and I was told that I should 

apply for it with the Institute of Science of Education, a state-run institute in Ho Chi 

Minh City.  

    A short time later, from Tucson, I sent a packet which contained application 

forms for a visa, my proposal, and letters of recommendation by Dr. McCarty, my 

advisor, to The Institute of Science of Education. As a rule, I was later told, the letter fell 

into a kingdom of silence from which no reply returned. As a rule, I sent another packet. 

And as a rule, no answer. Devastated by the delay, I decided to use personal connections 

for help, and in a short time I was issued the visa to go to Ho Chi Minh City for my 

research. This was the first time I was reminded of the importance of quan he 

(connections) in Vietnamese social transaction, especially for an overseas Vietnamese as 

I am, whom the government usually eyes with suspicion.  
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But this is not the whole story, because the “scary silence”  made its appearance 

once more when I began a sojourn through public educational spaces in Ho Chi Minh 

City.  For 3 months I found myself face to face with the kingdom of scary silence, as the 

Saigonnese would joke. I waited and waited until I was fed up with waiting, and I was 

afraid that my research was going to be ill-fated. I ultimately was given access to a 

university that constitutes the context for this autoethnographic account. This university 

was the one I attended and from which I graduated. This university was where I spent my 

eventful and idealistic youthful days. This university was where I made acquaintance 

with Eastern philosophies and Western literatures. This university was where I fell in 

love for the first time. Indelible memories were still there when I came back after 20 

years. But the wounds were still unhealed. It was here that I drank the bitter cup of 

political discrimination. I was afraid I would forever be in the prison of that feeling. 

Swayed that the old days had gone by, and swayed by the awful certainty that longing for 

another chance was tantamount to “fishing the moonlight out of the water,”  I came to the 

decision that I would be content with a wise solution rather wait for an ideal one and I 

began my research journey there. However, the fact that the 9th Congress of CPV was 

around the corner and some political troubles flared up lengthened my waiting. No less 

than 5 months had passed by before I received the official approval. At that time, the 

National Congress of the Communist Party had successfully ended with a resolution that 

affirmed the continuation of the reformist tendency and its openness to the outside world.  

From that day on, as if by a magic, everything went well for me, and it was that way until 

the day I left Vietnam two years later. I have a clear feeling that, apart from well-
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established personal connections, the victory of the reformist-minded group in the CPV 

had put an end to my waiting and allowed me to carry out the long-postponed project.  

 

The Vietnamese Context 

Culturally speaking, there are differences between Western society and its 

Vietnamese counterpart. First, there is an in-group/out-group distinction. While in North 

American culture, for example, “allegiance to a group and mobility among groups are 

purely voluntary,” Vietnamese society requires that “one be affiliated and identify with 

relatively small and tightly-knit groups of people long periods of time” (Yum, 1998, p. 

79). Secondly, there is a different conception of personal and public relationship. In the 

United States, for instance, “there is a sharp dichotomy between private and public life” 

(p. 50), whereas in Vietnam “there is a tendency to mix personal with public relationship. 

. . . If one develops a warm personal relationship, a good public relationship will follow”  

(p. 80). Finally, there are values concerning “doing” versus “being” In a “doing” culture 

such as the United States, where what a person does counts, the process of creating 

development is rapid while in Vietnamese “being” culture, “an individual’s birth, family 

background, age, and rank tend to be more important” (p. 89). Thus, people there take 

more time to explore others’ background information before creating a relationship 

(Javidi & Javidi, 1998, p. 89).  

Politically speaking, Vietnamese society, in some conspicuous ways, is still the 

hostage of “totalitarian nihilization” (Havel, 1991, p. 330). There is an unceasing war 

between, on the one hand, the “tension and thrill in real events . . . the uniqueness of the 
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human creature” (p. 335) and, on the other hand, the ideology which proclaims that it 

“has fully understood the world and revealed the truth about it” (p. 335). Since the goal of 

totalitarian nihilization is to make everything “totally the same” and “the herd mentality” 

“undifferentiated people with undifferentiated stories” (p. 340), anyone  

. . . who resists too much, despairs too much, insists too much on having 
something of his own . . . or who tries to escape the standard nothingness . . . is 
already on his way to a place where he will no longer disrupts the prescribed 
forms of social life: prison” (p. 341).  

 

 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis occurred throughout my stay in Vietnam because “qualitative 

research is not a linear, step by step process” (Merriam, 1988, p. 152). During my first 

months back in Vietnam, I used the preliminary research questions and the related 

literature to initially code the autoethnographic narrative and documentary/literary data. 

With time, these “template” strategies--which rely on sets of codes to apply to the data – 

ceded their place to “editing strategies--which allow the interpreter engage the text 

naively, without a template” (Crabtree & Miller, 1992, pp. 17-20). 

My analytic procedure began with the reading and rereading of the documentary 

data, relating this to the personal narrative. Getting rid of prefigured categories, and like 

the phenomenologists, I tried to submerge myself in the words and the world of my 

experiences in Vietnam, and what I had read. I began to understand the organization of 

education not, for example, as rows of tables in a classroom, but rather a microcosm of 
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power relations between passive, attentive students on one side and on the other side, all-

powerful monopolists of knowledge. 

In analyzing the multiple texts that constitute the data for this study, I employed 

the “constant and comparative method” elaborated by Glaser and Strauss (1967). 

According to this method,  

The researcher begins with a particular incident from … fieldnotes or documents 
and compares it with another incident in the same set of data or in another set. 
These comparisons lead to tentative categories that are then compared to each 
other and to other instances. (Merriam, 1988, p. 159)  
 

Efforts to code data and its ensuing sorting, sifting, constructing, and reconstructing these 

materials seemed to me a dialectical process in the sense that it was constantly modified, 

accepted and rejected, and reaccepted. For example, one prominent phenomenon that has 

captured my attention concerns teaching methods.  I forced myself to refine this tentative 

coding since newly-emerging understandings involved teaching of literature, not teaching 

in general. Much later, I found it hard to locate experiences, reflections, and information 

in the category of teaching of literature. Another refinement had to be made. Still there 

were some exceptions. What finally grew out of this was not only a reaffirmation but also 

an expansion of the act of reading and writing literature. Based upon the enlarged data, I 

reframed the analytic categories. At the very end of this category generation, a core 

category was identified and named reading and writing literature; it had three 

subcategories: why to read/write literature, what to read/write, and how to read/write 

literature. 

  The same procedure was carried out for all the other categories generated. 
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Dealing with Validity, Reliability and Ethics 

The claims presented here represent insights gained from personal experience and 

a critical analysis of literature and public documents. Recognizing the criticisms that 

attend to the use of personal experience, Holt (2003) writes that “The use of self as the 

only data source in autoethnography has been questioned” (p. 3).  Accordingly, I have 

also included public documents and literature as key components in this study.  I make no 

claims to generalizability.  A qualitative study’s generalizability to other populations—its 

external validity—are usually seen as “a direct function of the similiarity between two 

contexts, what we shall call ‘fittingness.’ Fittingness is defined as the degree of 

congruence between sending and receiving contexts” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 124). In 

this sense, transferability is a more appropriate term; transferability assumes not only the 

degree to which what is learned in one context can apply to another but also the 

impossibility of claiming beyond their specific cases on the part of the researcher. The 

strikingly uniform and homogeneous nature of Vietnamese educational methodology and 

administration, however, convinces me that this slice of educational life as described in 

my study contains in itself transferable features. I hope that readers “will be able to 

determine how closely their situations match the research situation, and hence, whether 

findings can be transferred” (Merriam, 1988, p. 211). 

Following McCarty (2002), I do not intend to speak “for” others.  Within one’s 

personal experience, the voices of others nonetheless have a place; as Bakhtin eloquently 

observed, no utterance stands alone, divorced of history or social context.  But even had I 

wanted to, my wish to “represent” others would have been doomed from the start.  As an 
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overseas Vietnamese researcher, I came to Vietnam for a short time; I witnessed 

educational reformation in the university setting and then returned “home” to the United 

States. Whenever I hear the songs of birds in the streets of Tucson, I think of the birdless 

streets of Saigon, where the citizens are now waging a silent war against the forces that 

deny them the right to be human. Their world and mine, no doubt, are poles apart. How 

can I speak for them? 

I want “to speak with and to them” as McCarty did with her research at Rough 

Rock (McCarty, 2002, p. 17). Is that a dictate of the heart or of a political orientation? 

Maybe both. Anytime I embarked on my writing once back in the U.S., I turned on a 

music disk performed by a Vietnamese singer.  Abandoning myself to the sweet rhythms 

of nhac que huong (country music), I felt myself, like Marcel Proust, seeking for a lost 

time, the time when I was in that far-away country where the people are as easily moved 

to tears as to laughter. That music, however, did not sweet-talk me into forgetfulness; it, 

like the violent wind in a novel by Flaubert, loudly wailed, perhaps because it did not 

want to be forever imprisoned in an abandoned castle. 

In order “to speak with” the teachers and literacy learners of South Vietnam, I 

decided to mix in my written report two types of writing styles. Besides easily recognized 

“realist tales,” I made the best use of “impressionist tales” (Van Maanen, 1988) in which 

my voice blurs with those of unnamed others, and in which I construct, from multiple 

personal experiences, “imagined” communities and classrooms that serve as pedagogical 

models of educational renovation.  “Committing a class suicide” (Freire, 1973, p. 18) 

may be one reason for this. Another side to this choice was my intention to create a 
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“writerly text”  (Barthes, 1974, p. 4) in which the reader, far from being a passive 

consumer of verified facts, enters into the transaction with the text and participates in 

producing the final meaning of the report. 

As regards internal validity and reliability, I used the following criteria to promote 

the credibility of my study.  First, I spent more than two years documenting and 

analyzing educational renovation, writing this up as a personal (auto)ethnographic 

account. This allowed me to “identify those characteristics and elements in the setting 

that are most relevant to the question being pursued and focus on their details” (Lincoln 

& Guba, 1985, p. 304). The prolonged engagement provided the dimension of breadth. 

Second, I made use of triangulation. In the words of Lincoln and Guba (1985),  

As the study unfolds, and particular pieces of information come to light, steps 
should be taken to validate each against at least one another sources . . . No single 
item of information . . . should ever be given serious consideration unless it can be 
triangulated” (p. 283).  
 

Denzin (1970) suggested that triangulation means using multiple investigators, multiple 

sources of data and multiple methods of collecting data. To confirm the phenomenon of 

the “banking” style of education, I also conducted a critical analysis of relevant literary 

texts, and read about 50 articles of daily newspapers and periodical magazines. Likewise, 

the phenomenon of “fake diplomas” was triangulated by reading documentary data at the 

same time.  

In the early days of my research, I nurtured the aspiration that those who realized 

that education was only a handmaid to the state would easily agree with me that in order 

for education to be transformed, the state must in the first place be transformed. But I 

found that however conscious we may be of the subordinated status education occupies in 
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comparison to political structures, the conscientization of the people, not political 

violence, should be on top of the renovation agenda. Such was the final, inescapable 

message borne out through autoethnography and crticial literary analysis. 

 

Language Issues 

I am not a professional translator, so translating the documents and literarure from 

Vietnamese into English was not always easy. I took two steps. First, I transcribed 

documentary material into Vietnamese, then, I translated it into English. Time consuming 

as it may be, this tactic permitted me to think on the best translation.  As for poems and 

fictional pieces, I used those that had been translated into English by professional 

translators. Unfortunately, these works were in short supply and not always reliable. I 

decided to compare the Vietnamese original with the English versions available and 

chose the translation based on two criteria: tin [accuracy], and nha [elegance]. I gave 

priority to the first criterion, but the second criterion affected my choice, too, especially 

in poetry, the universe of images and sounds.  

I reminded myself that translation is a kind of betrayal, so I tried to contextualize 

wherever I could, but this effort was not always fruitful. An interesting example was the 

pronoun ho used very often by speakers of Vietnamese. Literally speaking, it means 

“they” in English, a third singular plural form. Many individuals, however, use it to refer 

to the dominant group. In Vietnamese, the word ho is polite enough but not affectionate 

or comradely enough. 

In this study, all translations are mine unless otherwise stated. 
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Leaving Vietnam 

I love the law of yin-yang. Yin stands in opposition to yang but at the same time 

yin contains the seeds of yang, and vice versa. Good luck and bad luck are the opposites, 

but they are interdependent. I saw the law of reversion, the true action of Dao, operating 

in my study. As I said in this part, I encountered so many problems in the early days of 

re-entering Vietnam that I more than once thought of quitting. But as I continued this 

autoethnographic journey, I was surprised at the insights and information that emerged. 

The atmosphere was hospitable; but for this cultural tolerance, but for this freedom of 

speech, I could not have achieved the insights from which this dissertation was distilled. 

All that weighed heavily on my heart when I said goodbye. But, as the law of Yin-Yang 

teaches me, leaving embraced in it the promise of a returning, a returning to the slice of 

life which has become part of me and to which I feel never sufficiently grateful. 

 

Returning to Vietnam 

Sometime during the rainy season of 2004, I made a revisit to Vietnam. One year 

was a short time, but the changes in living standards were considerable. I shared in the 

delights of a lifestyle modified by the change in economic renovation. As for 

educational and cultural life, what I heard was nothing more than a confirmation of 

what I had heard one year before. I left Ho Chi Minh City with the happiness that this 

return to Vietnam validated the message in my study again, but at the same time with 

the sorrow that the message was not a message of happiness for those who continue to 

participate in “educational renovation.” 
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Summary 

Defining critical autoethnography as a genre of writing and research that connects 

the personal to the cultural and that simultaneously seeks to effect positive social 

change, helps explain the reasons I chose a hybrid methodology of personal narrative 

and document/literary analysis for this study.  Steps taken by the researcher were 

described. Gaining successful access to the Vietnamese education system thanks to 

connections and the reformist atmosphere, my research went on with relative ease. 

Within this context I used documentation of and reflections on first-hand experience, 

public documentary data, and critical literary analysis to verify my claims. The analytic 

procedure was guided by Glaser’s constant comparative method. Prolonged engagement 

and triangulation are criteria to help ensure the validity and reliability of this research. A 

revisit to Vietnam one year later served the same effort on the part of the researcher. 

The next chapters present the findings of this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE POLITICS OF POLITICAL EDUCATION: 

CLASS-BASED OR HUMANISTIC HUMAN BEING? 

 
“Faith is intact, but it totters beneath an 
enormous load of problems and discoveries 
which Marxism had not foreseen. The new 
religion is once more confronted with 
Galilee: to preserve its faith, it must deny 
the sun and humiliate free man.” 

(Camus, 1962, p. 212) 

 

 This chapter introduces the political education in South Vietnam’s educational 

reform. As required courses, political education takes a considerable part of the 

curriculum, and recently it has been included in the graduation exam for any university 

students.  The tension caused by the philosophical viewpoints, particularly a philosophy 

of the human being, between the classroom political education and personal experiences 

will be documented.  

Generally speaking, ideological training is part of the educational goal with its 

emphasis on socialist/communist ideals and socialist/communist patriotism. In the words 

of a leader in education: 

The objective of education, namely, is to shape and promote comprehensive 
personality, to train men full of patriotism and socialist ideals, imbued with the 
fine transitions of the nation and the quintessence of human nature, endowed with 
good health, moral virtue and good qualification in one trade. (Pham Minh Hac, 
1998, p. 30) 
 
 In university programs, ideological training is embodied in required courses 

which all students have to take: Marxism-Leninism, scientific socialism, Marxist-Leninist 
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political economy, and the history of the Communist Party of Vietnam.  The ultimate 

goal of ideological training is stated clearly. First, it contributes to the clarification of 

socialist/communist theory and the route to socialism/communism in Vietnam. Second, it 

creates a consensus among students, teachers, and officials on the insistence that national 

independence is closely wedded to socialism/communism and that the foundation of 

everything is Marxism-Leninism, Ho Chi Minh thought and the leadership of CPV. 

Thirdly, it serves as the effective defense against the dangers evolved from within (Phan 

Thanh Pho, 2002, pp. 14-15). 

   Ideological indoctrination can be seen as involving the “red” values as opposed to 

“expert” values--the two sides of Vietnam’s state-run education. Although educational 

administrators have always tried to hold the values of “red” and “expert” in creative 

tension, “red” is almost always treated with high priority. In this respect academic 

excellence--“expertise”--is encouraged and welcomed, but political reliability or 

“redness” is “in command,” even in today’s Vietnam where the goal of modernization is 

in the ascendant. Listen to this public speech by Nong Duc Manh, Secretary General of 

the CPV, when he came to visit a university in Ho Chi Minh City in 2002: 

I am not content with the phrase “catch up with” as one of the three breakthroughs 
of our city’s National University. As far as the quality is concerned, not 
knowledge but our greatest feat is to train the quality of the “new socialist human 
being”. “Catch up with” other countries in knowledge, material bases, level of 
scientific achievement . . . I agree . . . but is there any field in which we are on 
equal footing with other countries? Or so we are behind them in all respects? . . . 
In my opinion, there is one thing we catch up with other countries: we train a 
body of intellectuals both “red” and “expert.” (Nong Duc Manh, cited in Nguoi 
Lao Dong, 2002, p. Thoi  su [Current News]) 
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   When analyzing data on these types of ideological statements and training, I 

thought of Maugham (1978a) when he concluded in one of his stories,  

The tragedy of love is not death or separation. . . . Oh, it is dreadfully bitter to 
look at a woman whom you have loved with all your heart and soul, so that you 
felt you could not bear to let her out of your sight, and realize that you would not 
mind if you never see her again. The tragedy of love is indifference. (p. 420) 
 
 Indifference. So it seemed. Gone were the days when the communists marched 

into the cities proclaiming to the whole world the liberation of the oppressed. Gone were 

the days when the alliance of Marxism-Leninism and patriotism/nationalism, the roots of 

all victories, stirred up great enthusiasm amongst the people. Gone were the days when 

the word “socialism,” as intoxicating as a newly-found love, was a “mesmerizing 

synonym for a just word” (Havel, 1992, p. 383). A shrug of shoulders or an ironic smile 

were the familiar attitudes I perceived on Marxism-Leninism as a school subject. It is a 

subject which students do not want to study and which teachers do not want to teach.  

Because politics is in command, students must be given ideological training but this 

seems coercive because they must attend the classes or they cannot take the graduation 

exam.  Because of this, students do not put their hearts and minds into the subject; the 

understanding of the materials is superficial. 

The fact that students do not put their “heart and mind” in ideological 

indoctrination stems in part from a dogmatic teaching methodology. Books such as 

Questions and Answers on Marxism-Leninism (Department of Political Education, 2002), 

for instance, overpopulated bookstores. Any student who wanted to pass the exam simply 

bought one and memorized the answers or micro-filmed the book and brought it to the 

exam room. In exams students copy from textbooks as the examiners turn their eyes 
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away. Cheating is no longer a taboo; nor does it inspire a burden on one’s conscience. It 

is increasingly becoming an acceptable part of the academic universe. 

   Teaching methodology, however, is just the tip of the iceberg. The underlying 

patterns of indifference on the part of students grow out of at least two reasons. First, the 

political courses are viewed as “silly.” The fact that political courses are unattractive has 

something to do with disenchantment with Vietnamese Marxist-Leninist tenets, 

especially its philosophy of the human being.  

No less stormy is the classic saying of Engel’s concerning religion. Any religion is 

nothing more than the distorted reflection onto human mind the external forces which 

govern their everyday life. I would have liked to challenge Marx to explain this 

phenomenon, which some call a crisis of credibility and ideology. One can visit a pagoda 

and see the revival of religious beliefs. I was reminded of Marx’s statements that religion 

is the complaint of the oppressed, the soul of a heartless society, the conscience of a 

society without conscience.  

  Only recently did I grasp the full significance of this.  Marxism-Leninism as 

taught in Vietnamese schools is still confined by a dualistic/binary mentality whose 

features are polarized sets: negative/affirmative, reactionary/revolutionary/, form/content. 

Buddhist philosophy, with its non-dualism/non-binarism, not only deconstructs this 

mechanistic polarization but also supplies more humanistic solutions in which the 

opposite sets of categories could be dissolved and made the best of. This contrast 

repesents a harsh critique of the dominant ideology of Vietnam. 
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The demythologization of the class-based orthodoxy was borne out in an anlysis of 

contemporary literature.  During my stay in Vietname, I came across a book published in 

the early days of renovation era. The author of the book, Tran Duc Thao, stepping out of 

the darkness of long years of seclusion, created a bombshell by harshly criticizing the 

mainstream conception of humans which to him had led the whole country to the edge of 

corruption, home-grown hatred, and political oppression. I read the book with irresistible 

enchantment.  Thao launched an attack on Althusser’s structuralist Marxism, which he 

conceived as closely related to Maoism and Stalin’s personality cult (Tran Duc 

Thao,1989). From another angle, Thao wants to contribute to the movement for 

democratization in the era of renovation. 

     For a long period of time in Vietnam’s recent history, “human-being-in-general” 

or “humanistic human-being” existed as a taboo or even as a reactionary concept. The 

CPV insisted that the concept is an instrument to poison or indoctrinate the people into 

getting far away from the “class struggle” which is supposed to be the main dynamism of 

human history. An individual was seen and judged from the angle of class or rather of 

political reliability. Everything is political; nothing is apolitical (Le Ngoc Tra, 1990; 

Phong Le, 1997). 

   As elaborated by Kolakowski (1965), “Class-consciousness” is usually identified 

with “party-mindedness.” “The single choice world view which divides every field of 

life, every fact, thought or fragment which constitutes the substance of social life is 

eternally branded as belonging to our realm or the other” (pp. 360-361).  
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   Tran Duc Thao (1989) put the blame on Althusser for worshipping the class-based 

human being at the expense of the humanistic one. According to Thao, Althusser had 

distorted reality with the metaphysics of the theory of the inevitable polarization of social 

life; had absolutized the role of opposition and looked upon reality as stable, fixed and 

non-action; had divorced systems of structures from the dialectical interplay of society 

and nature; and had seen only class relations and reserved no place whatever for human 

agency. “Human beings are what are determined by class conditions” (Althusser as 

quoted by Thao, 1989, p. 101). Then by making use of Marx’s works, Thao contended 

that each person has two facets, “a class-based” individuality and a “personal” 

individuality or “human-being in-general.” Thao (1989) stated: 

In sum, the viewpoint that class-based human beings and human beings-in –
general are mutually exclusive, [that] there is just class-based, no human beings-
in-general is antithetical to Marxism-Leninism. According to the dialectical vision 
of [Marxist] classical theorists, in a class period, class and universal 
characteristics exist side by side in each individual. (p. 136) 
 
Thao argued that class nature is dominant while tinh nguoi [human nature] 

occupies a secondary position. Human nature, however, does not wither away; it forms 

the foundation on which the class nature is based. 

Some scholars hold that the class-based conception of human nature has been a 

shared tenet between Vietnamese Marxist-Leninists and Chinese Maoists. Despite the ups 

and downs in the diplomatic relationship between the two countries, Maoism has never 

lost its guiding luster in the ideological struggle in Vietnam (Hoang Nhu Mai, n.d.). Mao 

Tse-Tung (1942) said, “There is only human nature in the concrete, no human nature in 

the abstract. In a class society, there is only human nature that bears the stamp of a class, 
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but no human nature transcending classes” (p. 35). The class designation, however, is not 

determined by a person’s position in relations of production as suggested by Marxist 

conception of class. Mao expanded this concept by incorporating a “behavioral-

attitudinal” component. In the end, according to the Maoists, class is not determined by 

property ownership but by political behavior (Ogden, 1992). 

 According to Thao (1989), the purpose of his book was to prove that the 

simultaneous existence of class-based and humanistic-based human beings is the 

condition for democratization, which, first and foremost, means the respect of human 

rights--rights of human beings in general, rights of every citizen no matter what social 

class he/she represents.  

   Thao’s book seemed to awake long buried thoughts. There is the “class-based” 

perception of regarding humans one-dimensionally; this perception may be useful during 

the war, when hatred for the class enemy motivated each person to fight, but not now, 

when the people should live in peace and mutual affection. I was fascinated that 

Confucian thinkers of all sects believed human nature could be transformed through 

education. In this way, they were on the same barricade with those who affirm the 

malleability of humans. The Confucians, however, tended to highlight the universality of 

human nature in that they talked about some “innate attributes” of that nature. In this 

way, the Confucians do not have the same ground with the class-based concept which 

simplifies human nature as class nature only. The most fatal consequence of the class-

based conception is that it breeds and intensifies hatred amongst the people simply 

because there should be no sympathy or empathy between members of different classes. 
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A class-based “great wall” was established in society; politics seems to be identified with 

the class struggle, but the definition of “class enemy” is not clear-cut and is changeable 

with the changing party line. The greatest consequence of such a class struggle was the 

fact that it had destroyed family, the basic structure of Vietnamese society.  

Existentialism, whether articulated by Jean-Paul Sartre or Merleau Ponty, at least 

until recently, has been a lightning rod for the anger of Vietnamese mainstream 

academics. It seems as if existentialist phenomenology, which idolizes “La vie vecu” 

[Lived life]--the direct experience between the knower and the known--is not reconciled 

with those who put their faith in a prior, absolute knowledge. It seems as if existentialism, 

when it puts an emphasis on human freedom, cannot find the same language with those 

who believe that human beings are determined by the necessities of history where there is 

no place for a chance or ambiguity. It seems as if existentialism, where the individual 

subject’s anxiety is given first priority and where the dialectical tension between the 

subject and the subject’s social subjection are located, cannot be allied with those who 

are bent on thinking of human beings in terms of collectivity and collective mentality.  

One beautiful afternoon in the university cafeteria, I was transported back to the 

fine nuances of human heart, back to the human frailties, loveliness and its boundless 

melancholy, the melancholy which Dostoevsky, the Russian novelist, named “the 

melancholy of this earth,” which Li Po, the Chinese poet, called “the-one-hundred-year-

old sorrow,” back to the time when the ancient defined the purpose of poetry as being to 

remind the politicians that the governed were “people with faces, not anonymous 

members” (Ohmann, 1964, p. 176), back to the time when Sartre declared, 
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Existentialism has been able to return and to maintain itself because it reaffirmed 
the reality of men as Kierkegaard asserted his own against Hegel . . . Marxism has 
absorbed man into the idea, and Existentialism seeks him everywhere where he is, 
at his work, in his home, in the street. (1966, p. 195) 
 
As to whether the restoration of individual dignity is intertwined with 

democratization and modernization, two goals of the Renovation manifesto, it is often 

said that if individual problems can be solved, so can those of everyone; even the 

communists seem to realize this.  There is no doubt that they realize this, for although 

existentialism was still excluded from school textbooks, I saw a number of its texts 

published by the government and although “they” still reminded readers that existentialist 

works should be read in the light of Vietnamese Marxism-Leninism, the readers would, 

of course, read them in the light of their experiences and values. No longer was 

existentialism thrown into the same category with “theories of decadence and fast living.” 

No longer was it defined as the hopeless efforts at curbing the tide of revolutionary ideas. 

No longer was it ridiculed as the ideology of the sick petty bourgeois (Pham Van Si, 

1986; Le Dinh Ky, 1987). 

 

Summary 

 To sum up, political education not only did not fascinate those who were its 

intended consumers, it also seemed to trigger resistance. The first reason for this was the 

banking style of teaching, but the main reason was widespread rejection of the 

mainstream philosophy of the human being. Using their experiences or interactions with 

books published outside the classrooms, students reject a class-based conception in favor 
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of a more humanistic conception of the human being, supplemented by existentialism or 

Buddhism. 

 The next chapter will continue the same analysis in the area of literary education. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE POLITICS OF LITERATURE: WHY WE READ/WRITE. 

LITERATURE FOR PARTY-MINDEDNESS OR HUMANISTIC AIMS? 

 

“On this sheet a child has written, ‘Our home.’ But why 
not, ‘Our victory’? Think. What surely should be the first 
words on a child’s lips today? They should be ‘Our 
victory,’ isn’t that so?” 

(Chingzi Aitmatov, 1988, p. 192) 

 

There are a many reasons for reading literature and writing about literature. Some 

people read for exams. Some read for instruction. Others read to impress other people 

with their knowledge. Still others read for entertainment, for pleasure. In Vietnamese 

schools, the first and foremost function of teaching literature to students is to indoctrinate 

them with dominant consciousness and to prepare them for the roles of ruling cadres. In 

other words, the school serves as a part of, in Louis Althusser’s term, an “ideological 

state apparatus.” Even in foreign languages/literature classes, this goal is given first 

priority: 

Through the teaching materials, the students need to be conscious of the matters 
about the qualities of the new socialist human beings . . . the instrument of foreign 
language is employed to effect the building and defense of socialist fatherland. 
(Bui Hien, 1999, p. 33) 

 

Literature and the “New Socialist Human Being” 

The “new socialist human being,” as discussed in Chapter 4, infiltrates into the 

fabric of educational life in Vietnam. Literature, with its inherent sympathetic and 
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empathetic power, is entrusted with the burden of reinforcing the “red” side of the 

communist educational goal. This seems to be a mockery of democratization and 

modernization, two values of educational renovation.  

    Concerning the differences between literature before and after 1986 (the first year 

of renovation), after 1986, besides being a service to a politically charged function, 

literature served also as a means to entertain the public. Literature for policies’ sake was 

not as tyrannical as it had been before 1986, but the dominant tone was still the old one.  

The purpose of education was still to shape the “new socialist human being” or “red 

expert,” even if the communists do not say this openly.  In the Teacher’s Guide to 

Teaching Literature, for example (an official text), curriculum designers consider 

“unorthodox” literary pieces to contribute to shaping political reliability while possessing 

highly aesthetic qualities. 

Contrary to the conventional assumption that the overemphasis on the ideological 

function of literature in communist Vietnam is the continuation of Confucianist literature 

for morality’s sake, some have argued for the multifaced reality of literature under the 

Confucian ideology in imperial dynasties. Accordingly, in the times of royal dynasties, 

when Confucian ideology reigned absolutely, “art for morality’s sake” existed side by 

side with “art for self- expression’s sake.” In those days, in the darkness of feudalism, a 

literature that “instructed” coexisted with a literature that “pleased.” There was once great 

free space for individual taste and emotions.  

Reading books and essays written by teachers or writers reminded me of the great 

price Vietnamese students have to pay, emotionally and aesthetically, for the dogged 
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pursuit of political content and scant attention to artistic form imposed by the curriculum 

designer (Eagleton, 1967, p. 20).  In this respect, teachers have many things in common 

with reformist-minded critics. Like Phong Le (1997), a literary critic, some teachers 

object to the inferior status of the aesthetic function of literature as compared to the all-

powerful ideological function of literature. And like Nguyen Duc Nam (2001), a 

professor of literature, they call for the depolitization of literature and for the termination 

of the identification of literary values and political values. Like Vygotsky (1995), the 

Russian scholar, they argue for the fact that the content of a short story can be 

transformed by the form and not the other way around as stated by orthodox Marxist 

critics.  

During part of my stay in Vietnam, I heard sung the poem, “The Violet Myrtle 

Flower,” written by Huu Loan. For all its popularity amongst the people, it was banned 

until 1986. But I could not forget its political nuances or fail to come to it with virgin 

aesthetic vibrations. The poem still lingers in my heart and mind: 

She’s got three big brothers 
in the Army. 
her little brothers 
hadn’t learned to talk 
when her hair was blue-black. 

 
I’m in the National Defense Army 
I’m a long way from home 
I love her 
On our wedding day 
she didn’t ask for a bridal gown. 

 
From the front far away 
I cast my mind sadly back 
Getting married in wartime 
How many men go and return? 
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Suppose I don’t return: 
Poor wife waiting 
Tiny, at evening, in the country 

 
But it wasn’t the man 
in the smoke and fire who died 
it was the girl 
behind the lines. (Huu Loan, 1972, pp. 61-62) 

 

 

Literary Writing as Reproduction 

If reading is aimed at pursuing ideological content, the act of writing about 

literature does not go beyond the act of reproduction. Writing is synonymous with buying 

“political insurance” and proving the “ready-made axioms” (Phan Trong Luan et al., 

1999, pp. 288-290). Student essays confirm that fact that without the name of the student-

writer, all the essays are the same.  There is something faceless, voiceless, personless 

amongst the writings of Vietnamese students, whether at high school or the college level. 

    Some, including me, have tried to explain the absence of personal identity in 

writing by looking towards the Confucian ideology with its emphasis on collectivity at 

the expense of individuality. This age-old mindset makes it difficult for Vietnamese 

students to realize themselves as autonomous, independent entities, In a sense, I share the 

same opinion with Hoai Thanh and Hoai Chan (1988) that: 

In general, the entire spirit of ancient times . . . and the present time . . . maybe 
summed up in two words “I” and “We.” . . . When the word “I” appeared . . . 
many people viewed it with disfavor. Even though it always followed words like 
“older brother,” “uncle,” and “grandfather,” it seemed improper. Let alone now, 
when it shows up by itself. (p. 185) 
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Some insist that during the long era of Confucianism, there existed two parallel 

schools of writing, one called “art for morality’s sake” and the other called “art for self 

expression.” Whereas the former is keen on embellishing the ruling ideology, the latter is 

a sort of deviance from the beaten track, giving free rein to individual impulse and 

feelings of the moment. Some also describe the non-communist period (before 1975) in 

affirmative terms, as far as students’ artistic creativity is concerned, remembering that 

essay topics were not only academic but also gave wide scope to the students’ 

knowledge, emotions, and creative thinking. 

 This reminded me of elements of democracy in Confucian pedagogy which some 

believe are absent in communist pedagogy:  There is the belief, for example, that if one 

reads and learns literature, he or she may not be entitled to think about literary pieces in 

his or her own way; students must understand in accordance with what the teacher says, 

because even if they are right, they can still fail the exam. 

“Danger, danger”—those words resonate in my personal narrative, reflective of 

the absence of personal voice in writing.  The present-day methodology does not provoke 

criticality or discussion; no one dares to take their own route--it is so dangerous. It is so 

dangerous that if a teacher says differently, he or she can be fired. 

In reading and writing about literature in contemporary Vietnam, “I” is always 

living in the shadow of “we.” It is an echo of “safe talk” practiced in South Africa “as a 

means of avoiding the oppressive constraints of apartheid education system” (Chick, 

1996, p. 37). 
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    I wondered if teachers, the sons and daughters of a society whose primary feature 

is “the loss of confidence in the values of one’s own opinion” (Pasternak, 1981, p. 405), 

had ever looked outside the narrow corner where they are trapped. They might answer by 

comparing Vietnamese society and its education to “other” places where there is the 

“new” methodology of reading and writing with its emphasis on reader-response and 

expressivism.  

 
Summary 

Since reading literature was aimed at pursuing mainstream ideological content 

and writing did not go beyond the act of reproduction, literary education during the time 

of this study was essentially “banking” as far as the purpose of learning literature. To 

resist these tendencies, many teachers in Vietnam seek alternatives in transactional 

reading and expressivist writing. A transaction between the text and the reader was 

suggested, both the “aesthetic” stance and “efferent.” As for writing, mainstream 

reproductionist writing should be replaced by a kind of expressivist writing in which the 

voice of the writer was heard. Teachers do not think that the absence of personal face in 

classroom writing was a legacy of Confucianism, but it really was the product of 

contemporary education where the uniqueness of each was sacrificed for the sake of herd 

mentality. 

In the next chapter, I will continue with the story of the politics of literature but 

pay attention to the gap between the uninspiring illustrative literature in the classroom 

and the highly critical soul-searching literature outside which has captivated the minds 

and hearts of many in Vietnam today.  
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CHAPTER 6 

THE POLITICS OF LITERATURE: WHAT TO READ/WRITE. 

ILLUSTRATIVE OR SOUL-SEARCHING LITERATURE? 

 

“. . . Grown up to find all gods dead, all wars 
fought, all faiths in men shaken.”  

(F. Scott Fitzgerald) 
 
 

During my stay in Vietnam I was given a compact disk recording of romantic songs 

written by musicians who are non-communists or who are outside the tyranny of 

communist ideology. The recording consists of love songs that were banned by the 

government, at least until recently. As a marginalized literacy, it has survived despite 

being censored for a very long time. Under the era of renovation, it is reborn and is in a 

continuous feud with mainstream music. In literature the same phenomenon occurred. A 

great number of literary works which have long been excluded from the school 

curriculum doggedly live on in the hearts of generations of readers/students while the 

canonical works have been rejected by them due to their glaring irrelevance, even 

hostility to the newly-emerging aesthetic needs of the people.  

 This chapter is a continued effort at drawing the picture of literary education, but 

the focus is on what is taught and what is excluded from the curriculum. As I said in 

Chapter 3, the soul-searching works published in the wake of renovation, with their 

timeliness and interrogational weight, find a welcome from at least some. I was 

introduced to this world of novels or short stories, which, step by step, help build the 
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“language of critique” and the “language of possibility.”  What seemed to be excluded 

has returned to unsettle the “illustrative” literature which was securely guarded by 

educational designers. 

 

Illustrative Literature 

In Vietnamese schools, the texts which are accorded canonical status should 

belong to critical realist and socialist realist works. I will discuss critical realism in the 

next section. The following deals with socialist realism (sorealism) as it appears in 

literary classrooms and the transactional process with fiction or poetry written under its 

aesthetic laws. 

  In his July 1948 speech, Truong Chinh, then Secretary General of the CPV 

explained: 

As we understand it, socialist realism is a method of artistic creation which 
portrays the truth in a society evolving towards socialism according to objective 
laws. Out of objective reality we must spotlight the “the typical features in 
situation” and reveal the inexorable motive force driving society forward and the 
objective tendency of the process of revolution. (Truong Chinh, 1977, p. 212) 

 

There is a great distance between sorealism as practiced in Vietnam and that of Western 

sorealism, say, employed by Aragon, the famous French communist writer. Although 

Aragon basically approved sorealism, he still distinguished himself by sticking to two 

points. The first is that sorealism cannot be only the echoing of Party slogans. The second 

point is that sorealism should never lose its critical aspect (Adereth, 1968, p. 196-207).  

   Sorealism thus should be understood in the words of Tertz: “They are panegyrics 

on Communism, satires on some of its enemies, or descriptions of life in its revolutionary 
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development,” i.e., life moving toward communism . . . they all develop in one direction, 

and a direction well-known in advance” (1960, p. 172). 

    The communist “party-mindedness” or the communist ideological commitment is 

the main and highly required quality of sorealism. 

The party-mindedness requires of the artist and the writer the adoption of the 
ideological position of the party, of the working class and of the laboring masses 
in their cognition and judgment of reality since that ideological position is the 
most revolutionary and best suited to the truth, to the interests of the people, and 
to the ideal of human society. (Truong Chinh, 1997, p. 199) 
 

   As for characterization, sorealism aims at describing and extolling the “positive 

hero”: 

The positive hero is not simply a good man [sic] He is a hero illuminated by the 
light of the most ideal of all ideals. He has either no fault at all or else but a few of 
them. For example, sometimes he loses his temper a little. These faults have two 
fold functions. They help the hero to preserve a certain likeness to real men [sic], 
and they provide something to overcome as he raises himself even higher and 
higher on the ladder of political morality. The most important thing of course is 
the clarity and directness with which he sees the purpose [of communism] and 
strives toward it. (Terzt, 1960, p. 172) 
 

   Psychologically speaking, the “positive hero” is distinguished by a special, even 

unreal structure: 

It is not easy to enumerate the basic qualities of the positive hero: ideological 
conviction, respect for women, self-sacrifice. . . . Hence the amazing precision of 
all his actions, thoughts, tastes, feelings and judgments. He firmly knows what is 
right and what is wrong: he says plainly “yes” or “no” and does not confuse 
“black and white.” For him there are no inner doubts nor hesitations, no secrets. 
Faced with the most complex of tasks, he easily finds the solution, taking the 
shortest and most direct route to the purpose [of communism]. (Terzt, 1960,  
p. 173) 
 

   As far as texts are concerned, sorealist fiction or poetry can be termed “readable” 

texts. While the writable text is playful, fluid, open, triumphantly plural, and hence 
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impervious to the repressive rule of structure or grammar or logic, the readable text is 

serious, closed, structured, constrained, authoritarian; it imposes meaning, it makes the 

reader a consumer, not producer of the text (Suleiman, 1983, p. 149). 

    Seen from the distinction “ecrivant-ecrivain” held by Roland Barthes, the sorealist 

writer should be classified as the “ecrivant” for whom writing is a transitive verb. To put 

it another way, the “ecrivant” will not tolerate anyone that reads it as something other 

than what he/she means. He/she works with certainty, he/she makes affirmations. The 

“ecrivain,” in contrast, “works with multiple meanings and ambiguities; he/she ascends to 

the theater of language” (Suleiman, 1983, p. 199). 

This identification of literature and politics, the controlling of literature by party 

lines originated in Maoist theory of literature (Hoang Nhu Mai, n.d.). Quang Dam et al. 

(1983) argued that Maoist aesthetics is rooted in both Confucianism and Legalism, the 

two competing schools of thought in ancient China. From Confucianism, Mao drew the 

precept that “literature is used to convey morality.” The ideological function of literature 

occupies a central role in both Confucianism and Maoism. If “morality” in Confucianism 

is feudalist ideology of which the driving force is royal loyalty, Maoist “morality” is 

obedience to the communist party ideology and political line. From Legalism, Mao 

learned the lesson that independent thinking is harmful and the success of the ruler is 

based on the ignorance of the ruled. Mao himself did not hide his fascination with Qin 

Shihuang, the first Chinese Emperor, who had unified China politically and aesthetically 

thanks to the support of Legalist theorists.  
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The Maoist theory of literature, however, has never easily won the hearts of the 

Vietnamese people. As early as 1956, resistance against sorealism took on the dimension 

of an intellectual uprising despite its short-livedness. One poet decried: 

Placing police stations and machinery in the center of the human heart 
Forcing feelings to be expressed according to a set of rules promulgated by the 
government. (Hoang Van Chi, 1959, p. 24) 
 

   A writer predicted the outcome of monopolizing culture and art: 

Each of us possesses his own art and reflects his own personality in it. Only this 
kind of art and personality can create the spectacle of a hundred flowers reviling 
each other in charm. On the contrary, if one compels all writers to write in the 
same style, there may come a day when all the flowers will be changed into 
chrysanthemums. (Hoang Van Chi, 1958, p. 79) 
 

   What happened to these writers above could be predicted beforehand; they 

were destroyed: either they were put under house arrest or they were sent to 

reeducation camps.  

    When the era of renovation arrived in 1980s, the “literature of chrysanthemums” 

was under heavy attack again, this time, not only by writers and poets but also by 

teachers and students who were daily interacting with sorealist literature in the classroom. 

    During my ethnographic journey in Vietnam, I came across the poem, “The 

Coralvine,” by T.T.K.H., an anonymous authoress. A young female, under the pressure of 

tradition, marries for convenience; living with a husband who is “stern and old,” she 

harbors a longing for the ideal man of her youth who shares with her a love for the 

coralvine: 

I am walking on the edge of life 
And my husband’s love is a cold lie 
Yet as autumns die and autumn die 
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One man’s image is my dark relief  
(1972, pp. 54-55) 

    All of a sudden, one day, the young woman reads a story that conjures up 

memories of that kind of unforgettable flower. The love that she has buried under layers 

of time wakes up, and together with it remorseful tears for a long lost love that is still as 

fresh as ever: 

One day when for once my heart was calm  
Someone brought a heart-shaped coral-vine  
Let me squeeze the trickles that remain 
To fall weeping into a poem  
(1972, pp. 54-55) 

 
The fate of the woman was not exactly similar to that of contemporary Vietnamese 

women, but some can, to a great degree, understand the tears that trickle into the poem. 

As a matter of fact, romantic poetry, long accused of being “reactionary” in nature, had in 

part crept into the curriculum, but it still falls short of many teachers’ expectations. Either 

it was introduced not in its totality or it was interpreted in accordance with the 

mainstream ideology. The curriculum thus remained in the kingdom where sorealism 

reigned almost absolutely. But the“grand-narratives” of that kingdom were being 

desecrated by my research participants. 

    Curriculum courses are far divorced from social reality: School literature follows 

the same path with no turning points; it does not provoke reflection on the diversity of 

life.  Love, friendship, the “hot” issues of society are not included in textbooks.  In a 

similar fashion, there is the gap between school literature and current events in students’ 

lives – literary pieces are far removed from everday life.  The Vietnam war is long gone, 

yet many literary texts in the curriculum are still about that theme. 
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Some are harshly critical of sorealist literature in school and the “unwomanly” 

face of women in such poems as “The Twin Mountain,” which is about two soldiers, one 

female and the other male, during the resistance war against the French. They are lovers. 

They live in a region where the twin mountain stands out on the horizons. They like to 

think of the mountain as a husband-mountain and a wife-mountain standing side by side. 

The female is killed in the war, leaving the male alone. Missing her, the male usually 

looks up at the twin mountain, feeling sorrowful. Missing her, he consoles himself by 

thinking: 

 You live forever beside other patriots  
 Under white gravestones in the rice fields  
  From my heart’s depth I call you--“comrade”  
  Loving heart among so many hearts. (Vu Cao, n.d., p. 766) 

 
Why comrade?  Comrade is a political title.  She does not even have a name and the lost 

love does not make her special in his cherished memory. 

Or consider the false prophecy manifested in another school poem, “The Song of 

the Perfume River.” Written by one of the highest-ranking poets of sorealism, the poem 

accuses the old decadent society of generating and spreading prostitution and predicts the 

end of this evil when the (communist) revolution wins: 

Why not? Young girl on the Perfume River?  
Yes, tomorrow, from your deepest heart to the palms of your hands  
You shall be filled with the sweet essence of jasmine. 
 Clean as wellspring at dawn in the depths of the forest.  
Tomorrow a new wind will sweep down from a thousand horizons  
Carry you to a garden filled with spring. (To Huu, n.d., p. 701) 
 

 More then 20 years under communism, prostitution makes a great comeback. Why 

continue to affirm something untrue? Why teach students that prostitution is the product 
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of the pre-communist regimes while they see it every day with their own eyes at every 

street corner?  

The harshest attack of sorealism, ironically, came from a sorealist writer whose 

works were included in the curriculum. That man, Nguyen Minh Chau, distinguished 

himself by asking other people to say goodbye to this school of writing in his “Please 

Deliver the Funeral Oration to an Era of Illustrative Literature” (2002). By doing so, 

Chau not only dealt a death-blow to sorealism but also negated his own literary career. 

   This explosive text begins with Chau’s description of his sorrow at being a writer 

in Vietnam. Contrasting Vietnamese literature with that of other countries, he perceived 

that while the characters of foreign writers have torments of some stature, those of 

Vietnam experience slightly trivial torments. Comparing the status of the writer in 

contemporary Vietnam with the pre-communist regime, Chau discovered that, despite 

supposedly being oppressed, the writers of those times at least had some freedom to 

reflect life as it really was. Under communism, in contrast, a writer must resort to tricks 

of evasion, or “beat about the bush” in order to conform to the party line and to please 

cultural commissars. Then, in an elegant way, Chau gives flesh and blood to the so-called 

“illustrative writing,” which has long enthroned and which has given its practitioners 

position, prestige, and material benefits. “Illustrative” literary works, in Chau’s vision, 

are one-sided reflections of life; they are unjustifiable deception as compared to real life. 

What is called “creative freedom” is in reality a luxury preserved for those writers who 

practice the act of illustrating. To survive, to feel security, almost all writers, step by step, 

belittle and demean themselves by conforming to the deceitful, narrow path of 
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“illustrative literature.” The disastrous consequence of this attitude, which can be 

synonymous with what Fromm (1963) termed as “mechanisms of escape” (p. 208), is the 

loss of the writer’s self, the loss of the soul. It goes without saying that Chau felt ashamed 

because he, as well as his colleagues, had fallen into the abyss of cowardice. He recalled:  

A veteran writer, holding up a glass of wine amongst the junior writers, said, 
“The reason why I live until now is that I know how to be afraid.” Then, he 
looked up at the sky, laughing bitterly, tearfully--one drop of tear fell down on the 
ground, another flew into his heart. (Nguyen Minh Chau, 2002, p. 135) 

 

Just as cowardice cannot give birth to great writers, so illustration, glorification 

and prettification can hardly produce great works of literature. Chau (2002) mentioned 

Don Quixote and The Official Story of A.Q. to prove his point that both Spain and China 

were not blackened although both novels did not embellish Spanish and Chinese society. 

In other words, criticality, not illustration, should be the signal of a great literature. Chau 

concluded by calling for a breakup with illustrative literature, for a creation of free space 

for literary creativity, and for a literature which tells us “the temporary amongst the 

timeless, the evil in the middle of the human, the extremist in the middle of the tolerant, 

the insolent amidst the simple, the enduring and thoughtful responsibility” (p. 139). 

    From that fateful day when illustrative literature or rather sorealist literature was 

proclaimed dead by one of the leading figures of sorealists, Vietnam’s literature has 

ceased, at least to some extent, to be the legal handmaid to the ruling ideology. A critical 

soul-searching literature was born. The dominant note of this movement is to deconstruct, 

demystify, demythologize the communist tenets and to problematize many things which 

have been taken for granted. Schools, no matter how fiercely they may be guarded, have 
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been shaken by the literary revolution rising with mounting wrath beyond the four walls 

of the classroom. 

    By talking about fictional characters, students indirectly touch upon sensitive 

problems of real life. One by one, myths are debunked: myths of socialist, charitable, 

communal life in Vietnamese villages; myths of the 1960s’ agrarian reforms which 

opened the way to agricultural collectivization; myths of the class struggle as the 

motivating force of history; myths of socialist justice; myths of the noble role of socialist 

intellectuals; myths of the liberation of women; and myths of mythologized history with 

mythologized figures. The list can go on, but here I will focus on the timely and 

significant matters that suggest how isolated and unnatural the officially mandated school 

curriculum is. 

 

Soul-Searching Literature 

Separation  

  Tran Khuat Nguyen’s anger in the novel Separation (Tran Manh Hao, 1989) was 

highly infectious. He said: “We sacrificed millions of people to make a revolution against 

injustice, why does that revolution give birth to a privileged stratum?” (Tran Manh Hao, 

1989, p. 326). I heard an echo of this opinion on Vietnam’s social stratification.  There is 

great unanimity in the condemnation of the ruling class for its corruption and lack of 

fairness. Such phrases as con ong chau cha, cau am co chieu, or con chau cac cu, (VIPS 

or princes and princesses) can be heard again and again. These lifestyles reflected the 
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embourgeoisement of the dominant group; the dominant group in Vietnam today are CPV 

members and their allies 

As many know, corruption had become an acceptable part of a natural order--too 

familiar to shock even an idealist. A Vietnamese folk song says, “My little children, 

remember. Pirates are the bandits of the night. But mandarins are bandits in broad 

daylight.” Many people illustrate their viewpoints by quoting this timely proverb. The 

other side of the matter, however, still troubles me. According to Lin Yutang (1983), a 

Chinese scholar, the phenomenon “A man who is a mandarin benefits all the clan,” is the 

product of a society in which the family mind takes the better of the social mind. Since 

the family system is the root of society, it breeds and amplifies the family mind whose 

“mutual helpfulness is developed to a very high degree, encouraged by a sense of moral 

obligation and family honor” (p. 181). Lin Yutang says that if a successful man, 

especially if he happens to be an official, always gives the best jobs to his relatives, then 

nepotism and cronyism inevitably develop. Connections, relations or quan he, as it is 

usually called in Vietnam--whether blood connections or friendly or clientalist--

contribute to the perpetuating of socially-prescribed inequalities and inequity. Since the 

family system, the main pillar of which--filial piety--reflects Confucian ideology, we can 

see the disastrous phenomenon of “VIP’s princes and princesses” as the vestiges of the 

Confucian era. 

     
Against the Current Stream 

   If the novel Separation (Tran Manh Hao, 1989) served as a trigger for reflection 

and resistance against social corruption, the same thing occurred when I spoke with 
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individuals about Against the Current Stream a novel by Ma Van Khang (2000b). The 

main character, a writer by profession, chooses to swim against the current so that he can 

be worthy of being a human being. Somewhere in the novel, he cries to himself and 

perhaps to the whole world:  

Against the stream! Against the stream! It means tightly squeezing two rows of 
teeth, letting blood flow from two eyes, swallowing the unendurable shame, 
flexing the muscles, tightly control human character to swim across the deluge of 
barbarianism, victorious flattery and opportunism. (Ma Van Khang, 2000b, p. 
298)  
 

To a considerable degree, this fictional character found that his voice was not a voice in 

the wilderness of indifference.  

    In Vietnamese traditional society, ke si or the “intellectual” or “literati-scholar,” 

was granted the respectful status rarely seen in any other land. “First, the intellectual; 

second, the peasant” was a popular saying. It is said that long ago, a royal king, dethroned 

by the rebels, had to flee from the capital, wandering all over the country. Along the 

escape route, the first question he asked anyone he met was: “Is there any literati-scholar 

around here?” To a king in hiding, temporarily stripped of royal power, fumbling his way 

around with a price hanging over his head, this question testified to his faith in the 

inherent fidelity and courage of the intelligentsia. This attitude can also be seen in a poem 

by Nguyen Cong Tru, a renowned 19th century poet, who always lived on the pride of 

being an intellectual: 

Scholars and soldiers marshaled in two files  
Scholars rank high, soldiers not far below. 
Red sunshades and blue hammocks scholar’s pride.  
Gold swords and silver badges--soldier’s power 
Scholars flap phoenix-wings and keep the peace. 
Soldiers roar tigers’ roars and quell all strife  
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To scholars soldiers must defer in peace  
With men of letters warriors can’t compose.  
(Nguyen Cong Tru, 1996, p. 353) 

 

I heard the following story, which is derived from Records of the Historian, a 

historical masterpiece by the great Chinese historian writer Ssu-ma Chien. 

In his audiences with the emperor, Master Lu on numerous occasions expounded 
and praised the Book of Odes and the Book of Documents until one day Kao-tsu 
[the emperor] began to rail at him. “All I possess I have won on horseback!” said 
the emperor. “Why should I bother with the “Odes” and “Documents?” “Your 
Majesty may have won it on horse back, but can you rule it on horse back?” asked 
Master Lu, “Kings T’ang and Wu in ancient times won possession of the empire 
through the principle of revolt, but it was by the principle of obedience that they 
assured the continuance of their dynasties. (Ssu-ma Chien, 1965, pp. 219-220) 
 

    The conception of the intellectual as seen as above still influences the thinking of 

many; they still live under the shadow of Confucianist ideology regarding the mission of 

the intellectual.  The conception of quan tu [gentleman or superior man] expounded by 

Confucius as the intellectual model should be complemented and enforced by the 

conception of truong phu [hero] valorized by Mencius, the democratically-oriented 

proponent of Confucian ideology. In his view, the intellectual as envisioned by Mencius 

should be given preference especially in times of chaos and uncertainty as today.  

This can be traced back to traditional conceptions of the intellectual.  And all of 

this can be traced back to the pair of lovers in Hemingway’s Farewell to Arms who refuse 

to take part in a war they do not support by seeking a separate peace. What happens to 

Hemingway’s war resistant characters, we do know. But what will become of program 

participants’ attitudes remains to be seen. In any case, by making their choice, they 

consciously or unconsciously allied themselves with the dissident intellectuals, and 
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inescapably maintained an oppositional stance as regards to state or “courtier 

intellectuals.” 

   For example, some refuse to look upon state intellectuals with sympathetic or 

respectful eyes. They cite cases of educational scandals to disclose reactions to the ruling 

“courtier intellectuals.” Contemporary intellectuals, from this perspective, should be 

named “degree-holders,” for the very reason that they use degrees as a vehicle to promote 

their power and material well-being.  In contrast with the vulgarity of the “courtier 

intellectuals,” there is the “genuine” intellectual. Such phrases as “pacify the world, 

manage the nation, regulate the family, cultivate oneself,” which are reminiscent of the 

Confucian ideal of the gentleman, reoccurred in these portrayals. 

 

Fired Gold 

    Just as the novel Against the Current Stream triggered the problem of the mission 

of the intellectual, so a short story Fired Gold by Nguyen Huy Thiep (1989) has given 

rise to suspicion of and resistance against long-held opinions about Vietnamese history. 

Dogmatic finality and rigidity given to historical figures was defamiliarized and balanced 

by a mindset more nuanced. 

    According to Zinoman (1993), history in Vietnam is an “intensely politicized field 

of discourse” (Zinoman, 1993, p. 37). Party historians, by applying historical materialism 

to the assessment of historical figures, classify the great men and women of Vietnam 

according to the revolutionary/reactionary dichotomy. Seen in this vision, Nguyen Du, 

the great poet and author of The Tale of Kieu, has been idolized as the greatest man of 
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letters and his long poem-in-verse has been considered an indispensable part and parcel 

of school curriculum. Like Balzac and Tolstoy, Nguyen Du, a high level imperial 

courtier, was supposed to rise above his class stand with its reactionary ideology and 

powerfully describe the suffering of the downtrodden masses as well as angrily criticize 

the feudalistic exploitation of man by man.  

    A vivid contrast to this progressive figure of Nguyen Du is Nguyen Anh, or 

Emperor Gia Long, the founder of the Nguyen Dynasty. This emperor was painted as a 

traitor or an historical villain because he relied on the French to defeat the Tay Son 

Dynasty, a revolutionary regime made up of peasants and proletarian-peasants. In school 

textbooks, Gia Long is despicably portrayed as a man who “invited the snake to bite his 

own hens” (proverb). 

    There is little doubt that the story Fired Gold, published in 1987, shocked and 

electrified the literary climate. Nguyen Huy Thiep stirred up the tension when he pointed 

his demythologizing finger at those two historical figures. He gave a “defaming” 

portrayal of the national poet of Vietnam whose stature could only be paralleled with 

only Britain’s Shakespeare: 

[Vietnam] is like a virgin girl raped by Chinese civilization. The girl concurrently 
enjoys, despises and is humiliated by the rape. . . . Nguyen Du is the child of this 
same virgin girl and the blood which flows through his veins contains allusions to 
the brutal man who raped his mother.  . . . Nguyen Du’s mother (the polity of that 
time) has, through supreme restraint and self-control, concealed her own shame 
and anguish from her child. Only in three hundred years more will we understand 
this meaningless gesture. (Nguyen Huy Thiep, 1989, p. 5) 
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   Beside Nguyen Du’s pathetic, incompetent appearance brilliantly stands out the 

first Emperor of the Nguyen Dynasty, which is characterized as a charismatic and self-

possessed agent of history: 

Nguyen Du displays a deep sympathy for the people. He loves the people and is 
himself representative of their most lyric and melancholy characteristics, but also 
of their most pitiable ones. Gia Long is representative of no one other than 
himself. Herein lies his glory but also something horribly vile. . . . The king is 
aware of his own pain. But Nguyen Du is numb to his pain. (Nguyen Huy Thiep, 
1989, p. 6)  
 

And: 

I see that the King realizes Nguyen Du’s helplessness in the face of his 
impoverished life and stagnant nation. He does not believe that the scholarly arts 
can transform his race. Priority must be given to the material situation. 
Unproductive economic activities offer the people only a meager and insecure 
existence. The problem at hand is how to rise up and strengthen the country. . . . 
Decrepid Confucian practices and political masturbation will never result in pure 
or wholesome relations. (Nguyen Huy Thiep, 1989, p. 7) 
 

  The weight of this reevaluation of historical problems could be felt from all sides. 

Pham Xuan Nguyen, a literary critic, collected a variety of diverse opinions in the book,  

In Search of Nguyen Huy Thiep (2001). At the one end of the spectrum, Ta Ngoc Lien 

could not resist the temptation to attack Thiep’s heretical view of Vietnamese cultural 

identity. Lien quoted the paragraph, “The Vietnamese community suffers from an 

inferiority complex. How small it is next to Chinese civilization, a civilization equally 

glorious, vile and ruthless” (Nguyen Huy Thiep, 1989, p. 7) and argued that in spite of its 

smallness, the Vietnamese people had escaped the danger of assimilation into Chinese 

civilization. Lien suggested that Thiep should be more reflective on this matter. At the 

other end of the spectrum, Nguyen Xuan Mai and Truong Hong Quang counterbalanced 

Lien’s accusation with the thesis that “patriotism,” especially narrow patriotism which 
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has been defined as one of the most prominent features of history of Vietnam, can 

backfire and hypnotize the people into priding themselves on their weaknesses and 

narrow-mindedness. 

     I was personally visited by a feeling of anxiety when I first read the short story. 

The “habitualization” process that had been instilled in my mind was suddenly destroyed 

by a new way of perception. I mean the concept of “defamiliarization” as coined by 

Victor Shklosky (2001) when for the first time, I, with virgin eyes and pure mind, 

discovered familiar things in their pristine nature (Rice & Waugh, 1996). Personal 

experience convinces me that not everyone in Vietnamese society has been so surprised 

by Thiep’s demythologization.  

    The dogmatic view that history is just the history of class struggles has made 

Vietnamese Marxist-Leninist historians conceive Vietnamese history in terms of either/or 

opposites, between which they recognize no intermediate possibility: The Tay Son’s 

rebellion was, no doubt, peasantry-driven and peasantry-led, so it must be no doubt 

“progressive.” And any historical movement that was against it must be no doubt 

“reactionary.” There is no room for the third party or third route. The side on which a 

historical figure was will automatically place him in the rank of heroes or villains. This 

oversimplification has driven historians to the one-sided views of history and to the 

extreme of distorting historical figures. 

The second reason why Nguyen Huy Thiep is rebuked by party bureaucrats is that 

Vietnamese Marxist-Leninist critics have mistakenly identified historical figures with 

literary or fictional characters. “Literature is literature and literature should be conceived 
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as product of the imaginative world even when the writer talks about himself/herself and 

uses the first person.” “A writer does not have to reflect history as seen by a historian. 

You can measure literature by any standard you want, but first and foremost it must be 

measured by literary standards.” The dogmatic conception that political identity 

overshadows everything else contributes to the false anger against Nguyen Huy Thiep’s 

portrayal of historical figures. As Marx said, a human being is a synthesis of all social 

relations. 

   Last but not least, the “crusade” against Thiep has a lot to do with the political 

sensitivity on the part of the power-holders.  “They” are highly sensitive to any covertly 

political overtones, proclaiming themselves as present day heroes as compared to ancient 

heroes. The profanation of any long-cherished historical figure suddenly threatens them. 

If this can be said about Nguyen Du, the same can be said about contemporary “heroes,” 

demythologizing the long-standing legend of certain leaders. The leaders, obviously, do 

not like this. 

 

Broken Promise 

  I was brought into contact with the culture of the contemporary village and the 

rural way of life and with the modern tragedy of love through the story Broken Promise 

(Ta Duy Anh, 1995).  

At least until recently, about 80 percent of the Vietnamese population was 

peasantry. The Vietnamese countryside, with its prominent bamboo-hedge, with outward 

simplicity and inner honesty, with its devotion to traditional values, has long been an 
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inspiration for generations of poets. In one folksong, we see the image of a woman 

scooping water into the field: “Why, girl, when you irrigate. Do you scoop yellow 

moonlight away?” (Nguyen Binh, 1972, p. 35). In another folksong, we see the filial 

piety pushed to graceful dimensions: “You marry a man who lives far away. You do not 

marry a man who lives in the neighborhood. One day your parents will grow old. Who 

will offer them bowls of rice and cups of tea?” In modern poetry, we hear the sobbing of 

a young silk-weaver when she fails to meet her date in a village theatrical performance:  

The village celebrates all night  
But I am busy looking for you  
Surely tonight the loom is feeling cold 
The ivory shuttle is missing my hand . . .  
I waited and waited: you did not come 
Yet the other day at that other play 
Five times, seven times, you promised to come; 
You have broken the promise of all Spring time.  
(Nguyen Binh, 1972, pp. 51-52) 

 
    Such a highly romanticized portrayal of the village life and peasantry, I should 

think, would capture the hearts of generations to come. Such a highly romanticized 

version, however, ignored another reality of rural that was depicted in this short story. 

Students first introduced to “Broken Curse” may be impressed by it because of its 

troubling fidelity to contemporary life, described as exactly similar to feudal times. 

  The proverb, “The king’s laws cede before the customs of the village,” reflects 

the relative autonomy of the village in the face of the royal government in the old days. 

But they were at times the vehicle through which the communal tyrants enchained its 

villagers in their subjection and arbitrary jurisdiction. The sense of tragedy becomes even 
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more tragic when we realize that the age-old customs live on even in today’s Vietnamese 

village. 

The I-narrator introduces a traditional taboo in his village: 

I don’t know when the village established the taboo against girls and boys within 
the village marrying. . . . A love tragedy once occurred in Dong Village. A girl 
descended from the thief clan pledged her love to some youth who had recently 
settled on the outskirts of the village . . . The girl’s family held council: they 
threw her on her back, shaved her head and smeared it with lime, and threatened 
to drown her as if she were an adulteress if she did not publicly accuse the youth 
of seducing her. The boy was marched off to receive one hundred curses from the 
People’s Assembly in full seating. He was offered two alternatives: either kneel 
down and beg forgiveness or go back to the place where his miserable parents 
gave birth to him [his former village]. Although my father was at the time 
reported a far-sighted man, he just clicked his tongue when consulted for his 
opinion and said, “If that’s the village custom, that’s what we should do.” In his 
heart he know this was wrong, but he had an unbending sense of duty to his 
family name. . . . One night the boy and the girl agreed to meet at the village 
ancestor hall. There they cursed heaven and earth; made love and died naked on 
the worship altar. (Ta Duy Anh, 1995, pp. 153-155) 
 

    The two lovers “took the one less traveled by. And that has made all the 

difference” (Frost, 1968, p. 260). The I-narrator of Broken Promise and his youth lover, 

Quynh Anh, face the same taboo in communist society, but now it has political dimension 

and moreover, they, through their moral fortitude, victoriously escape from the 

restraining conditions which drove their predecessors to death. Quynh Anh, the beautiful 

daughter of a former landlord, the mortal enemy of communist revolution whose blood is 

politically dirty, is no match for the I- narrator, who is descended from a politically pure 

family. Miraculously, the harsh, highly challenging environment, far from crushing their 

spirit, inspires them to tear down the wall of cramped, narrow-minded ideological 

construct: 
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I remember that terrible night . . . that night there was no moon but the sky was 
full of stars and the sweat smell of the harvest wafted up from the ground. . . . 
Quynh Anh and I were as pure and as guilty as each other, and with the angels 
for witnesses, we broke the curse and forgave each other. Late that night, the 
villagers encircled us with knives and lances, with senseless hatred, . . . but as 
they surrounded us more closely with the fires of hell, I yelled, “Come on, stab 
us! You’ll see that her blood is as salty and as red as mine . . . for we were 
carried by a more compassionate mother than the ones who gave birth to you! 
None of the villagers . . . dared advance another step. I was still yelling, “All you 
know how to do is spy on each other. . . . You don’t care if anyone is poor and 
miserable. You respectfully haul the dead out to worship them and ruthlessly 
force down into the grave those who live and love. We hate you and we pity you. 
(Ta Duy Anh, 1995, p. 55) 
 

The curse has been broken? The answer is both yes and no. I was told that since the 

Renovation, the environment is improving; but love and sex, generally speaking, are still 

dominated by political criteria.  There is talk of communist party members who have lost 

their position because they fell in love with someone whose political records were not 

“pure.”  

The similarities between the communist village and the pre-communist village, however, 

bothered me. Is it a coincidence that the patterns of blood connections, a product of 

Confucian ideology, play a vital role in the communist social machinery? Is it a 

coincidence that familialism, a feature of Confucian society, does not fade away or wither 

under communism? Is it a coincidence that the subordination of the individual to 

collective authority, a manifestation of village civilization, lives in harmony with the 

communist credo which proclaims the liberation of the individual subject?  

There is some truth in the opinion that Vietnamese communism in Vietnam is a 

kind of Confucianism in disguise. The evidence for this is clear. Village tyrants perform 

the same job as village notables of long ago; the party apparatus is running the village not 
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differently from the communal hierarchy of long ago; social alienation amongst the 

peasantry is considerable as compared to the pre-communist era. However, this does not 

mean that individuals did not share the conception that “somewhere along the way the . . . 

[Confucian] heritage began to catch up with them” [communists] (Butterfield, 1990, p. 

69). For these individuals believe that the communists purposely misuse and abuse 

Confucianism for their own sake, just as imperial dynasties did in the past. Moreover, 

The idea that we must distinguish Confucianism from imperial Confucianism as an 

ideological instrument used by politicians for the purpose of advancing and socializing 

their own agenda struck me as quite original. 

 

Summary 

Written under the guidance of mainstream ideology, sorealist literature has 

dominated the literary curriculum until today, a decade after the era of renovation was 

proclaimed. Ridiculed by Nguyen Minh Chau as a kind of “illustrative literature,” 

sorealist pieces in education settings seemed to outlive their welcome. Students are likely 

to find them not relevant to everyday reality and even hypocritical and to demand a new 

curriculum which includes soul-searching literary works such as Tran Manh Hao’s 

Separation, Ma Van Khang’s Against the Current Stream, Nguyen Huy Thiep’s Fired 

Gold, and Ta Duy Anh’s Broken Promise. The demystifying criticality of these works 

suggests that learners should be given opportunity to be critical and autonomous in their 

thinking. In other words, the existing functional literacy needs to be terminated and in its 

place a critical literacy should come into being.  
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When I revisited Vietnam one year later, I learned that the struggle to bring soul-

searching literature into literary curriculum had been launched openly in newspapers. 

What had only been dreamed of was solidifying into an issue demanded by reformist-

minded people as a whole. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE POLITICS OF LITERATURE: HOW TO READ/WRITE. 

BANKING STYLE OR READER-RESPONSE/EXPRESSIVISM? 

 

“It’s not true that our students do not like 
literature; rather, they do not like the 
literature taught in classrooms; it’s not true 
that they are bad at writing, they are bad at 
writing as a way of paying [the teachers] an 
academic debt.” 

(Hoang Nhu Mai, 1999, p. 1) 

 

The aim of this chapter is to characterize the teaching method employed in 

literary classes as well as resistance to it. I do this by providing two classroom 

reconstructions; these are models constructed from personal experience in many 

classroom settings in Vietnam. After that, I will discuss the elements of such a teaching 

method as well as its consequences in terms of academic honesty and teacher-student 

relationships. Finally, I discuss the emergence of reader-response and expressivism. 

 

Model Literature Lessons 

The Vietnamese people love literature, especially poetry. They write and recite 

poetry when they go to war, build houses, flirt with ideas, and even when they are under 

the gallows. Not only is literature a passion of the intellectuals, the common people also 

abandon themselves at least once in their lifetime to the poetic impulse. I have never 

heard of any poet, no matter how bad he/she may be, who has been offered a wreath and 
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driven out of the country as Plato wished in his ideal Republic. In Vietnamese folklore, 

when a young girl meditated upon her fate in a male-dominated society, she hummed to 

herself: “My fate is like a piece of red silk fluttering in the marketplace. [It] does not 

know to whom it will belong?” When a mandarin left home for an official position at the 

imperial court, he wrote to his wife: “The path of clouds laughs at me for my passion for 

social mobility. The curtain of willows pities you for your solitude” (Phan Thanh Gian, 

n.d., p. 427). When a married woman wept for a lost love, she recited: “One day when for 

once my heart was calm. Someone brought a heart-shaped coralvine. Let me squeeze the 

trickles that remain. To fall weeping into a poem” (T.T.KH. [anonymous poet], 1972, pp. 

54-55). When a teacher was imprisoned unjustly, he satirized himself by composing a 

poem: “Because I was so talkative, so I am here. I did not get trouble if I kept my mouth 

shut. The people are happy, why did I say they are miserable? The nation is secure, why 

did I say she is in danger?” (Tran Van Huong, 1974, p. 7). Ho Chi Minh, when he was in 

prison during the time when he was fighting for national independence, gave some 

thought to the function of poets when he said: “The ancients used to sing about natural 

beauty. Snow and flowers, moon and wind, mists mountains and rivers. Today we should 

make poems including iron and steel.  And the poet should know to lead an attack” (Ho 

Chi Minh, 1971, p. 100). 

Given this passion for literature that almost takes on obsessive dimensions, it 

seems difficult to interpret the hostility students often present toward classroom literary 

lessons. There is something in the teaching methodology, theories of literature, and 
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classroom processes that forbids the age-old, traditional transaction between students and 

works of literary art. 

 I will begin by presenting two model literature lessons.  These are not actual 

lessons or classroom vignettes; rather, they are models constructed from personal 

experience of what I found to be typical in such settings.  The first model is 

representative of a high school lesson.  The second is representative of a literature lesson 

at the university level.  

The first model begins with the poem, “The Arhats of the Tay Phuong Pagoda,” 

by Huy Can (Appendix A).The poem was written in the 1960s in accordance with 

sorealism composition theory, the mainstream theory of that time. The poet, Huy Can, on 

a trip to Tay Phuong Pagoda, saw the statues of the arhats, a special kind of Buddha. He 

wrote this poem not only to portray the misery and dilemma of the former regimes but 

also to express his pride in the communist regime which he believed would put an end to 

all earthly misery as embodied in the faces and bodies of the statues. 

The model goes like this: Students rise when the teacher enters.  The teacher bows 

and the students sit down. Each student has a textbook and a notebook.  The teacher 

writes on the chalkboard, using a lesson plan and telling students that today they will 

investigate a poem that deals with the statues of the arhats in Ha Tay Province written by 

Huy Can. The teacher dictates a prepared biography; the students write it down. The 

teacher asks students to provide the origin and genre of the poem. Stanza by stanza, 

students read the poem aloud; the teacher asks questions and students respond. In the first 

stanza: 
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Arhats of Tay Phuong Pagoda  
I can’t get you out of my mind 
Here you are in the realm of the Buddha 
Why your faces full of agony? 

Why is the poet surprised? What types of devices are employed to achieve the artistic 

descriptions of the suffering of the statues? The teacher rearranges, clarifies, and 

synthesizes students’ responses; the same procedure continues until the last stanza. 

   As for the political meaning of the poem, what achievements did Vietnam make at 

that time? During the 1960s, socialist North Vietnam achieved great economic victories 

because the poet saw the faces of the arhats refreshed, devoid of shadow of smoke and 

sunset. In this respect, Huy Can wanted to convey to us the joy and happiness of the 

[communist] new regime:  

  The arhats of the Tay Phuong Pagoda  
   Today our society has set out on a trip forward.  
   The faces of the statues seem to be refreshed  

The darkness of smoke dissolve and the shadow of sunset is chased away   
 

   Huy Can wrote the poem after he had attended an 18-month course in Marxism-

Leninism. Thanks to this ideological training, he had enough insight to look at the 

changing life under communism and felt deeply the happiness of our new society. 

At the end of the lesson, the teacher instructs students to prepare for the next 

leasson.  As the teacher leaves the room, the students again rise to say goodbye. 

    In the second model, the university lesson, the focus is the short story, Mr. Know-

all by Somerset Maugham (Appendix B). Table 1 reflects a model lecture centered on 

this piece of literature..  
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Table 1  

“Model Lecture” on a Short Story 

ARGUMENTS QUOTATIONS FROM THE 
READING 

 
1. The I-narrator is a British citizen 
who does not like to be involved with 
other persons.  

 
1. “I should have looked upon it 
with less dismay if my fellow 
passenger’s name had been Smith or 
Brown.” 
 

2. The boastful man makes the 
narrator disgusting. Mr. Know-all is 
the nickname for Mr. Kelada.  

2. “You don’t think I look like an 
American, do you? British to the 
back bone, that’s what I am”  
I did not like Mr. Kedala! 
 

3. What kind of person is he [Mr. 
Know-all]? Outgoing, superficial 
insensitive. 

3. “It never occurred to him that he 
was not wanted.”  
“In your own house you might have 
kicked him downstairs and slammed 
the door in his face.”  
“He was everywhere and always.” 
 

4. What kind of person is Mr. 
Ramsay? Dogmatic, argumentative, 
tall, ready-made clothes heavy fellow. 

4. “He was as dogmatic as Mr. 
Kedala.” 
“He bulged out of his ready-made 
clothes.” 
“He was a great heavy fellow from 
the middle west.” 
 

5. What kind of person is Mrs. 
Ramsay? Pretty, pleasant manner, 
dress simply, modest 

5. “You could not look at her 
without being struck by her 
modesty. It shone in her like a 
flower on a coat.” 
 

6. When Mr. Know-all pointed to the 
chain Mrs. Ramsay was wearing and 
commented on its value, why? What 
does this mean?  
 

 
7. “Mrs. Ramsay in her modest way 
flushed a little and slipped the chain 
inside her dress.” 

8. Why “of course”?” 8. “I didn’t buy it myself, of course.” 
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ARGUMENTS QUOTATIONS FROM THE 
READING 

Because Mr. Ramsay is in the 
American Consulate Service; and he is 
ill paid, how can he buy something so 
expensive for Mrs. Ramsay? 
 

[Mrs. Ramsay said] 
 
 

9. Mrs. Ramsay doesn’t want them 
[Mr. Know-all and her husband] to bet 
on the value of the chain. 

9. “Mrs. Ramsay hesitated a 
moment. She put her hands to the 
clasp ‘I can’t undo it.’” 
 

10.Mr. Ramsay undid it himself and 
gave it to Mr. Know-all. Why is there 
a change of attitude from “a smile of 
triumph” to “I’m mistaken”? Because 
of the color of Mrs. Ramsay’s face. 

10. “He handed the chain to Mr. 
Kelada. The Levantine took a 
magnifying glass from his pocket 
and closely examined it. A smile of 
triumph spread over his smooth and 
swarthy face . . . suddenly he caught 
sight of Mrs. Ramsay’s face. It was 
so white that she looked as though 
she were about to faint. She was 
staring at him with pride and 
terrified eyes.” ‘”I was mistaken,” 
he [Mr. Know-all] said. 
 

11.Were the pearls real? Yes, maybe 
one of her suitors gave her as a 
goodbye gift. So Mrs. Ramsay is not 
really virtuous or modest; she commits 
adultery. This is the irony of the story. 
The meaning of the story is the 
negative side of the human nature.  
 

11.  None. 
 
 
 

12. Because of this, the I-narrator 
changes his attitude towards Mr. 
Know-all. 
 

12. “I did as he asked.” 

  

In my experience, I found that students do not believe it is necessary to listen to 

the lecture; they can borrow notes from friends who took the course in the past, knowing 

that the model lecture will be faithfully followed from year to year.  Exam questions also 
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are the same from year to year.  There are many ways to pass the exam even when one 

does not listen to the lecture.  

 

Banking Style of Teaching. 

These models for the teaching of literature come very close to Freire’s (1997) 

conception of “banking education.” According to the Brazilian educator, the banking 

style of teaching occurs when “education becomes an act of depositing, in which the 

students are the depositories and the teacher is the depositor. Instead of communicating, 

the teacher issues communiqués and makes deposits which the students patiently receive, 

memorize and repeat” (Freire, 1997, p. 53). There exists a relation of power explicit in 

the banking conception since in it “knowledge is the gift bestowed by those who consider 

themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing” (Freire, 

1997, p. 53). 

As far as ontology is concerned, the banking conception of education is closely 

wedded with a concept which regards human beings as malleable because “the more 

completely they [students] accept the passive role imposed on them, the more they tend 

simply to adapt to the world as it is and to the fragmented view of reality deposited to 

them.” (Freire, 1997, p. 54). As far as political praxis is concerned, the banking approach 

is utilized by the ruling oppressors to keep the oppressed under total control. The 

“humanism” of the banking approach “masks the effort to turn men and women into 

automatons,” and “to avoid the threat of students’ conscientizacao” (Freire, 1997, p. 55). 
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Although they never use the word “banking,” Vietnamese reformist-minded 

scholars notice the reproductionist elements of this method. Dao Quoc Toan (1999), a 

teacher, presented a sentence to describe the dominant method reigning supremely in 

Vietnamese schools, high school and college level: “Teacher is tired from speaking; 

students are tired from writing” (Dao Quoc Toan, 1999, p. 5). This method is also likened 

to chiec ao tu than (four-flapped dress, a traditional dress), which is no longer becoming 

to a modern girl. The emphasis on biet (knowledge, memorizing) at the expense of hieu 

(creativity, criticality) leads to the subordination of students on the “model” essays and 

undermines self-directed learning, an urgent need of the age (Le Ngoc Tra, 2001b). 

University education is just an “advanced” level of high school where students come to 

listen to lectures and “return” to the teacher what they have memorized. Education thus 

runs counter to the development of the Information age in which creative thinking is 

more important than good memory (Ho Thieu Hung, 2001). Education methodology is 

accused of being highly dogmatic (Phan Trong Luan, 1999). 

    In respect to literary education, some scholars have warned about the great 

distance between classrooms and society on the whole. It is manifested by the irrelevance 

of literary pieces from the students’ interests and aspirations, by the dogmatic, 

indoctrinaire education of politics with literature, by the valorization of hatred as opposed 

to human heart and compassion, by a methodology which stunts, deforms, and stifles 

criticality and creativity (Phan Trong Luan, 1999). Hoang Nhu Mai, a professor of 

literature, said bluntly,  

It’s not true that our students don’t like literature; rather, they don’t like the kind 
of literature taught in the classrooms. It is not true that they bad at writing; rather 
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they are bad at writing as a way of paying [the teacher] an academic debt. (1999, 
p. 1) 
  

Trinh Xuan Vu, another professor, listed five current approaches to literature teaching 

and concluded that no matter how modern and democratic they look, all of them were far 

from placing the student at the center of the process of creativity (Trinh Xuan Vu, 2003). 

The teacher-centeredness is perpetuated by such books as Teacher’s Guide to Teaching 

Literature, an academic “Bible,” which weighs heavily and inescapably on the fate of 

each and every class period. Any teacher who ventures to transcend rigidly-fixed lesson 

plans designed by this “sacred” book will earn punishment for violation of academic 

discipline. This necessarily gives birth to an absolute uniformity or consensus in the quest 

of literary meaning in any literary lesson. The same phenomenon occurs in students’ 

written essays which are the reproduction, at times very shallow and crude, of what they 

have been taught.  

 

Banking Style and Its Consequences 

    To survive in this banking academic world, students resort to some micropolitical 

tactics. The most visible is cheating, which, like an epidemic, afflicts many students. For 

example, cheating is a very familiar sight, and I had near to hand many documents to 

substantiate this.  According to Nguyen Thieu Tong, 70 percent of students confessed to 

cheating on a test or an exam (Dang Tuoi, 2001, p. 7). A favorite technique is micro-

photocopying of texts and cutting them and carrying them in the palms during the exam. 

The reason for cheating is that “everybody does, why I don’t?” (Tu Anh, 2002, p. 3). 

When asked about this, most students say that they do not take cheating seriously.  
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Besides cheating, students resist teacher-centered education through the “culture 

of wining and drinking” which dates back from the imperial days when literari-scholars 

drank away “the sorrow of one thousand years” with beautiful and talented courtesans. 

Old-time scholars went to the “quarter of smoke and flowers” (red-light districts) not 

because they needed a satisfaction of the flesh, but because they were motivated by a 

desire for human communication denied to them by the rigidity of the hierarchical order 

of those times. It was in the world of artistic courtesans that the serious-looking scholars 

unmasked themselves emotionally and socially, and, temporarily, reached out of the 

human-made prison of social conventions. Something in the meeting of teachers and 

students at restaurants where beer and wine were served made me feel nostalgic for those 

long gone times. Teachers behaved in a more friendly manner; the social distance 

between teacher and student was narrowed down; modern courtesans--beer marketers--

appeared in miniskirts. But was there any five-thousand- age-sorrow to be drunk away? I 

am afraid not. Wine was used here to grease the machinery of quan he (connections), 

which could not be established in school and which was the beginning of trustful, 

personal ties, the “social capital” of Vietnamese communist society.  

    I became involved in the establishing, maintaining, and nurturing of “social 

connections”--the red thread running throughout human transaction in a society bereft of 

social trust. On the one hand, it would be oversimplification to think of this “culture of 

wining and drinking” as a pure strategy of winning the teacher’s heart for possible use in 

the foreseeable future because both students and teachers, over cups of wine, and for a 

fleeting period of time, establish a holy alliance of authenticity: they cease to be the 
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oppressed and the oppressors. On the other hand, it would be overcharitable to regard this 

culture as merely the embodiment of a longing for human, reciprocal understanding. 

Thus, in restaurants, on wining tables, over glasses of wine, something like a 

micropolitical perspective on student-teacher relationships unfolded before my eyes. In 

an educational setting devoid of power-with and burdened with power-over (Kriesberg, 

1973), in a situation saturated with uncertainty and dissensus (Pfeffer, 1981), 

micropolitical measures are manipulated to achieve the preferred goals of gaining access 

to and drawing the attention of the teachers. 

  The remainder of this section is devoted to a heartbreaking and soul-shattering 

event that took place a few weeks before I left Vietnam. It is very difficult for me to be 

“objective” in telling this “feudal” story. So I decided to translate a newspaper article 

written by Pham Kim Son and printed on Tuoi Tre Chu Nhat (Sunday Youth Magazine) 

(2003). I do not think this story is a manifestation of banking education itself, but the 

dehumanization of the learner, a major characteristic of the banking philosophy, is 

undeniable. 

THE LESSON NOT IN THE SYLLABUS 

One April 17, 2003, when coming into class 71, Ms. Tran Thi Phuong Lan, 
English teacher of Lien Hoa Middle school, Nghi Xuan District, Ha Tinh 
Province, discovered chalk scribbles on the teacher’s chair. After a short time of 
interrogating without any result, teacher Lan forced the whole class to lick clean 
all those scribbles. Although some students stood up and apologized and offered 
another chair, the lady teacher did reject the proposal--one by one, 47 students, 
male and females, lined up to perform the exceptional penalty. After that, not only 
did Ms. Lan not resume the class session but also demanded the students to 
denounce the culprit by secretly writing down his/her name. The result: 47 blank 
papers. The same punishment--licking the chair until it was cleared of its chalk--
was repeated by each member of the class. Ms. Lan did not leave the classroom 
until the last student finished the act of licking. (Pham Kim Son, 2003, p. 19)   
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Reader-Response and Expressivism 

Students confess that they belong to a “culture of silence,” and they perform the 

act of passive recipients of school knowledge. Seen in the light of reproduction theory in 

education, the students are subjects being “interpolated” by ideology. In this manner, 

Vietnamese schools reproduce the ideology of the Vietnamese ruling group (Bourdieu & 

Passeron, 1977). 

However, as Foley (1996) discovered among the Mesquakis, “silence is this 

political retreat into a separate cultural space and identity far from the white world” 

(Foley, 1996). Beneath the surface of obedience to authority lurks a world of resentment, 

anger and potential rebellion. It seemed to me that the silence was like a shield presented 

to an world hostile to them, like an intentional concession students make in an unequal 

battle in which they are in no place to set the terms. For their golden silence is often 

broken when they talk beyond the confines of the classrooms. There is a burning cry for a 

new approach to literature, especially for a receptionist theory of literature reading. The 

meaning of a text should reside with the reader/learner not with the author or the teacher. 

In the following section, I describe the oppositional interpretations of some literary works 

between mainstream critics and those who resist the banking style of education.  

Nguyen Du’s Tale of Kieu (1983), a Vietnamese classic, deals with the plight of a 

beautiful lady from a middle-class family who, under the “sweet” pressure of 

conventional filial piety, sells herself to save her family and her father from the risk of 

imprisonment orchestrated by corruption-ridden bureaucrats. Throughout Kieu’s long 

journey as a courtesan, she undergoes and transacts with almost all kinds of people and 
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environments. The picture of a whole oppressive society is seen through the eyes and the 

pulsations of a sensitive heart of a woman. Is it sufficient to say that this novel-in-verses, 

which has wide fascination for generations of readers in Vietnam, is just a reflection of a 

pre-communist corrupt and perverse social order? There seems to be some similarities 

between the social problems posed in “Tale of Kieu” and those of today. 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet is a story about the prince of Denmark in the Renaissance 

whose brilliance stands out against the darkness of the Middle Ages. Man, the great work 

of art, comes into being in the mist of a new dawn. Is it sufficient to say that this great 

play is just a reflection of the unequal struggle between two social forces, one 

emphasizing individual freedom and the other the prison of the prevailing patriarchy? It 

appears not. “To be or not to be--yet who is not listening now? The time when nations 

hesitated thus is past. . . . Look . . . life is quick and green like orchard grass. Flows 

forwards with the force of the Red River,” Che Lan Vien, a Vietnamese poet says so (Che 

Lan Vien, n.d., p. 715). 

 Flaubert’s Madame Bovary (1965) revolves around the desires and efforts of a 

sensuous and sentimental woman in the quest of mental horizons always beyond her 

reach. The intellectual and social climate of a small, dull, suppressed society drives her to 

the trap set up both by infidel lovers and the blood-sucking usurer. Is the novel just a 

reflection of a beautiful mind in defiance of French bourgeois society with its iron, 

exploitative necessities? It appears not. Why always blame bourgeois society for 

everything? How about our society? Is there no Madame Bovary in here? 
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Faulkner’s Rose for Emily is the short story in which the reconstruction period of 

the American Civil War is portrayed through the haughty and crazy old lady who refuses 

to keep up with the Joneses. Alone and lonely, she fortifies herself against the whole 

town especially when she insists on loving a man despite the criticism of public opinion. 

Is it sufficient to say that Miss Emily is just reflection of a vanishing order, the slavery 

order, which futilely and crazily clings to illusions deserving no better destiny? When the 

Northern [communists] ran over the South, many Southern women defied stereotyping. 

They thought that even in defeat, they could not be forced to be on their knees.  Are there 

connections to “real life” and Vietnamese history here? 

As far as writing strategy is concerned, some try to escape the academic plague of 

teacher-centeredness.  What would occur if learner-centered classrooms had been re-

established? What would have occurred if students had been given a voice of his/her 

own? What would have occurred if democratization had been translated into practice? If . 

. . If . . . Sadly enough, there is no “if” in history and the story of banking education 

continues.  

 

Summary 

This chapter led us through model or typical classroom processes in which a 

Vietnamese poem and a British short story were taught at two levels. The models 

emphasize a “banking” style pedagogy that gives birth to academic disasters such as 

cheating and bribing teachers. However, a critical literacy exists, too, in this 
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reproductionist milieu. Students often resist with the rhetoric of reader-response and 

expressivism. 

Two other tenets of educational renovation--socializing and equalizing of 

education—are the content of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SOCIALIZING OF EDUCATION AND EQUALIZATION OF EDUCATION 

OPPORTUNITY: THE UNROYAL PATH. 

 

“Socializing of education signifies the attachment of the 
school to society. To have a democratic society, we must 
democratize the school first.”  

(Duong Thieu Tong, 2000) 

 “In our universities, there are only children of the rich; 
who are the rich if not the majority of our cadres. There are 
still classes, aren’t there?”  
(Nguyen Minh Hien, Minister of Education, 2000, p. 3) 

 

The aim of this chapter is to analyze the socializing and equalization of education. 

I will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of socializing as an effort at 

demonopolizing education, mobilizing the people’s resources and support in the pursuit 

of more opportunities and choices for students. I will then tell a story of fake diplomas, 

tracking, and “connections,” which debunk the myth of equality in the process of 

educational renovation. 

 

Socializing of Education 

Tomorrow when the motherland is unified,  
Tomorrow, you will come back and give me lessons 
And we shall not have to write on the wall with coal anymore.  
Or dread the horror of police searches,  
You will say to me, “Come on, big brother, courage.”  

       And I shall smile, remembering the moonlight  
And our motherland, that gave you wings and the honor of marching with 
those up at the front.  
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I shall need to keep a long sleepless night  
To tell you about the South and its struggle and agony:  
In those days, little sister, I had but one school on earth--The Revolution. 
(Giang Nam, 1985, p. 175) 
 
Writing the above poem during the Vietnam War, the poet Giang Nam, a 

(communist) revolutionary, told his little sister that the authentic and greatest university 

for him was the revolution. To put it another way, the (communist) revolution existed as 

a university which trained and educated him, and this “praxis” seemed to replace and 

transcend any higher learning institutions. During the war, the communists recruited any 

person who sympathized with their political ideal and showed political loyalty. Since the 

revolution was regarded as a great university, a revolutionary was not required to have a 

university degree. However, as soon as the war ended, revolutionaries realized that 

building the nation was impossible with political reliability only. Many universities were 

set up by the revolutionaries but for the revolutionaries and their offspring only. Since the 

era of renovation of 1986, the revolutionaries declared that universities are set up by the 

revolutionaries not only for the revolutionaries but also for the people, because the 

revolutionaries have no other interests but the interests of the people. The non-party 

people were invited to enroll in universities and to financially contribute to the existence 

and development of such higher institutes Socialization of education signifies nothing 

more than that. Some took the view that socialization of education resulted from the 

failure of monopolized, state-controlled education.  

    Socializing of education is thus a regrettable necessity on the part of the dominant 

group. This regret helps us to understand the ambiguity, even the paradox, in educational 

practices ensuing from it.  
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    The search for an official definition of “socializing of education” is described in 

Chapter 1. This has been described as more choices and chances for students. 

These “more choices and more chances” can be easily seen at the university and high 

school levels. Before 1986, these two programs were the exclusive territory for those 

cadres who had good political dossiers and wanted a degree to secure or promote their 

own positions. For instance, to maintain the position of a director, he/she must have a 

B.A or B.S. degree. Nowadays, these two programs welcome any student who wants to 

enhance their academic competence or to study for self-interest. To a certain extent, 

socializing undermines the state monopolization of education. 

    However, it would be a great mistake to assume that the diversification of forms 

of education is synonymous with the de-monopolization of curriculum materials. A 

student is instilled with the same class syllabus whether he/she attends a “public school,” 

which is completely governed by the state, or a “community-founded school,” which is 

organized by a state-run social organization. So, the differences between these schools 

are more or less organizational and have a lot to do with financial matters, which means 

that tuition fees increase in proportion as the school becomes less public. The “banking” 

ideology long challenged by critical educators is still unchallenged.  

    Socializing of education arose firstly out of the lack of state funds. The state must 

appeal to the people for their participation in the financial support of the school. Since 

that fateful moment, money has become the means to solve the problem of the state 

monopoly of education and to justify the ends of education. Parents of high school 
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students, for instance, are encouraged to contribute financially to the building of material 

foundations of the school. But in most cases, they are presented with “a fait accompli.”  

Granted that these “encouragements” are motivated by good intentions on the part 

of school administrators, school construction is so embroiled in corruptive practices that 

the term “construction” in Vietnamese connotes “ dirty eating” or corruption.  And I 

heard the story of newly-built schoolhouses in Ca Mau, built with one billion Vietnamese 

piasters. As soon as it was finished, a student incidentally kicked the wall with his foot 

and a portion of that wall was broken. 

The dividing line between money as a means and money as an end in itself looks 

blurred in the phenomenon of “giving extra lessons, having extra lessons,” which has 

spread like an academic influenza in the educational atmosphere for many years. 

Students, usually at the high school level, are required to take extra hours from their 

teachers for a fee. These extra lessons are parts withheld from the curriculum. Not going 

to those classes can result in failing the class exam and incur the wrath of teachers. 

Commercialization of education caused by a for-profit market economy has been used to 

explain this practice. Most with whom I spoke did not believe this was the cause. 

    Some hold that to eliminate the “extra lessons,” it would be necessary to take the 

burden of making a living wage off the teacher. When they are better off, they do not 

need to take on extra lessons.” Some teachers abandoned education ideals in pursuit of 

material benefits because they saw the gap between classroom teachers and those 

teachers in administrative positions. 
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   There is also the pressure of the curriculum and, to some degree, the overly high 

expectations on the part of students’ parents.  As children fall prey to negative elements 

in society (drugs), parents feel more at ease sending their children to tutorial classes than 

letting them “hang out” with peers.  The teachers, in many cases, are forced to give extra 

lessons to catch up with the quota given by education administrators. To please their 

superiors, to guarantee the percentage of students passing an exam, for instance, 

administrators turn their eyes away from the extra lesson-giving. 

Seen from this perspective, “more choices and chances” for learners, as promised 

by the efforts at socializing of education, look and sound like the eternal story of “old 

wine” contained in “new bottles.” Distance learning, a newly designed style of learning, 

sheds further light on this situation.  

   The underlying philosophy behind distance learning is the argument for self-

directed, learner-centered learning, something overlooked, even forbidden in the pre-

renovation era (Nguyen Duy Can, 1999; Nguyen Thi Oanh, 2001; Phan Trong Luan, 

1999). Nguyen Canh Toan (2002), a pioneer in this field, developed this model as a 

“royal road” leading to autonomy and creativity for the learner. Although this model is 

closer to “correspondence learning” than “online learning,” it is instrumental in affording 

“more choices and more chances” to a great number of learners, especially if they live in 

isolated and distant locales.  A person denied by fate the right to be literate has struggled 

against fate and won. Nguyen Canh Toan (2002), however, conceded that to fight against 

student passivity in support of independent thinking and learner autonomy, his model was 

not a “miracle drug.” Not a “miracle drug,” or an effective drug either, so Pham Quang 
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Tuan (2002) said in his argument against the overexaggerated impact of distance learning 

in the Vietnamese context. An overseas Vietnamese professor, Tuan was keen on 

demythologizing the tenet that Vietnamese students are studious or fond of learning: 

All the arguments based on slogan-like virtues and traditions such as smart, 
studious, carry little persuasive weight. Is that true that our people are studious or 
amorous of learning? I think it would be truer to say that our people are amorous 
of degrees. (2000, p. 7) 
 

  Then Tuan suggested that a change in pedagogy was more vital than the “science 

of thinking” as held by Toan: 

Professor Toan suggested that we should focus education on “science of 
thinking.” This phrase is rather strange to me, but to my way of understanding, 
this phrase is used to describe the need to think scientifically, realistically, instead 
of stuffing the knowledge [inside the minds of learner] . . . we should be vigilant 
that this “science of thinking” is hard to communicate across a distance; it needs 
face-to-face and long-term communication. The main thing is how to bring 
modern pedagogical concepts and pedagogical practices into the curriculum from 
the lowest level to the highest. (2000, p. 7) 
 
 
The inescapable message concerning socializing of education is that it falls short 

of the expectations of those who wait for a de-monopolization of education organization 

or democratization of education methodology. “More choices and more chances” seem to 

be at worst a curse and at best a mixed blessing. 

 

Fake Diplomas, Tracking, and Equality of Opportunity Structure 

In Time magazine, June 11, 2001, Tim McGirk wrote: 

Most of the fakes originate in Asia, where everything, absolutely everything, is 
counterfeited . . . . You name it, and it can be faked. Asthma medicine, Viagra, 
peanut butter, shampoo, music and film discs, software, garments, handbags . . . 
even entire motorcycles and cars. (p. 32) 
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Living in Vietnam for nearly 3 years during my ethnographic journey, I was 

seasoned enough to say that there is a great deal of truth in such a statement. I want to 

add to the list another item: phony diplomas. Metaphorically speaking, Vietnam is being 

deluged with fake diplomas.  

    In Ca Mau province alone, 642 people used “questionable” degrees, including 328 

people in the educational sphere. Those who were involved in spurious degree-holding 

usually had high-level positions such as Director of provincial office or justice of 

provincial court (Hong Dao, 2002). On the national level, as of April 2001, a total of 

3,168 counterfeited degrees were exposed; one-third of those who used them were cadres 

or governmental officials as high-ranking as chief of people’s bureau of investigation and 

justice of the people’s court (Khinh Khinh, 2001).  

    Sometimes it is difficult to imagine the comic-tragic qualities of this phenomenon. 

A vice-director of a provincial office hired one of his employees to write his master’s 

thesis. The vice-director promised to pay about one million VN piasters for the writing 

and gave an advance of 200,000 VN piasters. After successfully defending the thesis and 

obtaining the master’s degree, the vice-director forgot about the debt. The employee 

wrote to his superior a letter in which he asked for 4 million VN piasters instead of the 

million as agreed. The vice-director wrote a reply, eloquently arguing that the price of 4 

million for writing was groundless and agreeing to pay one million because it seemed to 

him more reasonable. This reply was proof that the vice-director was using fake diploma, 

and that he had not written the thesis himself. But he was “honest” enough to declare that 
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he had been so much tied up with his official business that he had no time to write it 

(Hong Dao, 2002, p. 5).  

    Somewhat inspired by the behavior of spurious degree-users, a journalist pen-

named Do Bi wrote a treatise entitled “Getting Ph.D.s by Researching Fake Ph.D.s.” 

(2001). In this humorous work, Do Bi traced the long route which had led him from 

innocence to critical awakening. There should not be any counterfeited degree-users in 

such a “civilized” nation as Vietnam, he insisted. An investigative trip allowed him to 

discover the great extent of fake diplomas, starting with high school graduation diplomas, 

then B.A./B.S., and to his consternation, fake Ph.D.s. Do Bi wrote,  

Many people say that drug addicts or streetwalkers are more vulnerable to AIDS. 
Wrong. I dare to affirm that the “research” of false professors and doctors, who 
are teaching in some universities are much more vulnerable. That’s because their 
knowledge is false. (2001, p. 57) 
 

    The “earth-shaking” discovery of fake degrees allowed Do Bi to write his own 

Ph.D. dissertation on false Ph.D.s. He informed the world in his commentary that 

Cambridge and Harvard University have invited him to teach a course called “How to 

Get a Ph.D. Degree Without Passing High School Graduation Exam” (2001, p. 57). 

   I trace this bustling counterfeit business back to the pre-communist times, when 

credentialism reigned, where love for learning and love of degrees had no clear-cut 

dividing line, where degrees were the only loyal route to earthly power and social status. 

No matter how insignificant he may be, an individual could pass the imperial exam and 

attain the privilege and honor of a mandarin that was forever denied to a common person. 

Degrees, in this respect, were the twin sister of political power and socioeconomic 

benefits. This obsession with a degree is exemplified in the poem, “In the Old Days,” in 
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which the poet describes the mindset of a woman of long ago. To ensure that her husband 

passed the imperial exam, she sacrificed everything, including desires of the flesh. “No 

degree, no sex,” she said to her husband. The night of marital intimacy comes only when 

her husband, as a successful examinee, returns to the village and is welcomed by the 

whole villagers. “This night is the night. Who spreads the moonlight on the tea garden?” 

(Nguyen Binh, 1991, p. 12). 

   In China, from which educational institutions were replicated by Vietnamese 

dynasties, the fact that “the fish has crossed the Jade Gate” (the gaining of a degree) 

could throw a person off balance and made him/her temporarily insane: 

Clapping his hands again, he [Fan Chin] let out a peal of laughter and shouted. 
“Aha! I’ve passed! I’ve passed!” Laughing wildly, he ran outside . . . not far from 
the front door he slipped and fell into the pond. When he clambered out, his hair 
was disheveled, his hand muddied, and his whole body dripping with slime. But 
nobody could stop him. Still clapping his hands and laughing, he headed straight 
for the market. (Wu Ching-Tzu, 1973, p. 34) 
 

    Many would disagree with this interpretation. Such a renowned poet and 

mandarin as Nguyen Cong Tru, for example, did not pass the imperial exam until he was 

over 60, but he never thought of purchasing a fake diploma. Thus counterfeiting has to do 

with the privileged groups rather than with ordinary people since the latter rarely hold 

powerful posts. In a way, fake degrees are the tragedy of the ruling class, but seen from 

the angle of social justice, this phenomenon has entrenched social inequality because it 

fortifies the status-quo and mitigates against the principles of status by achievement and 

reward for meritorious performance. 

    The relationship between educational injustice and social-political injustice can 

easily be detected if we investigate the dose of medicine allied to cure this disease. As I 
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said, almost all degree-purchasers are party members, and because party members are 

privileged citizens, the process of disciplining them reaches beyond the control of 

governmental agencies, executive or judicial.  Law is thus applied only to those who have 

no power to buy fake diplomas. 

    Many students who earn degrees by honest hard work are, unfortunately, labeled 

as second-rate intellectuals. To what extent have they been hypnotized by the 

“achievement ideology” (MacLeod, 1995, p. 3)? To what extent do they recognize a 

“hidden curriculum” (Anyon, 1989; Bowles & Gintis, 1976; Whitty & Young, 1976)? 

The disastrous consequences of tracking do not stop there. Experience, the 

textbook of an adult learner, is given no place.  One of the defining features of adult 

learning is experiential learning because “adults have more experiences, adults have 

different kinds of experiences, and adult experiences are organized differently than those 

of children” (Kidd, 1973, p. 46) because “this growing reservoir of experience” serves as 

“a rich resource for learning” (Knowles, 1980, p. 44). But as for applying lived 

experiences in schoolwork, in the current situation in Vietnam, it is not workable. The 

fact that there is an “organic connection between education and personal experience” 

(Dewey, 1938, p. 12) may exist somewhere else but is non-existent in Vietnamese 

classes. Self-expression was still viewed as taboo. 

   The concept of educational equality is not limited to equality of access; it has 

been gradually extended to include some notion of equal educational results, which is 

concerned with how the learners use their learning in the labor market (Farrell, 1992). 

Accounts about blatant injustice in education outcome seem to validate the opinion that 
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“because it shrouds class, race and gender barriers to success, the achievement ideology 

promulgates a lie, one that some students come to recognize as such” (MacLeod, 1995, p. 

262). The problem of “educated unemployees” has increasingly been a great social 

problem in the midst of a society demanding, by means of education, democratization. 

The promise that if an individual has a good education, he/she can maximize their 

occupational choice is typically revealed as a lie. Education, instead of being the midwife 

to a new social order, is producing long lines of applicants nervously waiting at job 

centers. The failure on the part of government to formulate a well-thought-out policy in 

education was seen as the main reason for this waste of “gray matter” and the crisis of 

educated unemployment.  

The difference between MacLeod’s “Brothers,” operating in a context in which 

ccupational connections were “racially rooted” (MacLeod, 1995, p. 222), and the 

situation in Vietnam, is that in Vietnam they are politically rooted. To be connected with 

high political decision-makers is indispensable to social promotion. The saying, “Son, let 

me tell you. A bandit at night is the enemy, but a bandit in broad daylight is the 

mandarin,” should be judged together with another critical saying, “A mandarin can 

benefit the whole clan.” Equality of education outcome is hardly possible as long as 

professional meritorious performance takes a backseat to non-achievement factors such 

as blood or political connections. But Bi (2002), a former teacher, wrote about this 

sorrow when he was invited to a wedding party of one of his former students. At the 

wedding, But But Bi met a number of his former students who were occupationally 

successful. He was not happy, however, because all the students he had known as 
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excellent students did not have good and suitable jobs; they did not have good 

connections with influential people (But Bi, 2002). 

   One Sunday morning, a few weeks before I left for the United States, I was given 

the book, Habits of the Heart (1996), which had just been translated into Vietnamese. 

The book criticizes American individualism, which is regarded as the deep roots of moral 

and social crisis and calls for the communalism or social capital, commitment to 

community, etc. Thinking about this theme, I recognized that an overemphasis on 

individualism can alienate people. On the other hand, as I was to appreciate much more 

fully later, a cult of collectivism at the expense of individual talent also alienates people.  

As I was writing this, I felt myself pulled to the understanding that “collectivism” can 

signify more than its literal meaning. 

 

Summary 

 Geared toward creating more chances and more choices for students, socializing 

of education achieved limited results in diversification of education forms and allowing 

more students to get schooling. While the more important goal--democratization of 

methodology and demonopolization of organization--is still unattained, corruption in 

construction and the disastrous phenomenon of “extra lessons” were on the rise. Equality 

of educational opportunity was hardly a reality because of the discrimination against non-

traditional students, because of the fake diplomas easily bought by wealthy cadres, and 

because of “connections” in getting jobs. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE MATTER OF ALL MATTERS AND THE POLITICS 

OF AMBIGUITY 

 
 
“If violence is the midwife of history, then it is idea that 
makes history pregnant.”  
            (Luiz A. Costa-Pinto, in S. L. Brown, 2003, p. 1) 

 

 In this chapter I will explain why critical literacy pedagogy has not been 

integrated into school educational processes. With a nascent civil society emerging, with 

a rising tide of self-conscientization amongst the participants, the failure to renovate 

education lies with the leaders of the political apparatus. The contradictions in critical 

awareness and their solutions will be interpreted by historical, cultural, and political 

factors. 

 

The Matter of All Matters 

When I wrote this chapter, I recalled two American critical pedagogues, Ira Shor 

and Tom Heaney. Their lives do not parallel each other in many respects, but they came 

to view education in rather similar ways. Shor grew up in a working-class neighborhood 

and after becoming a university intellectual, he taught Open Admissions students for 6 

years at Staten Island Community College. His book, Critical Teaching and Everyday 

Life (1980), is an attempt at reflecting upon the obstacles encountered in the United 

States by those who want to practice liberatory education. Tom Heaney is a descendant of 

a middle-class family and his longing for the formation of a theory of liberatory 
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education in the United States is conveyed in his dissertation, Adult Learning and 

Empowerment: Toward a Theory of Liberating Education (1980). Both Shor and Heaney 

came to the conclusion that “obstacles to the development of critical consciousness are 

far more formidable in the United States than in the Third World,” and that “most 

attempts to develop liberatory education in the United States have failed” (Facundo, 

1984, pp. 5-7). While Shor seemed to attribute the difficulty of liberatory education to 

“false consciousness” (Facundo, 1984, p. 7) internalized in the minds of the people, 

Heany justified the failure to create any liberating program by charging the lack of a 

“broad social movement of social transformation”(Facundo, 1984, p. 13). 

    Before I began my autoethnographic inquiry in Vietnam, I had been convinced 

that the obstacles to the integration of critical consciousness and critical literacy 

pedagogy in Vietnamese schools stemmed from the passivity of teachers and students and 

from the “brainwashing” of their minds. My experience and the analysis of documentary 

data and literature led me elsewhere and forced me to embark on a journey of self-

reflection. The Vietnamese voices and experiences that became bound up with my own 

perceived, sometimes not very clearly, the roots of their earthly misery and their 

oppressors. Achilles’ heels did not escape their vision. Far from being a hostage to a 

Marxist “false consciousness,” Sartrean “bad faith,” or Freirean “magical consciousness,” 

they recognized the oppressors’ vulnerability. Had he been deluded by “false 

consciousness,” they would not have noticed the blocking weight of bureaucratic 

apparatus in the renovation efforts; they would not have recognized that renovation 

contains in it a great variety of things in which the teacher occupies only a fixed and 
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modest position. 

  Had people been deluded by false consciousness, there would not be recognition 

that change must occur from the top to the bottom; recognition that the party and the state 

must do something so that people have a chance to develop. Had people been deluded by 

false consciousness, there would not be recognition that while many theories of 

renovation exist, hey had yet to be put into practice – or that practice is not the sole 

responsibility of government.  Had people been deluded by “false consciousness,” there 

would be no thought of the  “millennial theme of world upside down” (Scott, 1990, p. 80) 

in a folk saying, ”The son of the king becomes king. The son of the pagoda caretaker 

knows only how to sweep the leaves of the banyan trees. When the people rise up, the 

son of the king, defeated, will go sweep the pagoda” (Scott, 1990, p. 80). 

    According to Scott (1990), there is a “hidden transcript” which characterizes the 

discourse of the oppressed and which takes place far beyond the direct observation of 

power holders. The antithesis is an “official transcript”--a discourse done by the 

oppressed in the presence of the oppressors. If the “official transcript” is used as a mask, 

a disguise of resistance, the “hidden transcript” is the resistance itself. Seen in this light, 

“false consciousness” is sometimes identified with the “official transcript,” where the 

oppressed show an attitude of obedience, complicity, and an avoidance of any direct 

confrontation with the oppressors. In the words of Scott,  

Thus the peasantry, in the interest of safety and success, has historically preferred 
to disguise its resistance. If it were a question of control over land, they would 
prefer squatting to a defiant land invasion; if it were a matter of taxes, they would 
prefer evasion than a tax riot; if it were a question of rights to the product of the 
land, they would prefer poaching or filtering to direct appropriation. (1990, p. 86) 
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This theory helps explain the seeming conformity, obedience, and resignation that 

many present in formal settings, and the torrents of “critical literacy” when they express 

themselves at the cafeteria, for instance. To put it differently, “society is a very 

mysterious animal with many faces and hidden potentialities, and it’s extremely short-

sighted to believe that the face society happens to be presenting to you at a given moment 

is its only true face” (Havel, 1990, quoted in Scott, 1990, p. 206). 

  According to Thayer (1992), there evolved in Vietnam a “nascent” civil society 

that “awaits the erosion of mono-organizational socialism before developing further” 

(Thayer, 1992, p. 112). The combined effects of economic and political reform starting in 

1986 has led to the birth of a civil society,  

. . . A realm of free social and cultural space to be carved out of the all-
encompassing matrix of the totalitarian, communist Party-State by conscious 
intellectual and social action. It was to be a sphere of autonomous, ostensibly non-
political, social activity, which did not seek to challenge the state’s control over 
the main levers of power and, indeed, obtained its status through a tacit social 
contract with the authorities of the ruling state party. (Miller, 1990, quoted in 
Thayer, 1992, p. 112) 
  

    Only in such a civil society, no matter how limited and nascent, could “a wide 

variety of activity conducted independently of party control” (Thayer, 1992, p. 115) be 

executed. Only in such a free space unfolding beside the mono-organizational socialism 

would a woman, a peasant at that, rise to the challenge of being a free human being. A 

newspaper story I read while in Vietnam is illuminating in this regard.  Mrs. Lun, 48 

years old, was not an intellectual; she was just a trader of piglets. Her education must be 

elementary school level. She was an unknown citizen in society. Looking at her picture in 

the newspaper, I found her rather “manly” by Vietnamese standards. She had a large 
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mouth not appreciated by Vietnamese readers of faces. But Mrs. Lun caused a political 

bombshell when, defiantly and suddenly, she wrote a letter petitioning the district 

authorities to give her, for 2 months, the post of the district chief in order that she could 

eliminate, root and branch, the evil of corruption. After that short period, after “sending 

to jail all the corrupt officials,” she would return back to the position of an ordinary 

citizen and would buy and sell piglets for a living. The petition was inevitably rejected. 

But the wrath and the courage of a woman in the struggle against the rampant corruption 

amongst party officials resounded throughout the country. In “A Challenge with Solid 

Ground” (2001), Tran Bach Dang, a communist writer, highly appreciated the attitude of 

Mrs. Lun which he called “a treasured aspiration” (p. 6) and blamed the district 

authorities for their inability to solve the problem of corruption. 

   Since the facts above carry much weight, I would be obliged to find other 

reasons for the absence of critical consciousness/critical pedagogy in Vietnamese 

educational renovation. What kept education in Vietnam from escaping its banking style 

of schooling? What allowed the “feudal method of teaching” (Trinh Xuan Vu, 2003, p. 

36) to reign supreme in Vietnamese schools long after the end of the Dark Ages? What 

left such tenets as democratization, and equality . . . outside school life? 

    The key principles of educational renovation, in the eyes of some, have great 

potential for a real cultural and educational revolution. Democratization and 

modernization, for example, promise the return of the leaner as the center of the teaching 

process. And the socializing of education paves the way for the democratization of the 

management of education. The equalization of education invites the enthronement of real 
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values. Unfortunately, educational reform is an integral part of the modernization of 

politics; education reform rarely evolves independently. In Vietnam, education has been a 

handmaid to politics, not an end in itself.  Since the beginning of the communist 

revolution, there have been three educational reforms, including the present one. This 

renovation is born of a market-based economy and corresponding political interests. 

What so uniquely complicates the Vietnamese case is a class-based structure as embraced 

by the Vietnamese Marxist-Leninists which mitigates against the humanistic values of 

genuine educational reform. 

    This opinion is echoed again and again, like a refrain: “Reform must go from top 

to the bottom,” “. . . must be done by the government,” “. . . if the Ministry of Education 

does not do it, only God can.”. A striking similarity could be seen in suggestions as to 

how Renovation tenets can be put into practice and translated into reality.  

   In this context, the dream that education is the midwife of a new social order 

remains a dream and the suggestion that democratization of society must begin with the 

school remains a deceit; “education, which has been stated time and again as the national 

prime policy, . . . is a goal to be achieved in the future” (Nguyen Xuan Oanh, 2001, p. 

149). That “lovely” future can be from 50 to 100 years ahead.  

  

The Politics of Ambiguity 

A long time ago, when I was a university student in Vietnam, one of my professors, 

a Vietnamese-Marxist, talked with me about the ambiguity in Chekhov’s short stories. 

“The House with the Mansard” was used to prove his point. The story is about an artist, the 
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I-narrator, who lives on the estate of a landed proprietor and who has just made an 

acquaintance with a family--the Volchanivovs--a mother and two daughters, Lida and 

Zhenya. The artist falls in love with Zhenya for "her way of meeting me and seeing me off, 

for the tender, admiring glances she casts at me” (Chekhov, 1979, p. 156). He dislikes Lida, 

the elder sister, because Lida is severe and wants to transform the life of the poverty-

stricken peasants by teaching them to read and build up hospitals. The artist is against Lida 

because these good intentions are of no use in a society based on forced labor and spiritual 

oppression. “In my opinion, medical-aid ports, schools, libraries, dispensaries only serve 

the cause of enslavement under existent circumstances” (Chekhov, 1979, p. 152). 

Moreover, Lida embodies, in many visible ways, a tyrannical nature in dealing not only 

with her mother and Zhenya but also with social affairs; she arrogantly terminates the 

romance between her younger sister and the artist by taking Zhenya abroad. The sorrow of 

an ill-fated love plus the resentment against Lida, strangely enough, does not deter the artist 

from showing admiration towards his victimizer, “Lida and Missus [Zhenya’s pet name] 

made the atmosphere seem pure and youthful and everything breathed integrity” (Chekhov, 

1979, p. 146), and “she [Lida] was lively, sincere, strong in her convictions. She was an 

interesting talker, though she spoke a great deal and very loud” (p. 146). My professor, 

analyzing the text from the standpoint of Vietnamese Marxist, confidently told me that the 

artist’s attitude exemplifies that of the petty-bourgeois ideology--hesitation, vacillation, and 

ambiguity. On the one hand, he resists the illusion of good intentions under an oppressive 

regime and on the other hand, he admires the commitment of Lida, the bearer of that 

illusion. The petty bourgeois, the intermediate class sandwiched between the oppressive 
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capitalists and the oppressed proletariat, is by nature vacillating, compromising and not 

revolutionary, my professor concluded. Either you are a revolutionary or you are a 

reactionary. There is no “both-and” possibility. And the petty-bourgeois attitude resides 

somewhere in this territory of “both-and.” 

   My internalization of this philosophy has led me to view Turgenev, the Russian 

writer, as petty bourgeois, since Turgenev proclaimed, through his works, a “politics of 

hesitation” (Howe, 1987, p. 120):  

He speaks to us for the right to indecision, which is almost as great a right as the 
right to negation. He speaks to us for a politics of hesitation, a politics that will 
never save the world but without which the world will never be worth saving.  
(pp. 137-138) 
 

  My internalization of the above philosophical view also led me to think of Camus as the 

apologist for the middle-of-the-way petty-bourgeois ideology in his reflection on art and 

the artist. On the one hand, existentialist writer Camus calls an art which surrenders to the 

demands of society as “meaningless recreation (Camus, 1988, p. 253). But on the other 

hand, Camus ridicules these artists who take refuge in their own dreams as “formal 

grammarians” (Camus, 1988, p. 253). The authentic artist must accept the ambiguity of 

not negating the real and at the same time interrogate it “in its eternally unfinished 

aspects” (Camus, 1988, p. 254). As Camus eloquently put it, “Art is neither complete 

rejection nor completely acceptation of what it is. It is simultaneously rejection and 

acceptance. . . . The artist constantly lives in such a state of ambiguity” (Camus, 1988, p. 

264). By calling for an arbiter “between yes-no,” Camus regards “ formalist art” as a 

deceptive luxury and [communist] “realist art” as suppression. The tyrants, whether of the 

right and of the left, persecute and crush authentic art because of its  
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ambiguity. 

   My internalization of the above philosophical view also led me to agree with 

Gibson (1994) that Freirean philosophy of liberation is inescapably petty bourgeois. 

When interviewed by Olson (1992) and asked how a progressive educator like himself 

could work inside a not very progressive system, Freire (1992) tried to explain through a 

metaphor, “he planted his left foot to one side and his right to the other” (p. 27). Freire 

suggested that one foot implied actuality, today's reality, and the other foot implied the 

future, the utopia: 

 . . . Yes, this is exactly my case: for example, now I am the Secretary of 
Education in the city of San Paulo . . .  A progressive teacher a progressive 
thinker, a progressive politician, many times has his/her left foot inside the 
system, the structure, and the right foot out of it. . . . Life is like this. This is 
reality and history. . . . Reality makes us, from time to time, ambiguous, precisely 
because reality is ambiguous. (Olson & Freire, 1992, p. 26; emphasis mine) 
  

   Immersed in my ethnographic voyage, I came to question my long-held bias 

against Freirean realism. If all the contradictions, inconsistencies and ambiguities 

exposed in research data are traced back to the petty- bourgeois ideology, I will make the 

mistake of providing evidence for pre-determined social categories, which my 

participants repeatedly pointed to as weaknesses in the Vietnamese Marxist method of 

literary criticism. In the following section, I discuss the ambiguities in this analysis and 

examine the underlying politics and aesthetics of such an ambiguous attitude, and argue 

that, as I understand it, Freirean philosophy of liberation finds its true expression in this 

ambiguity.  

  This study’s inescapable message is thatthere exists a large dose of critical 

literacy pedagogy in the hopes and hearts of many teachers, as envisioned by Freire and 
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other critical educators. A “literacy-from-below” (Ohmann, 1987) or a “parallel 

structure,” (Havel, 1991) has evolved and in opposition to the mainstream culture and its 

dominant functionalist literacy. Questioning the way things are and imagining 

alternatives (Giroux, 1997), this culture and literacy is, in Havel’s words, “an area where 

a different life can be lived, a life that is in harmony with its own aims” (1991, p. 194). 

Diametrically opposed to the “banking” concept and practice of classroom teaching, a 

“learner-centered” methodology exists in the hearts and minds of many, in which the 

lived experiences of the learner play a central role in the learner’s interaction with the 

texts and in producing expressivist texts. Negating the constraints of a monocultural 

literacy curriculum, this pedagogy is a multicultural one in which works of censored 

authors are on equal footing with more privileged authors. Embittered and disappointed 

with the ruling philosophy of human beings, advocates for this approach pose the 

problem of the mainstream class-based concept and envision a new concept which views 

human beings as more human and more complex. Adopting a critical stance towards 

social institutions, this approach challenges the privileges established by “feudalism” and 

strengthened by a one-party system. Escaping from the chains of “false consciousness,” 

the advocates of this approach realize that the absence of real renovation in education is 

human-made, and thus malleable, not destiny. In short, there is a resistance movement 

that connects the tenets of educational renovation to a critical stance toward political and 

social structure. This involves what Freire calls “reading of the world and reading of the 

word. Not a reading of the word alone, nor a reading only of the world, but both together, 

in dialectical solidarity” (Freire, 1994, p. 105). Seen in the light of Giroux ‘s (1983) 
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distinction between “oppositional behavior” and “resistance,” this critical attitude comes 

closer to the territory of “resistance.” Resistance has “ a revealing function, one that 

contains a critique of domination and provides theoretical opportunities for self-reflection 

and for struggle in the interest of self-emancipation and social emancipation” (Giroux, 

1983, p. 109). 

    This “conscientization” was hardly the result of any outside intervention by avant-

garde intellectuals for the simple reason that most of state intellectuals did not enjoy 

flirting with rebellious ideas. The few “dissident intellectuals” were better known abroad 

than inside the country. It would be both a great distortion and offense to say that this 

critical consciousness was “raised” by someone. Conscientization resulted from 

individuals’ lived experiences, their brush with the institutions that despised human 

beings. Conscientization was sharpened by a constant comparison with their experiences, 

with pre-communist social and educational reality. As a humanist, Freire saw the 

possibility of self-emancipation of the oppressed when he refused to reproduce the 

Leninist formula that only the intellectuals, the “conscientizers,” could bring 

revolutionary consciousness to the oppressed  (Arnowitz, 1996).   

There is, however, a discrepancy and inconsistency between individuals’ 

theorization of problems and their solutions. While lucidly demystifying the political 

roots of his misery, some insist on perfecting themselves as the best approach in a world 

that denies the possibility of such an aspiration. While being suspicious of the infallibility 

of the mainstream ideology, some feel powerless to do anything constructive. The 

ambiguity and inconsistency becomes very clear in the expressed confidence in 
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transforming education as a precondition for transformation of larger social structure. 

This confidence is contradictory since individuals realize that Vietnamese schools are the 

tools of the ruling class. To put it another way, on the one hand, they agree that “the 

demand to give up illusions about its conditions is the demand to give up a condition 

which needs illusions” (Marx, quoted in Fromm, 1990, p. 111). But on the other hand, 

they share the “Christian-Hegelian” Freirean conviction (Gibson, 1994) that  critical  

consciousness represents the development of awakening of critical awareness. “It will not 

as a natural byproduct of even major economic changes but must grow out of a critical 

education effort” (Freire, 1973, p. 19). Such an attitude, in Gibson’s (1994) eyes, is petty 

bourgeois or “reformist” because it gives priority to ideology, or education, in 

transforming reality. A revolutionary attitude, Gibson said, should focus first and 

foremost on a political or an economic agenda. 

 On the one hand, this attitude could be easily deconstructed as an “overt 

ideological project is undermined by their own ambivalence towards the binary 

oppositions upon which the ideological project rest” (Tyson, 1999, p. 260). No sooner do 

we demystify the underlying sources of cultural and educational oppression than we 

immediately remystified it by stating that there is nothing to do about it. On the other 

hand, this ambiguous attitude reminds me of the ambiguous characters which populated 

the pages of Camus’s (1957) The Exile and the Kingdom. Janine, for example, is always 

torn between the dream about a vast life, the eternal kingdom promised to her, and the 

exile, her life with her husband, a life of habits, and conventions but also of safety. 

Reflecting on ambiguity, Simoine de Beauvoir (1948) said,  
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The notion of ambiguity must not be confused with that of absurdity. To declare 
that existence is absurd is to deny that it can ever been given a meaning; to say 
that it is ambiguous is to assert that its meaning is never fixed, that it must be 
constantly won. (p. 129) 
  

Ambiguity in this sense means freedom because in acting, a human being cannot fully 

take into account all the knowledge needed to justify the necessity of his/her action. An 

uncertainly pervades the process of acting and, in this way, helps human beings become 

“more receptive to other points of view” (Brown, 2003, p. 170). 

 Another possible explanation comes from the postmodernist theorists. I paid 

special attention to the persistent voice of Martin (2001) when this teacher examined the 

contradictions between the failure to act even when consciousness has been raised in 

schools as well as in society around her. Rejecting “false consciousness” as insufficient to 

explain this phenomenon, Martin turned to poststructuralist and psychoanalytic theories 

for enlightenment. She finally discovered that a conception of “multiple and shifting 

subjectivities” (p. 60) and “the tension between autonomy and dependence” (p. 61) can 

illuminate the ambiguity. A similarity exists between that American teacher and her own 

experience and my experience in Vietnam.  

  Seen from Giroux’s (1983) perspective, the ambiguity to which I refer mirrors the 

fact that individuals live between accommodation and resistance. Torn between their 

quest for emancipation and a need for inclusion in the mainstream culture, they are 

sometimes self-contradictory and their fragmented resistance suggests that the patterns of 

accommodation and resistance “resemble less the regular, tidy grid of a Midwestern 

landscape than the tangle of intersecting curving highways and roads of New England” 

(Ritchie, 1992, p. 9).  
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To describe this phenomenon, Paul Smith in his (1988) Discerning the Subject, 

proposes the term “subject/individual” and gives the definition: 

The “individual” is that which is undivided and whole, and understood to be the 
source and agent of conscious action and meaning which is consistent with it. The 
“subject,” on the other hand, is not self-contained . . . but is immediately cast into 
a conflict with force that dominate it. . . . The subject, then, is determined . . . 
whereas the individual is determining. (pp. xxxiii-iv) 
 

In the dialogical tension between the interpellation of dominant institutions and the 

singular experience of the subject, Smith argues in favor of the agency of humans and 

thus for human resistance, although he does not deny the postmodernist position that the 

self is never autonomous nor unitary and that the individual is culturally constrained, 

politically determined, and socially subjugated.  

   Seen in the light of Scott’s (1990) theory of the “hidden transcript,” these 

ambiguous attitudes were impregnated with revolutionary significance. According to 

Scott (1990), resistance to the oppression should be investigated as two kinds of 

“transcript”: the “official transcript” and the “hidden transcript.” While the official 

transcript records the official, easily scanned features, usually populated with obedience 

or reverence to the dominant authority, the hidden transcript exposes resistance. Scott 

called this strategy the “arts of resistance” employed when there are unequal relations of 

power and when the direct confrontation with the powerful inevitable incur defeat on the 

part of the oppressed. Ideological resistance, for instance, is “disguised, united and veiled 

for safety ‘s sake” (Scott, 1990, p. 137). This disguised resistance is a “twin sister” of 

open resistance which “aims at the strategic goal but whose profile is better adapted to 

resisting an opponent who could probably win any open confrontation” (Scott, 1990, p. 
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184). Speaking of the hidden transcript, the “safety-valve” theorists agree that it is at best 

of little consequence and at worst an evasion. Scott does not share this view since he 

believes that “petty acts of resistance have dramatic economic and political effect” and 

that “under the  appropriate conditions, the accumulation of petty acts can, rather like 

snow flakes on a steep mountainside, set off an avalanche” (Scott, 1990, p. 192). Scott 

argues that the driving force behind the 1917 Bolshevik revolution was the reformist 

goals such as an 8-hour day or cooking facilities. In my ethnographic inquiry, the 

resistance against the dominant ideology never took the form of any open negation of its 

key tenets, but only asked for a return to the humanistic orientation of “authentic” 

Marxism. The class-based nature of human beings, for example, was viewed as the result 

of not “real” Marxism; the “real” Marxism required the addition of another dimension, 

human-being-in-general. Such a “hidden transcript,” no matter how petty and harmless it 

may be, helped to tear the fabric of ideological hegemony and “much as a body of water 

might press against a dam, the hidden transcript is continually pressing against the limit 

of what is permitted on stage” (Scott, 1990, p. 196). 

   Underlying this ambiguity could also be the national yin-yang credo as 

expounded by Jamieson (1993). In Understanding Vietnam, Jamieson (1993) argues  that  

The yin and the yang were complementary dimensions of a single cultural system 
that was essentially shared by all Vietnamese, and that, as a folk religion, this 
philosophy exists in all aspects of Vietnamese life: in families, in villages and 
religions and economics, and so on. (p. 16) 
  

According to this scholar, the Vietnamese believe that the yang, which represents the 

mind, the strong, the bright, the action, and the yin, which represents  the heart, the weak, 

the dark, the inaction, are in a dynamic interplay and their blended harmony constitutes 
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the reality of life. These polar forces, however, embrace each other and struggle against 

each other: “Each time one of the two forces reaches its extreme, it contains in itself 

already the seed of its opposite” (Capra, 1980, p. 97) and “the yang having reached its 

climax retreats in favor of the yin; the  yin having reached its climax retreats in favor of 

the yang” (Capra, 1980, p. 96). Seen in this light, Vietnam’s harmony has long been 

unbalanced due to the yang orthodoxy of CPV which prioritizes collectivity, 

centralization, rationality at the expense of yin-elements. According to the law of 

reversion of yin-yang, a yin-reaction must come as a necessity to restore the much-

needed balance. A new cycle is unfolding where individuality, decentralization, and 

emotionality will take the place of their opposite features. The fact that Buddhist and 

existentialist philosophy whose tenets are essentially personalist and individualist lived 

experiences was the manifestation of this foreordained but very lawful change. 

   As far as multiculturalism is concerned, many adults in South Vietnam occupy a 

middle ground between a conservative and radical view. To put it another way, they are 

conventional, pluralistic multiculturalists rather than radical multiculturalists. Although 

both schools seek to empower the oppressed, the former seeks an inclusive common 

culture while the latter wants to write anew prior narratives (Farber & Sherry, 1997). 

Long embittered and disenchanted by the overwhelming force of hyper-sociality and 

hyper-collectivity, adult learners are preoccupied with the revitalization of a human, 

personal face and voice within Vietnamese society. This inclusive project is very liberal 

in terms of its philosophical foundation. No matter how enraged they might be at the 

distorted and infantilized, unwomanly face of women in literature written by communist 
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writers, even the most “feminist” adult learners still have many things in common with 

traditional women in the sense that they characterize a woman’s identity by the virtue of 

“sacrifice.” Like Mai in the romantic novel In the Midst of Spring (Khai Hung, 1933), 

they find no happiness in the pursuit of their own happiness  at the expense of family and 

her relatives. Philosophically speaking, if a class-based concept of the human being came 

under scrutiny and critique, they want to enrich it with a Western liberal concept in which 

uniqueness and autonomy of each person is respected. Individualism as understood in the 

West is not highly appreciated here. 

  Seen from Giroux’s (1983) classification, this is advocacy of “interaction 

ideology and literacy” (p. 216). It throws down the gauntlet to the Vietnamese regime’s 

practitioners and educators of “instrumental ideology and literacy” (Giroux, 1983, p. 

209), agreeing that “instrumental ideology expresses a view of literacy that posits an in-

dialectical relation between knowledge, skill, and human subject” and that “students [in 

this] are relegated to a relatively passive role in the pedagogical process” (Giroux, 1983, 

p. 216). This position demands that instead of being cogs and screws in a mindless and 

heartless machine, each person in the pedagogical process should have the right to a 

name, a voice, and a face; instead of being a statistic, each learner should be seen as 

embodying valued lived experience. Critical literacy, in this case, belongs to the 

“romantic tradition in interaction ideology,” which contains in itself “a deep regard for 

the individual’s ability to construct his or her own meaning through a process of self–

affirmation” (Giroux, 1983, p. 218). 
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After decades of living in the shadow of the tyrannical collectivity artificially 

constructed to perpetuate the ruling group, the emergence of selfhood, personhood in 

reading and writing is absolutely revolutionary because in such a monistic and highly 

politicized society as Vietnam, the personal is political, because it takes large doses of 

courage to be alone and to be unique and because standing alone before an approaching 

tank like the young man in Tiananmen Square is a unique choice of an individual, but it is 

a choosing for the whole nation.  

I also spent some time reflecting on the power of memoir writing, a very 

individual task, as it is seen through a Soviet novel The Day that Lasts a Century 

(Aitmatov, 1988). This novel is about many things, but indelible in my mind is the image 

of Abutalip, a former teacher, who accidentally comes to an isolated train station with his 

wife and two children after he was dismissed due to a lack of political reliability. He 

manages to live like a railroad worker, but every night, by the lamplight, he writes an 

autobiography. Asked by Yedigei, his boss and benefactor, Abutalip says that his writes 

about his life and for his children: “My legacy will bring no harm to anyone. My legacy 

is my soul, my writing . . . I have no greater riches to leave to my children” (Aitmatov, 

1988, p. 161). He philosophizes, “Of course there is a general truth for everyone, but 

anyone has his own understanding about things” (Aitmatov, 1988, p. 160). That small 

truth, unfortunately, has no place in a society where the personal is the political. Abutalip 

is arrested because, in the words of the security cadre, “so every person has the right to 

express whatever comes to his head.. . . No, my friend, we do not allow that” (Aitmatov, 

1988, p. 200). 
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   It seems as if many in South Vietnam believe in a common culture, a common 

ground for the Vietnamese to understand each other, but the common culture of today is 

too narrow and full of aching gaps. Forgotten perspectives, unsanctioned literacy, 

silenced voices, should be included and glorified. In this sense, many adult learners are 

conventional because they think in terms of “having differences” rather than “being 

different.”  

   Last but not least, this ambiguity can be interpreted as the “objective idealism” 

which Gibson (1994, 1996) characterizes as Freirean philosophy. The deep conviction of 

the modernizing and democratizing force of thought and education pervaded my inquiry 

even though individuals are not blind to the blocking structural force. Unconsciously, 

they may adopt the Christian-Hegelian trinity of literacy, consciousness, and political 

change as expounded by Freire. First, like Freire, there is a great conviction in the power 

of literacy as a transformer of the mind. Literacy is “a highly charged political process, an 

act which exposes the design of oppressors on the one hand, yet creates and recreates the 

new literate on the other” (Gibson, p .14); for them, “There is no true word that is not the 

same time praxi. Thus to speak a true word is to transform the world” (Freire, 1997, p. 

68). Moreover, like Freire, there is too much emphasis on the value of ideology and not 

enough on the matter of transforming economic structure: “Critical consciousness 

represents the development of awakening of critical awareness. It will not appear as a 

natural by-product of even major economic changes but must grow out of a critical 

educational effort based on a favorable historical condition “ (Freire, 1973, p. 19) and 

“the towering role of ideology, the crucial task of educational effort, is an important 
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signpost of . . . vision of the power of political ideas” (Gibson, 1994, p. 19). Like Freire, 

some have lost sight of the class struggle when they believe that it is possible to build a 

democratic school system “where children rich or poor are able to learn to create, to take 

risks, to ask questions, to grow” (Freire, 1993, p. 37) and that “the voice of oppression is 

not exploitation but dehumanization” (Gibson, 1994, p. 63).  

  Gibson (1994, 1996) traces this conviction to the petty-bourgeois ideology which 

he characterizes as a “key thread of Freire’s efforts towards literacy, consciousness and 

political change” (p. 118). In contrast, I believe this conviction results from the 

individuals’ consciousness of the need to attack the communist mindset, which to some, 

is a “disguised feudalism.” (Nguyen Van Chien, 2001, p. 490).  

 

Now and Then 

   If Vietnamese communism is just Confucianism in disguise (Hue Tam Ho Tai, 

1985; Nguyen Gia Kieng, 2004), the demand for “change . . . through new consciousness, 

gained through literacy,” (Freire, 1985, p. 78) is nothing more or less than the prolonged 

struggle for “nang cao dan tri” [raising the mind of the people] initiated in the first part 

of the 20th century. This renewal movement, developed under the French occupation, 

geared towards resisting the then dominant Confucianist and feudalist culture and 

education, called for the raising the consciousness of democratic rights among the people. 

Remarking on Phan Chu Trinh, a leader of this movement, Nguyen Ngoc (2002) argued 

that Trinh, a proponent of non-violence, had even thought that raising the democratic 

awareness of the Vietnamese people was more important than achieving national 
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independence from French colonialists. This movement, however, was sacrificed for the 

violent struggle for independence. Ironically enough, the Vietnamese communists, who 

liberated the country from foreign yokes, do not complete this democratic movement; 

they resurrect and fortify the traditions and institutions condemned by the progressive 

thinkers of long ago. For this reason, the problem of nang cao dan tri is still as hot and 

timely as ever.  

It is no accident that there is a striking resemblance between the rhetoric of 

criticism used by adult learners within the university and their predecessors of long ago; 

between the present-day modernizers and democratizers and their counterparts of those 

days.  

The deliberate attempt made by Tran Quoc Vuong, a reformist-minded scholar, to 

record the bad habits and customs of the Vietnamese in The Ugly Vietnamese, for 

example, is a mirror of the attempt made a long time ago in his Examining Our Faults 

series, where Nguyen Van Vinh attacked “a broad spectrum of alleged faults of the 

Vietnamese people” (Jamieson, 1993, p. 77). As editor-in-chief of Dong Duong Tap Chi 

[The Indochinese Review] published in 1913, Nguyen Van Vinh popularized reformist 

ideas and offered a critique of traditional Vietnamese learning styles and customs. Vinh 

demystified and charged the Vietnamese smile which is supposedly appreciated as a 

signal of gracefulness and subtlety: 

People in our country have the strange habit of laughing at everything. Laughing 
at praise, laughing at criticism. If it is good, we giggle. If it is bad, we giggle. We 
twist our mouths, let out one giggle, and the seriousness is gone from everything. 
There are people who say we should laugh at everything, that is the mark of a 
good-natured person. . . . But upon examination there is often unintentional 
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cruelty in our laughter. There is a kind of insolent contempt for other people in it, 
some insulting quality in it. (1993, p. 76) 
 
When Ta Duy Anh, the soul-searching writer of the 1990s, broke the curse of the 

class-based concept of love in favor of individual freedom, he continued the struggle of 

Self-Reliance Group writers of the 1930s whose works of fiction conveyed the message 

that “the free development of each is the condition for the free development of all” 

(Marx, 1988, p. 75). In Breaking the Ties [Doan Tuyet], a novel published in 1930 and 

written by Nhat Linh, one of the leading members of such literary group, the defense 

lawyer, in rebutting the testimony against Loan, the heroine, argues: 

These people who have absorbed the new culture have been imbued with ideas of 
humanity and individual freedom, so quite naturally they seek to escape from that 
system. This desire is very legitimate. But escape is not so easy as we might 
imagine. Except for those who patiently live in submission, like Loan here, how 
many others are there who rashly sacrifice themselves to escape the burden? . . . 
We have these people learn new ways and then do not create for them an 
environment that is appropriate to their new concepts. (Nhat Linh, 1995, p. 145) 
 
When suggestions arise for putting an end to the linked identification of 

patriotism and communist ideology, they echo the description given by Phan Chu Trinh 

(1925) of the unholy alliance between patriotism and loyalty to the feudal king: “a 

subordinate to the King, a slave to the King, a henchman to a King . . . in short, a person 

who sells cheaply the body and the mind to the King” (p. 771). When the democratic 

factors of early Confucianism are raised, they seemed to share with the reformers in early 

20th century that in order to revive the progressive and democratic spirit of Confucianism, 

Vietnamese society must be transfused with the Western concept of democracy: 

Confucianism is dead, now we want to have a solid morality and ethics, nothing is 
better than importing European democracy. Democracy is a miracle drug to cure 
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our country’s illness of authoritarianism. To bring home Western democracy is 
tantamount to insurrecting genuine Confucianism. (Phan Chu Trinh, 1925, p. 784) 
 
From the angle of modernization and democratization, Phan Ke Binh (1913) was 

relentless in assaulting the feudalist “peasantry mentality,” which he regarded as an 

umbrella term for the negative values keeping Vietnamese back in backwardness. In the 

same way, many ridicule the remnants of that mindset which obstinately lived in the 

depth of national psychology . They join in the chorus which sang, “Goodbye, the village 

bamboo-hedge” (Nguyen Quang Than, 2001, p. 355). 

  In the educational sphere, a common project links these protests to their Dong 

Kinh Nghi Thuc forebears (1907-1908) and other modernizing intellectuals. Both 

communist and feudal education is “banking style” in the truest sense of the word. Fifty 

years ago, Nguyen Van Huyen commented on traditional educational practice: 

Very little attention was given to developing the critical spirit which was of no 
avail in a system based on the absolute respect of books. . . . Books, Mr. Lê 
Thước . . . wrote, contained all the principle of ethics and sciences. . . . This 
exaggerated respect of books inevitably made old teachers transform their 
students into veritable receptacle[s] . . . committing to memory was an absolute 
priority, . . . written exercises were only aimed at consolidating the memorizing of 
the formulas of the book. The students, . . . being constantly in this passive role, 
became incapable of reflection and personal judgment. They tried less to 
understand the authors than to read and remember the sentences  through which 
ideas were expressed. By some strange taste, a composition was all the better 
marked all the more quotations and ready-made phrases it contained. (1995, p. 
293) 
 

By an irony of fate, this account is not different from what some adult learners 

describe as the “medieval”style of teaching they had undergone in contemporary 

Vietnamese schools. They shared the opinion that  
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So, the medieval methodology . . . obstinately exists in present-day [Vietnamese] schools . 
Metaphorically speaking, it is like a “ magical” machine used by an old witch to “produce” 
persons who do not know how to feel nor think nor converse and who have no ability to 
reflect and act and create. Thus, . . . this methodology has never forged persons who are 
worthy of being a “human being.” (Trinh Xuan Vu, 2000, p. 114) 
 

  In short, the conscientizers of the modern era of renovation were somehow 

inheritors of an unfinished mission of the conscientizers of the past. Is it a happy accident 

of history, or is it an unhappy irony of history? Nguyen Ngoc (2004), a reformist-minded 

writer, seemed to take the second position when he reflected on the bitter heritage of 

feudalism and communism which are intertwined and which blocks the way toward 

modernization and democratization. According to Nguyen Ngoc, the lofty ideals of 

modernization and democratization were deferred or rather ignored, by the communists. 

Although he did not completely blame the communists, Nguyen Ngoc did not hide the 

fact that the communist mentality contained in itself similar features of Confucian 

feudalism which they publicly denounced. History seems to Nguyen Ngoc bitter in that it 

forces the Vietnamese to do from the beginning the task which they would have finished 

a century ago if the communists had chosen a different way. 

 

Summary 

 The emergence of a nascent civil society and the self-conscientization I witnessed 

in this study suggest that the failure to put into motion the tenets of critical literacy 

pedagogy is rooted in the reluctance of the ruling party. Realizing keenly the close 

relationship between education and politics, learners, however, content themselves with 

purely educational solutions. There are reasons for this. Culturally, they may believe in 
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the cycle of yin-yang. Politically, they are playing the smart game of the “hidden 

transcript.” The most persuasive reason is that, contrary to Gibson’s notion of the petty-

bourgeois ideology, they translate into practice the Freirean idea of “conscientization,” 

and in this manner, they resume the struggle for raising the minds of the people started 

long before and erased by the victory of the Vietnamese communists.  
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUDING MEDITATIONS: FROM A LOVE POEM TO 

EDUCATIONAL RENOVATION 

 
“Like the whole of modern arts, literary writing contains in 
itself both history’s alienation and history’s dream. As 
necessity, it verifies the tearing up of language and with it, 
the tearing up of class. As freedom, it is the consciousness 
of that tearing up and the attempt to go beyond that state.” 
(Barthes, 1997, p. 129) 

    

I began this dissertation by discussing a Vietnamese novel. I decided to end it by 

discussing a Vietnamese poem. 

   A rural boy is obsessed with a young woman 8 years older. The woman 

condescends to marry him if he brings her the dieu bong leaf, a very rare plant. In his first 

attempt, the boy finds the leaf and offers it to her. The woman shakes her head, saying it 

is nothing like the dieu bong leaf. For the second time, when the boy comes with the leaf, 

the woman rejects it. Finally, on the day of the woman’s wedding to another man, when 

the leaf is brought to the woman, she fans her face with her fingers as if ignoring it. From 

that time on, the boy, carrying the leaf with him, travels far and wide, loudly crying for 

the fool he has made of himself. 

The poem, titled “The Dieu Bong Leaf” (Hoang Cam, 1996) is quite popular in 

Vietnam for its tantalizing beauty. The poet Hoang Cam, seems to convey to readers his 

own love story--the main reason it stirs the soul and captures the hearts of those who read 

it. There are, however, two kinds of readers who are tempted to view the poem as the 

expression of political trickery. The cultural commissars of the regime, who keep an eye 
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on any potential manifestation of political rebellion, find in the poem visible signs of 

hostility towards the regime. According to Hoang Cam, “They [the communists] said:  

‘Did I mean to imply that the communist party tricks people all the time, like the woman 

tricked the boy?’” (Crossette, 2003, p. 73). Another kind of reader looks at the poem as a 

“writerly” text and finds in it what is buried inside his heart. Another reader may think of 

the poem not as a fixed entity with a single meaning; it is pregnant with meanings. This 

perspective is eye to eye with Barthes’s (1974) classification of literary texts as 

“readerly” and “writerly.”  

This study confirms in strong terms that democratization, modernization, 

socialization and equalization of education--the key tenets of Vietnamese renovation--are 

at worst just slogans and at best “operative changes” (Guo, 2000). Although important 

changes have been made, the fundamental or “hard core” features (Guo, 2000, p. 21) 

remain unchanged, at least until recently. Although non-communist theories have been 

incorporated into the training programs, they exist as an embellishment of a predesigned 

curriculum; they do not change the fundamental features of the dominant ideology or the 

identity of the educational regime. These changes at the “developmental level,” to be 

sure, showed no clear or hopeful, immediate prospect for “the breaking the vicious cycle” 

of Vietnamese education (Guo, 2000, p. 204). However, these changes do contribute to 

the erosion of the banking philosophy and practice of teaching. And to be equally sure, 

these changes offer a long-awaited opportunity for the oppressed to create for themselves 

a kind of civil society or “secondary society” ideology (Hankiss, 1988) by the dialectical 

strategy of “reading the world” and “reading the word” at the same time. Although the 
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critical literacy pedagogy is not always consistent, its existence, side-by-side with and 

face-to-face with reproductionist pedagogy and literacy, shows the demise of the 

hypnotizing power of the ruling structure of “false consciousness.” 

What will occur when the “conscientization” process is complete remains to be 

seen. But this inquiry into public educational reform in Vietnam suggests several 

possibilities and I conclude with a meditation on these possibilities. 

As regards education in Vietnam, the study suggested to me something like this, 

“History has shown that it is not men’s [sic] social being that determines their 

consciousness but, on the contrary, their consciousness that ultimately determines their 

social being” (Fu, 1993, p. 365). It is strange that many decades after the new society was 

established, feudalist ideology and thinking styles have been so “healthy” in such an 

unhealthy way. It is still stranger after decades of renovation, human thought seems not to 

catch up with the breathtaking pace of social being. This autoethnographic inquiry has 

taught me that the core matter is that the oppressors, seduced and imprisoned by their 

privileges, refuse to change their consciousness. The solution thus should be constantly 

ideologically struggling for the renovation of thought, for the humanization of the 

oppressors. There seems to be no “royal road” to this goal. 

Secondly, as Freire argues, the oppressed have great capacity for self-

conscientization. Contrary to much structuralist thought, human beings are not 

completely imprisoned by ideology. As strongly seen in this study, human agency, the 

voice and self of each individual affirms the vibrance of concrete lived experiences. In 

the shadow of collectivity and group consciousness, I witnessed the monuments of 
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individual resistance. I was once told that the concept of self is meaningless because the 

self is never autonomous or unified. I am afraid that I cannot agree. At least in this study, 

I touched the heart and the nerves of concrete selfhood. Of course, each individual is 

complicated in his/her own way, but each is meaningful, full of “sound and fury” but 

signifying more than nothing. I share with Freisinger (1994) the argument that when 

Giroux affirms the voice and the self of students in resistance, he is struggling for a 

theory of self that has been erased by critical theorists and without which a theory of 

resistance cannot be envisioned. 

The study also suggests that “reading the world” exists even beyond the realm of 

Freirean thought. In Appendix C, I introduced a chapter written by Freire and translated 

in a Vietnamese book of philosophy. As a reference, the book was intended for a few 

intellectuals to read among themselves. Few persons “on the street” have read this  book.  

But the philosophy of educational liberation cherished and developed by Freire runs 

through each line of this study. This seems to me of great value because it speaks 

volumes for the greatness of this liberatory theory.  Many in South Vietnam today are not 

satisfied with merely “reading the word.”  They contrast the word--especially as 

represented in literature--with the world outside and raise their voices for justice against 

dehumanization. The ambiguous nature of these reader responses reflect the ambiguity of 

this world, as Freire notes, but their perception of reality is revealing and insightful. 

 The last suggestion from this study concerns the interpretation of Freirean 

philosophy. Critical literacy pedagogy should be considered as a guide rather than a 

dogma. My experience in Vietnam told me that the process of conscientization does not 
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necessarily result from the acting of conscientizers since the oppressed in many cases are 

able to conscientize themselves. In Vietnam’s education system, the teachers seldom play 

the part of initiators of change. If we always think that the teacher must empower the 

learner, how can we explain the fact that conscientization did occur in Vietnam while the 

teachers there mainly perform the task of deferring, even destroying it? 

As I conclude this writing, I let myself dream for a few seconds. As far as 

educational renovation is concerned, I share with many Vietnamese teachers the insight 

that the spring of renovation will never come unless Vietnamese leaders make a 

comprehensive and radical change consisting of a new philosophy of education in 

particular and a philosophy of human beings in general. If the existing philosophy, which 

stresses the class-based, collectivist conception of the human being, has generated the 

passive, submissive students and citizens, the new philosophy, which emphasizes the 

activeness, autonomy, and creativeness of each student, will achieve the goals of 

education renovation. As I said more than once, the introduction of such a philosophy 

into the educational sphere challenges the whole sociopolitical structure and for this 

reason challenges the power of the ruling class. A genuine educational renovation is 

synonymous with a political revolution. 

As a researcher, I believe that further research needs to be conducted on this 

important and interesting topic. Education renovation in Vietnam has many things in 

common with the tide of reform surging in other Asian countries in which the Confucian 

heritage is being problematized by more and more self-conscientized people. Education 

renovation in Vietnam, however, should not be divorced from post-communist countries 
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in East European in which former traditions are still part of the national mentality. From 

this perspective, one of the most fascinating topics for research may be the role of 

collectivity and selfhood in education. I think that “herd mentality” is the common 

denominator for pre-communist collectivity and communist collectivism. The fact that 

“traditional, feudalist spirit of collectivity strangely corresponds with socialist 

collectivism” (Nguyen Ngoc, 2004, p. 3) needs to be carefully examined because, if 

sufficiently interpreted, it would clarify the existing problems of education but also map 

out the direction education must take.  

Closely related is the well-known view given by Huntington (1993) of “the clash 

of civilizations.” It would be very exciting to find evidence for and against the 

assumption that the Confucianist ideology will take the place of a political ideology in the 

coming war with Western culture and that the culture matters will predominate the world 

arena when the cold war was over.  

I hope to have a chance to continue exploring these inviting and little-charted 

theoretical and political territories in the near future. I also nurture the intention to carry 

out narrative research because this strand of qualitative research focuses on the self, 

which is meekly emerging amidst a circumstance devoid of selfhood, and because 

personal narratives in Vietnam inescapably illuminate socio-political contexts due to the 

hyperpoliticality of and hypersociality contained in and solidified by these contexts. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE ARHATS OF TAY PHUONG PAGODA 

Huy Can, n.d., In Nguyen Khac Vien & Huu Ngoc,(Eds.), Vietnamese 
Literature, (pp. 686-688). Hanoi: Foreign Languages Publishers. 
 

 

Arhats of Tay Phuong Pagoda 

I can’t get you out of my mind 

There you are in the realm of Buddha 

Yet your faces are faces of agony 
 
Here you stand, skin stretched over thin limbs 
What fire burns in your emaciated frame 
What infinite suffering carved out the hollow eyes? 
A long time you have stayed there 
Holding folded in you such a voiceless grief 
 
Here you stand gazing with tragic eyes 
Brows obliquely frowning 
From bearing the endless turmoil of metempsychosis 
Your lips withering and your nerves 
Twisting your hands where boils an ancient blood 
 
Here you wait, limbs folded 
As though to slip back into the womb of time 
The long lobed ears touching against the knees 
Hearing unendingly the groans of human life 
 
Here you are, motionless and silent 
Yet seem to hear tempests and storms 
That batter forever shaken by the shades 
In the dark caverns under the lives of men 
 
Faces sculpted by destiny, faces strangely lit 
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Boiling volcanoes bursting with grief endured 
Oh what strange brotherhood of shuddering pain 
Is it sweat that beads like tears from those graven form? 
 
Faces bent earthwards, leaning and twisted 
Turned every way to all horizons to shout 
The one great question that gets no answer 
Faces frozen still in holy agony 
Or is it true that on the road of trial 
In one last fevered hour of human life 
You tried to cast away the garment of earth’s cares 
Enduring only that simple change that takes us all? 
 
Oh master craftsman sculptor where are you gone? 
Come back, resolve for us the weird enigma 
You who carved these lives in torment here 
Is this an image of Buddha’s kingdom? 
 
Or are these souls crying out from storm and strife 
A truth that we must know of every day 
Our very fathers in their bones and blood 
Our very fathers and their lives of torment 
 
Their backs bent by the burden of those tunes 
They lived in the age of Nguyen Du 
Heart and soul in the destroying fire, face to the flame 
Fathers compassionate but powerless 
 
Oh our fathers how you burned with pain 
In those days when life was marking time 
And hope and aspiration died 
Like buds that wither for lack of sun 
 
The misty dusk of time obscured the way 
Of our good fathers seeking still 
Issue and remedy. On those faces of these images 
T trace there still the darkness of the past 
 
Arhats of Tay Phuong Pagoda 
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Today our society has set out on a trip forward 
The faces of the statues seem to be refreshed 
The darkness of smoke dissolve and the shadow of sunset is chased away.*  
 

*the translation of the last stanza is mine. 
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APPENDIX B 

 
“MR. KNOW-ALL,” A SHORT STORY BY SOMERSET MAUGHAM. 

In Le Van Diem (1993) (Ed.). British literature. Photocopied documents. English 
Department. University of Social Sciences and Humanities. National University of Ho 
Chi Minh City. Pp. 52-58. 
 

 
 
I was prepared to dislike Max Kelada even before I knew him. The war had just 
finished and the passenger traffic in the ocean-going liners was heavy. 
Accommodation was very hard to get and you had to put up with whatever the agents 
chose to offer you. You could not hope for a cabin to yourself and I was thankful to be 
given one in which there were only two berths. But when I was told the name of my 
companion my heart sank. It suggested closed port-holes and the night air rigidly 
excluded. It was bad enough to share a cabin for fourteen days with anyone (I was 
going from San Francisco to Yokohama), but I should have looked upon it with less 
dismay if my fellow-passenger’s name had been Smith or Brown. 
When I went on board, I found Mr. Kelada’s luggage already below. I did not like the 
look of it; there were too many labels on the suitcases, and the wardrobe trunk was too 
big. He had unpacked his toilet things, and I observed that he was a patron of the 
excellent Monsieur Coty; for I saw on the washing-stand his scent, his hair-wash and 
his brigantine. Mr. Kelada’s Brushes, ebony with his monogram in gold, would have 
been all the better for a scrub. I did not at all like Mr. Kelada I made my way into the 
smoking-room. I called for a pack of cards and began to play patience. I had scarcely 
started before a man came up to me and asked me if he was right in thinking my name 
was so-and-so. 
“I am Mr. Kelada,” he added, with a smile that showed a row of flashing teeth, and 
sat down. 
“Oh, yes, we’re sharing a cabin, I think.” 
“Bit of luck, I call it. You never know who you’re going to be put in with. I was jolly 
glad when I heard you were English. I’m all for us English sticking together when 
we’re abroad, if you understand what I mean.” 
I blinked. 
“Are you English?” I asked, perhaps tactlessly. 
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“Rather. You don’t think I look like an American, do you? British to the backbone, 
that’s what I am.” 
To prove it, Mr. Kelada took out of his pocket a passport and airily waved it under my 
nose. 
King George has many strange subjects. Mr. Kelada was short and of a sturdy build, 
clean-shaven and dark-skinned with a fleshy, hooked nose and very large, lustrous 
and liquid eyes. His long black hair was sleek and curly. He spoke with a fluency in 
which there was nothing English and his gestures were exuberant. I felt pretty sure 
that a closer inspection of that British passport would have betrayed the fact that Mr. 
Kelada was born under a bluer sky than is generally seen in England. 
“What will you have?” he asked me. 
I looked at him doubtfully. Prohibition was in force and to all appearances the ship 
was bone-dry. When I am not thirsty, I do not know which I dislike more, ginger-ale or 
lemon-squash. But Mr. Kelada flashed an oriental smile at me. 
“Whisky and soda or a dry Martini, you have only to say the word.” 
From each of his hip-pockets he fished a flask and laid them on the table before me. I 
chose the Martini, and calling the steward he ordered a tumbler of ice and a couple of 
glasses. 
“A very good cocktail,” I said. 
“Well, there are plenty more where that came from, and if you’ve got any friends on 
board, you tell them you’ve got a pal who’s got all the liquor in the world.” 
Mr. Kelada was chatty. He talked of New York and San Francisco. He discussed 
plays, pictures, and polities. He was patriotic. The Union Jack is an impressive piece 
of drapery, but when it is flourished by a gentleman from Alexandria or Beirut, I 
cannot but feel that it loses somewhat in dignity. 
Mr. Kelada was familiar. I do not wish to put on airs, but I cannot help feeling that it is 
seemly in a total stranger to put mister before my name when he addresses me. Mr. 
Kelada, doubtless to set me at my ease, used no such formality. I did not like Mr. 
Kelada. I had put aside the cards when he sat down, but now, thinking that for this first 
occasion our conversation had lasted long enough, I went on with my game. 
“The three on the four,” said Mr. Kelada. 
There is nothing more exasperating when you are playing patience than to be told 
where to put the card you have turned up before you have had a chance to look for 
yourself. 
“It’s coming out, it’s coming out,” he cried, “The ten on the knave.” 
With rage and hatred in my heart I finished. Then he seized the pack. 
“Do you like card tricks?” 
“No, I hate card tricks,” I answered. 
“Well, I’ll just show you this one.” 
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He showed me three. Then I said I would go down to the dining-room and get my seat 
at table. 
“Oh, that’s all right,” he said. “I’ve already taken a seat for you. I thought that as we 
were in the same state-room we might just as well sit at the same table.” 
I did not like Mr. Kelada. 
I not only shared a cabin with him and ate three meals a day at the same table, but I 
could not walk round the deck without his joining me. It was impossible to snub him. It 
never occurred to him that he was not wanted. He was certain that you were as glad to 
see him as he was to see you. In your own house you might have kicked him 
downstairs and slammed the door in his face without the suspicion dawning on him 
that he was not a welcome visitor. He was a good mixer, and in three days knew 
everyone on board. He ran everything. He managed the sweeps, conducted the 
auctions, collected money for prizes at the sports, got up quoit and golf matches, 
organized the concert and arranged the fancy dress ball. He was everywhere and 
always. He was certainly the best-hated man in the ship. We called him Mr. Know-
All, even to his face. He took it as a compliment. But it was at meal times that he was 
most intolerable. For the better part of an hour then he had us at his mercy. He was 
hearty, jovial, loquacious and argumentative. He knew everything better than anybody 
else, and it was an affront to his overweening vanity that you should disagree with 
him. He would not drop a subject, however unimportant, till he had brought you round 
to his way of thinking. The possibility that he could be mistaken never occurred to 
him. He was the chap who knew. We sat at the doctor’s table. Mr. Kelada would 
certainly have had it all his own way, for the doctor was lazy and I was frigidly 
indifferent, except for a man called Ramsay who sat there also. He was as dogmatic as 
Mr. Kelada and resented bitterly the Levantine’s cocksureness. The discussions they 
had were acrimonious and interminable. 
Ramsay was in the American Consular Service, and was stationed at Kobe. He was a 
great heavy fellow from the middle west. With loose fat under a tight skin, and he 
bulged out of his ready-made clothes. He was on his way back to resume his post, 
having been on a flying visit to New York to fetch his wife, who had been spending a 
year at home. Mrs. Ramsay was a very pretty little thing, with pleasant manners and a 
sense of humor. The Consular Service is ill paid, and she was dressed always very 
simply; but she knew how to wear her clothes. She achieved an effect of quiet 
distinction. I should not have paid any particular attention to her but that she possessed 
a quality that may be common enough in women, but nowadays is not obvious in their 
demeanor. You could not look at her without being struck by her modesty. It shone in 
her like a flower on a coat. 
One evening at dinner the conversation by chance drifted to the subject of pearls. 
There had been in the papers a good deal of talk about the culture pearls which the 
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cunning Japanese were making, and the doctor remarked that they must inevitably 
diminish the value of real ones. They were very good already; they would soon be 
perfect. Mr. Kelada, as was his habit, rushed the new topic. He told us all that was to 
be known about pearls. I do not believe Ramsay knew anything about them at all, but 
he could not resist the opportunity to have a fling at the Levantine, and in 5 minutes 
we were in the middle of a heated argument. I had seen Mr. Kelada vehement and 
voluble before, but never so voluble and vehement as now. At last something that 
Ramsay said stung him, for he thumped the table and shouted:  
“Well, I ought to know what I am talking about. I’m going to Japan just to look into 
this Japanese pearl business. I’m in the trade and there’s not a man in it who won’t tell 
you that what I say about pearls goes. I know all the best pearls in the world, and what 
I don’t know about pearls isn’t worth knowing.” 
Here was news for us, for Mr. Kelada, with all his loquacity, had never told anyone 
what his business was. We only knew vaguely that he was going to Japan on some 
commercial errand. He looked round the table triumphantly. 
“They’ll never be able to get a culture pearl that an expert like me can’t tell with half 
an eye.” He pointed to a chain that Mrs. Ramsay wore. “You take my word for it, Mrs. 
Ramsay, that chain you’re wearing will never be worth a cent less than it is now.” 
Mrs. Ramsay in her modest way flushed a little and slipped the chain inside her dress. 
Ramsay leaned forward. He gave us all a look and a smile flickered in his eyes. 
“That’s a pretty chain of Mrs. Ramsay’s, isn’t it? 
“I noticed it at once,” answered Mr. Kelada.” Gee, I said to myself, those are pearls, 
all right.” 
“Oh, in the trade somewhere round fifteen thousand dollars. But if it was bought on 
Fifth Avenue I shouldn’t be surprised to hear that anything up to thirty thousand was 
paid for it.” 
Ramsay smiled grimly. 
“You’ll be surprised to hear that Mrs. Ramsay bought that string at a department store 
the day before we left New York, for eighteen dollars.” 
Mr. Kelada flushed. 
“Rot. It’s not only real, but it’s as fine a string for its size as I’ve seen.” 
“Will you bet on it? I’ll bet you a hundred dollars it’s imitation.” 
“Done.” 
“Oh, Elmer, you can’t bet on a certainty,” said Mrs. Ramsay. 
She had a little smile on her lips and her tone was gently deprecating. 
“Can’t I? If I get a chance of easy money like that I should be all sorts of a fool not to 
take it.” 
“But how can it be proved?” she continued. “It’s only my word against Mr. Kelada’s” 
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“Let me look at the chain, and if it’s imitation I’ll tell you quickly enough. I can afford 
to lose a hundred dollars,” said Mr. Kelada. 
“Take it off, dear. Let the gentleman look at it as much as he wants.” 
Mrs. Ramsay hesitated a moment. She put her hands to the clasp. 
“I can’t undo it.” She said. “Mr. Kelada will just have to take my word for it.” 
I had a sudden suspicion that something unfortunate was about to occur, but I could 
think of nothing to say. 
Ramsay jumped up. 
“I’ll undo it.” 
He handed the chain to Mr. Kelada. The Levantine took a magnifying glass from his 
pocket and closely examined it. A smile of triumph spread over his smooth and 
swarthy face. He handed back the chain. He was about to speak. Suddenly he caught 
sight of Mrs. Ramsay’s face. It was so white that she looked as though she were about 
to faint. She was staring at him with wide and terrified eyes. They held a desperate 
appeal; it was so clear that I wondered why her husband did not see it. 
Mr. Kelada stopped with his mouth open. He flushed deeply. You could almost see the 
effort he was making over himself. 
“I was mistaken,” he said. “It’s a very good imitation, but of course as soon as I 
looked through my glass I saw that it wasn’t real. I think eighteen dollars is just about 
as mush as the damned thing’s worth.” 
He took out his pocket-book and from it a hundred-dollar note. He handed it to 
Ramsay without a word. 
“Perhaps that’ll teach you not to be so cocksure another time, my young friend,” said 
Ramsay as he took the note. 
I noticed that Mr. Kelada’s hands were trembling. 
The story spread over the ship as stories do, and he had to put up with a good deal of 
chaff that evening. It was a fine joke that Mr. Know-All had been caught out. But Mrs. 
Ramsay retired to her state-room with a headache. 
Next morning I got up and began to shave. Mr. Kelada lay on his bed smoking a 
cigarette. Suddenly there was a small scraping sound and I saw a letter pushed under 
the door. I opened the door and looked out. There was nobody there. I picked up the 
letter and saw that it was addressed to Max Kelada. The name was written in block 
letters. I handed it to him. 
“Who’s this from?” He opened it. “Oh!” 
He took out of the envelope not a letter, but a hundred-dollar note. He looked at me 
and again he reddened. He tore the envelope into little bits and gave them to me. 
“Do you mind just throwing them out of the port-hole?” 
I did as he asked, and then I looked at him with a smile. 
“No one likes being made to look a perfect damned fool,” he said. 
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“Were the pearls real?” 
“If I had a pretty little wife I shouldn’t let her spend a year in New York while I 
stayed at Kobe,” said he. 
At that moment I did not entirely dislike Mr. Kelada. He reached out for his pocket-
book and carefully put in it the hundred-dollar note. 
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APPENDIX C 

AP BUC VA GIAI PHONG [OPPRESSION AND EMANCIPATION] 

(Vietnamese translation of a chapter by Paulo Freire) 

In Tresdey, G. & Struhl, K. & Olsen, R. (. Luu Van Hy & Nguyen Minh Son trans.) 
(2000). Truy taàm trieát hoïc [In quest of philosophy]. Hanoi: Nhaø xuaát baûn vaên hoùa 
thoâng tin. Pp. 724-733. 
 
Lôøi nhaø xuaát baûn 
“ . . . Trong nhieàu naêm qua, noäi dung ñaøo taïo ñoäi nguõ lyù luaän haàu nhö chæ boù heäp trong 
caùc boä moân khoa hoïc Maùc-Leânin, chöa coi troïng vieäc nghieân cöu caùc traøo löu khaùc vaø 
tieáp nhaän nhöõng thaønh töï khoa hoïc cuûa theá giôùi. Haäu quaû laø soá ñoâng caùn boä lyù luaän 
thieáu hieåu bieát roäng raõi veà kho taøng tri thöùc cuûa loaøi ngöôøi, do ñoù khaû naêng phaùt trieån 
bò haïn cheá . . . ” 

(Trích Nghò quyeát cuûa BCT ÑCSVN veà coâng taùc lyù luaän trong giai ñoaïn hieän nay--
soá 01/NQTN ngaøy 28 thaùng 3 naêm 1992) 
Xuaát baûn cuoán Truy taàm trieát hoïc, chuùng toâi nhaèm giôùi thieäu nhieàu traøo löu trieát hoïc 
ngoaøi trieát hoïc Maùc-Leânin, laøm phong phuù hôn kho taøng lyù luaän cuûa caùc nhaø nghieân 
cöùu vaø nhieàu ngöôøi ham hieåu bieát hieän nay. 
Tuy nhieân, cuõng trong Nghò quyeát cuûa BCT-ÑCSVN soá 01/NQ-TN noùi treân coøn chæ roõ: 
“Ñoái vôùi nhöõng hoïc thuyeát khaùc--ngoaøi chuû nghóa Maùc-Leânin veà xaõ hoäi, caàn ñöôïc 

nghieân cöùu treân quan ñieåm khaùch quan, bieän chöùng”. Ñoù cuõng laø ñieàu chuùng toâi xin löu 
yù baïn ñoïc khi ñoïc taäp saùch naøy, nhaèm ñaùp öùng muïc tieâu xaây döïng moät neàn vaên hoùa 
Vieät Nam hieän ñaïi, ñaïm ñaø baûn saéc daân toäc, ñuùng ñònh höông XHCN. 
NHAØ XUAÁT BAÛN VAÊN HOÙA THOÂNG TIN 
 
Söï laøm maát tính ngöôøi, khoâng nhöõng chuù yù ñeán nhöõng ngöôøi coù nhaân tính bò maát caép, 
maø (maëc duø theo caùch thöùc khaùc) coøn caû ñeán nhöõng ngöôøi laáy caép ñöôïc noù, laø söï 
xuyeân taïc thieân höôùng cuûa vieäc trôû neân con ngöôøi ñaày ñuû hôn. Söï xuyeân taïc naøy xaûy 
ra trong phaïm vi lòch söû; nhöng noù khoâng phaûi laø moät thieân höôùng lòch söû. Thöïc ra, 
vieäc thöøa nhaän söï laøm maát tính ngöôøi nhö moät thieân höôùng lòch söû hoaëc daãn ñeán tính 
hoaøi nghi hoaëc daãn ñeán noãi tuyeät voïng hoaøn toaøn. Cuoäc ñaáu tranh giaønh söï nhaân tính 
hoùa, giaønh söï giaûi phoùng lao ñoäng, giaønh vieäc khaéc phuïc söï thoa hoùa taâm tính, giaønh 
söï khaúng ñònh con ngöôøi nhö caùc con ngöôøi seõ coù theå laø voâ nghóa. Cuoäc ñaáu tranh naøy 
coù theå chæ vì söï laàm maát tính ngöôøi, maëc duø laø moät bieán coá lòch söû cuï theå, song vaãn 
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khoâng laø soá phaän quy ñònh ngoaïi tröø keát quaû cuûa moät traät töï baát coâng sinh ra baïo löïc 
nôi caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc, roài ñeán löôït noù laøm cho nhöõng ngöôøi bò aùp böùc maát nhaân tính. 
Vì noù laø söï xuyeân taïc söï toàn taïi nhieàu tính ngöôøi hôn, neân sôùm muoän gì söï toàn taïi ít 
tính ngöôøi hôn cuõng seõ daãn ngöôøi bò aùp böùc ñeán cuoäc ñaáu tranh choáng laïi nhöõng ngöôøi 
laøm cho hoï thaønh nhö theá. Ñeå laøm cho cuoäc ñaáu tranh naøy coù yù nghóa, ngöôøi bò aùp böùc, 
trong khi tìm caùch giaønh laïi nhaân tính cuûa mình (daây laø moät caùch taïo ra noù), khoâng 
caàn phaûi laàn löôït trôû thaønh caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc, maø ñuùng hôn laø ngöôøi khoâi phuïc laïi nhaân 
tính cho caû hai. 
Vaäy thì, ñaây laø nhieäm vuï thuoäc veà lòch söû vaø thuoäc veà chuû nghóa nhaân vaên nhaát cuûa 
ngöôøi bò aùp böùc; töï giaûi phoùng chính mình cuõng nhö nhöõng ngöôøi aùp böùc hoï. Caùc ngöôøi 
aùp böùc, nhöõng ngöôøi döïa vaøo quyeàn löïc mình maø aùp böùc, boùc loät, vaø haõm hieáp, khoâng 
theå tìm ñöôïc trong quyeàn löïc naøy söùc maïnh ñeå giaûi phoùng hoaëc keû bò aùp böùc seõ khoâng 
ñuû maïnh ñeå giaûi phoùng caû hai. Baát kyø coá gaéng naøo nhaèm “laøm yeáu” quyeàn löïc cuûa 
ngöôøi aùp böùc chieàu theo tình traïng yeáu ñuoái cuûa keû bò aùp böùc haàu nhö luoân luoân töï 
bieåu loä theo hình thöùc cuûa söï khoan hoàng giaû taïo; thöïc söï, söï coá gaéng khoâng bao giôø 
vöôït quaù ñieàu naøy. Ñeå coù ñöôïc cô hoäi lieân tuïc bieåu loä “haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng” cuûa 
mình, nhöõng ngöôøi aùp böùc cuõng phaûi duy trì haønh ñoäng baát coâng. Moät traät töï xaõ hoäi 
baát coâng laø nguoàn goác thöôøng xuyeân cuûa “haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng” naøy, ñieàu naøy ñöôïc 
nuoâi döôõng bôûi caùi cheát, noãi tuyeät voïng, vaø caûnh ngheøo naøn. Ñoù laø lyù do vì sao caùc 
nhaø saùng cheá ra haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng giaû taïo laïi trôû thaønh tuyeät voïng nôi moái ñe 
doïa mong manh nhaát ñoái vôùi nguoàn goác cuûa noù. 
Haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng thaät ñuùng laø ôû choã chieán ñaáu phaù huûy caùc nguyeân nhaân nuoâi 
döôõng loøng khoan dung giaû taïo. Loøng khoan dung giaû taïo cheá ngöï nhöõng ngöôøi sôï haõi 
vaø nhöõng ngöôøi bò khuaát phuïc, nhöõng ngöôøi “bò loaïi khoûi cuoäc soáng,” ñeå môû roäng 
caùnh tay run raåy cuûa hoï. Haønh ñoäng khoan dung thaät naèm ôû vieäc coá gaéng phaán ñaáu ñeå 
caùc baøn tay naøy cho duø thuoäc veà caùc caù nhaân hay toaøn theå nhaân loaïi caøng ngaøy caøng 
caàn ít môû roäng söï van xin, ñeå caøng ngaøy chuùng caøng trôû neân caùc baøn tay laøm vieäc cuûa 
con ngöôøi, laøm vieäc vaø bieán ñoåi theá giôùi. 
Tuy nhieân baøi hoïc naøy vaø thôøi gian thöïc thöïc taäp naøy phaûi ñeán töø chính nhöng keû bò aùp 
böùc vaø töø nhöõng ngöôøi thöïc söï ñoaøn keát vôùi hoï. Nhö caùc caù nhaân hay nhö caùc daân toäc, 
baèng vieäc ñaáu tranh giaønh laïi söï khoâi phuïc nhaân tính cuûa mình, hoï seõ ñang coá gaéng 
khoâi phuïc laïi haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng thaät. Ai ñöôïc chuaån bò toát hôn nhöõn keû bò aùp böùc 
trong vieäc hieåu ñöôïc yù nghóa khuûng khieáp cuûa moät xaõ hoäi aùp böùc? Ai phaûi chòu ñöïng 
caùc haäu quaû cuûa söï aùp böùc hôn nhöõng keû bò aùp böùc? Ai coù theå hieåu roõ tính caàn thieát 
cuûa söï giaûi phoùng hôn? Hoï seõ khoâng giaønh ñöôïc söï giaûi phoùng naøy qua söï tình côø 
nhöng qua thoùi quen (praxis) truy tìm ñeå coù noù, qua vieäc hoï coâng nhaän caàn thieát phaûi 
ñaáu tranh giaønh ñöôïc noù. Vaø cuoäc ñaáu tranh naøy, do muïc ñích ñöôïc keû bò aùp böùc ñöa 
ra, seõ thöïc söï thieát laäp haønh ñoäng yeâu thöông choáng laïi söï khoâng coù tình yeâu naèm nôi 
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taâm hoàn ñaày baïo löïc cuûa caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc, khoâng coù tình yeâu ngay caû khi ñöôïc che 
phuû trong haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng giaû taïo. 
Nhöng gaàn nhö luoân luoân, trong suoát giai ñoaïn ban ñaàu cuûa cuoäc ñaáu tranh, keû bò aùp 
böùc, thay vì coá gaéng giaønh ñöôïc söï giaûi phoùng, laïi coù khuynh höôùng bieán mình thaønh 
ngöôøi aùp böùc, hay “ñaïi dieän ngöôøi aùp böùc”. Chính caáu truùc suy nghó cuûa hoï tuøy thuoäc 
vaøo caùc maâu thuaån cuûa tình huoáng toàn taïi cuï theå maø bôûi chuùng hoï ñöôïc hình thaønh. 
Maãu ngöôøi lyù töôûng cuûa hoï laø ñaøn oâng; nhöng ñoái vôùi hoï, laø ñaøn oâng; nhöng ñoái vôùi 
hoï, laø ñaøn oâng töùc laø ngöôøi aùp böùc. Ñaây laø moâ hình nhaân tính cuûa hoï. Hieän töôïng naøy 
xuaát phaùt töø söï kieän keû bò aùp böùc, taïi moät khoaûnh khaéc cuûa kinh nghieäm toàn taïi, laøm 
theo quan ñieåm “dính baùm vaøo” ngöôøi aùp böùc. Trong hoaøn caûnh naøy, hoï khoâng theå 
“coi” oâng ta roõ raøng laø ñuû ñeå khaùch theå hoùa oâng ta nhaän ra oâng ta “ôû ngoaøi” chính hoï. 
Ñieàu naøy khoâng nhaát thieát mang yù nghóa laø keû bò aùp böùc khoâng bieát raèng hoï bò aùp böùc. 
Nhöng vieäc hoï nhaän thöc chính mình laø keû bò aùp böùc, bò söï ngaäp chìm trong thöïc taïi aùp 
böùc laøm cho yeáu ñi. ÔÛ möùc ñoä naøy, vieäc hoï nhaän thöùc chính mình laø söï phoái ñoái laäp 
vôùi ngöôøi aùp böc chöa bieåu thò söï raøng buoäc trong moät cuoäc ñaáu tranh ñeå khaéc phuïc söï 
maâu thuaãn; moät thaùi cöïc khoâng mong moûi söï giaûi phoùng, nhöng mong moûi söï gaén boù 
chaët cheõ vôùi thaùi cöïc ñoái laäp cuûa noù. (Trong saùch naøy, thuaät ngöõ “söï maâu 
thuaãn/contradiction” bao haøm yù nghóa cuoäc xung ñoät bieän chöùng giöõa caùc löïc löôïng xaõ 
hoäi ñoái laäp). 
Trong tình huoáng naøy, keû bò aùp böùc khoâng nhìn thaáy “con ngöôøi môùi” nhö con ngöôøi 
ñöôïc sinh ra töø söï giaûi quyeát söï maâu thuaãn naøy, nhö söï aùp böùc cung caáp con ñöôøng 
daãn ñeán söï giaûi phoùng. Vôùi hoï, con ngöôøi môùi töï chuùng trôû thaønh ngöôøi aùp böùc. AÛo 
töôûng cuûa hoï v con ngöôøi môùi mang tính chaát caù nhaân; vì söï gaén boù chaët cheõ cuûa hoï 
vôùi ngöôøi aùp böùc, hoï khoâng coù yù thöùc veà chính mình nhö con ngöôøi hay nhö caùc thaønh 
vieân cuûa giai caáp bò aùp böùc nöõa. Vieäc hoï muoán caûi caùch ruoäng ñaát khoâng phaûi ñeå trôû 
thaønh con ngöôøi töï do, nhöng ñeå giaønh ñöôïc ñaát vaø do ñoù trôû thaønh ñòa chuû hay, chính 
xaùc hôn, laø caùc oâng chuû treân caùc coâng nhaân khaùc. Ngöôøi noâng daân hieám, ngöôøi tröôùc 
kia “ñöôïc ñaåy maïnh” thaønh ñoác coâng, khoâng coøn trôû thaønh baïo chuùa ñoái vôùi caùc ngöôøi 
baïn tröôùc kia cuûa oâng ta hôn chính chuû nhaân. Ñaây laø vì boái caûnh tình huoáng cuûa noâng 
daân, nghóa laø, söï aùp böùc, vaãn giöõ nguyeân khoâng thay ñoåi. Trong thí duï naøy, ngöôøi ñoác 
coâng, ñeå naém chaéc coâng vieäc cuûa mình, phaûi cöùng raén, haø khaéc nhö moät chuû nhaân vaø 
coøn hôn theá nöõa. Do vaäy, söï khaúng ñònh tröôùc tieân cuûa chuùng ta ñöôïc minh hoïa laø, 
trong suoát giai ñoaïn ban ñaàu cuûa cuoäc ñaáu tranh cuûa mình, keû bò aùp böùc nhaän thaáy 
trong ngöôøi aùp böùc caùi moâ hình “nhaân tính”. 
Ngay caû cuoäc caùch maïng ñaõ bieán ñoåi tình huoáng aùp böùc cuï theå baèng vieäc thieát laäp quaù 
trình giaûi phoùng, cuõng phaûi ñöông ñaàu vôùi hieän töôïng naøy. Nhieàu ngöôøi trong soá keû bò 
aùp böùc, tröïc tieáp hay giaùn tieáp tham gia vaøo cuoäc caùch maïng, ñeàu coù yù muoán laøm cho 
noù thaønh cuoäc caùch maïng rieâng cuûa mình tuøy thuoäc vaøo caùc thaàn thoaïi veà traät töï xöa 
cuõ. Hình boùng cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc xöa kia vaãn bao phuû treân hoï. 
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“noãi sôï tö do” (fear of freedom) laøm ñau ñôùn keû bò aùp böùc, noãi sôï haõi maø coù theå khieán 
hoï ao öôùc vai troø ngöôøi aùp böùc hay troùi buoäc hoï vaøo vai troø keû bò aùp böùc, phaûi ñöôïc 
nghieân cöùu kyõ. Moät trong caùc yeáu toá caên baûn veà moái quan heä giöõa ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø keû 
bò aùp böc laø meänh leänh. Moãi meänh leänh trình baøy söï baét phaûi chòu söï choïn löïa cuûa moät 
ngöôøi treân ngöôøi khaùc, bieán ñoåi yù thöùc veà con ngöôøi ñöôïc quy ñònh trong con ngöôøi 
thích nghi vôùi yù thöùc cuûa ngöôøi ra leänh. Do ñoù, thaùi ñoä cuûa keû bò aùp böùc laø thaùi ñoä bò 
ra leänh, theo sau noù laø caùc nguyeân taéc chæ ñaïo cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc. 
* (Noãi sôï töï do naøy cuõng coù nôi nhöõn ngöôøi aùp böùc maëc duø roõ raøng coù theå coù ñöôïc 
trong hình thöùc khaùc. Keû bò aùp böùc sôï oâm laáy söï töï do; ngöôøi aùp böùc sôï ñaùnh maát “söï töï 
do” aùp böùc ngöôøi khaùc.) 

Keû bò aùp böùc, chuû quan hoùa hình aûnh keû bò aùp böùc vaø laøm theo caùc nguyeân taéc chæ ñaïo 
cuûa oâng ta, sôï söï töï do. Söï töï do ñoøi hoûi hoï phaûi toáng khöù ñi hình aûnh naøy vaø thay theá 
noù baèng söï töï do yù chí vaø traùch nhieäm. Söï töï do ñöôïc ñoøi hoûi baèng söï truy tìm, khoâng 
phaûi baèng quaø taëng. Noù phaûi ñöôïc theo ñuoåi lieân tuïc vaø coù traùch nhieäm. Söï tö do 
khoâng phaûi laø moâ hình lyù töôûng ñöôïc ñònh vò phía ngoaøi con ngöôøi; cuõng khoâng phaûi laø 
moät yù nieäm seõ trôû thaønh thaàn thoaïi. Ñuùng hôn, noù laø ñieàu kieän baét buoäc daønh cho söï 
truy tìm, daønh cho söï hoaøn thaønh con ngöôøi. 
Ñeå khaéc phuïc tình huoáng bò aùp böïc, con ngöôøi tröôùc tieân phaûi nhaän thöc caùc nguyeãn 
nhaân cuûa noù theo caùch chæ trích, ñeå qua vieäc bieán bieán ñoåi haønh ñoäng maø hoï coù theå 
taïo döïng moät tình huoáng môùi, moät tình huoáng coù theå taïo ra söï theo ñuoåi moät nhaân tính 
ñaày ñuû hôn. Nhöng moät cuoäc chieán ñaáu coù tính ñaày ñuû hôn ñaõ baét ñaàu trong cuoäc 
chieán ñaáu ñích thöïc bieán ñoåi tình huoáng. Maëc daàu tình huoáng bò aùp laø toaøn boä ñöôïc 
nhaân tính hoùa vaø ñang nhaân tính hoùa aûnh höôûng ñeán caû nhöõng ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø nhöõng 
ngöôøi bò ngöôøi aùp böùc, chính nhöõng ngöôøi bò aùp böùc, töø nhaân tính bò aùp böùc cuûa hoï, 
phaûi tieán haønh cho caû cuoäc chieán ñaáu laãn moät nhaân tính ñaày ñuû hôn; ngöôøi aùp böùc naøo 
töï laøm maát nhaân tính mình vì laøm maát nhaân tính ngöôøi khaùc, khoâng theå laõnh ñaïo cuoäc 
chieán ñaáu naøy. 
Tuy nhieân, keû bò aùp böc maø thích nghi vôùi caáu truùc thoáng trò hoï ñaém chìm vaøo, vaø trôû 
neân saún saøng chòu ñöïng noù, bò ngaên caám khoâng ñöôïc tieán haønh cuoäc ñaáu tranh giaønh 
töï do bao laâu hoï caûm thaáy khoâng coù khaûn naêng lieàu lónh theo nhö noù ñoøi hoûi. Hôn nöõa, 
cuoäc chin ñaáu cuûa giaønh töï do cuûa hoï ñe hoïa khoâng nhöõng ngöôøi aùp böùc, maø caû nhöõng 
ngöôøi bò aùp böùc cuûa rieâng hoï, nhöõng con ngöôøi sôï söï ñaøn aùp vaãn coøn lôùn hôn. Khi hoï 
khaùm phaù ra trong phaïm vi chính mình söï khao khaùt ñöôïc töï do, hoï nhaän thöùc raèng söï 
khao khaùt naøy chæ coù theå ñöôïc bieán ñoåi thaønh thöïc taïi khi cuøng moät khaùt khao nhö theá 
ñöôïc khuaáy ñoäng trong caùc ngöôøi baïn cuûa hoï. Nhöng trong khi bò thoáng trò bôûi noãi sôï 
söï töï do, hoï töø choái khoâng keâu goïi nhöõng ngöôøi khaùc, hay khoâng laéng nghe caùc lôøi 
keâu goïi cuûa caùc ngöôøi khaùc, hay khoâng laéng nghe caû nhöõng lôøi keâu goïi cuûa löông taâm 
cuûa rieâng hoï. Hoï thích soáng giao du ñaøn ñuùm hôn tình baïn ñích thöïc; hoï thích söï an 
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toaøn phuø hôïp vôi traïng thaùi khoâng töï do cuûa hoï hôn söï quan heä saùng taïo do söï töï do vaø 
caû chính sö theo ñuoåi söï töï do saûn sinh ra. 
Keû bò aùp böùc chòu ñöïng tính hai maët maø noù töï thieát laäp trong söï toàn taïi ôû taân thaâm taâm 
hoï. Hoï khaùm phaù ra raèng neáu khoâng coù töï do hoï khoâng theå ñích thöïc toàn taïi. Nhöng, 
maëc duø hoï öôùc muoán söï toàn taïi ñích thöïc, song hoï vaãn sôï noù. Hoï cuøng luùc vöøa laø chính 
hoï vöøa laø ngöôøi aùp böùc maø hoï chuû quan hoùa yù thöùc cuûa oâng ta. Söï maâu thuaãn naèm ôû 
söï choïn löïa giöõa vieäc laø toaøn boä chính hoï hay vieäc bò phan chia; giöõa vieäc toáng khöù 
ngöôøi aùp böùc vaøo phía trong hay khoâng toáng khöù oâng ta; giöõa tình ñoaøn keát con ngöôøi 
hay beänh taâm thaàn; giöõa vieäc vaâng theo caùc meänh leänh hay vieäc coù caùc choïn löïa; giöõa 
vieäc laø khaùn giaû hay dieãn vieân; giöõu vieäc haønh ñoäng hay vieäc coù aûo töôûng haønh ñoäng 
qua haønh ñoäng cuûa caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc; giöõa vieäc noùi lôùn leân hay im laëng, hoï bò caét xeùn 
trong quyeàn löïc taïo döïng vaø taùi taïo döïng, trong quyeàn löïc taïo döïng vaø taùi taïo döïng, 
trong quyeàn löïc bieán ñoåi theá giôùi. Ñaây laø theá tieán thoaùi löôõng nan theo kieåu bi kòch 
cuûa keû bò aùp böùc maø söï giaùo duïc cuûa hoï phaûi quan taâm ñeán. 
Cuoán saùch naøy seõ trình baøy moät soá khía caïnh veà caùi maø taùc giaû goïi laø khoa sö phaïm 
cuûa keû bò aùp böùc, moät khoa sö phaïm phaûi ñöôïc reøn luyeän vôùi (with), khoâng phaûi daønh 
cho (for), keû aùp böùc (duø laø caùc caù nhaân hay caùc daân toäc) trong cuoäc ñaáu tranh khoâng 
ngöøng ñeå giaønh laïi nhaân tính cuûa hoï. Khoa sö phaïm naøy laøm cho söï aùp böùc vaø caùc 
nguyeân nhaân cuûa noù thaønh caùc ñoái töôïng phaûn aûnh cuûa keû bò aùp böùc, vaø töø ñoù söï phaûn 
aûnh seõ hoùa thaønh söï raøng buoäc caàn thieát cuûa hoï trong cuoäc ñaáu tranh giaønh söï giaûi 
phoùng. Vaø trong cuoäc ñaáu tranh khoa sö phaïm naøy seõ ñöôïc laøm ñi laøm laïi. 
Vaán ñeà troïng taâm laø theá naøy: Laøm theá naøo keû bò aùp böùc, nhö caùc baûn theå khoâng xaùc 
thöïc vaø bò phaân chia laïi coù theå tham gia vaøo vieäc phaùt trieån khoa hoïc sö phaïm giaûi 
phoùng cuûa hoï? Chæ khi hoï khaùm phaù chính hoï laø caùc “ñaïo quaân” ngöôøi aùp böùc, hoï môùi 
coù theå goùp phaàn vaøo vieäc khai sinh khoa sö phaïm giaûi phoùng cuûa hoï. Chöøng naøo maø 
hoï coøn soáng trong tính hai maët trong ñoù toàn taïi (to be) laø toàn taïi nhö (to be like), vaø 
toàn taïi nhö (to be like) laø toàn taïi nhö ngöôøi aùp böùc (to be like the oppressor), söï ñoùng 
goùp naøy laø baát khaû thi. Khoa sö phaïm cuûa keû bò aùp böùc laø moät coâng cuï daønh cho vieäc 
khaùm phaù pheâ phaùn cuûa hoï maø caû hoï laãn ngöôøi aùp böùc hoï ñeàu laø caùc söï bieåu thò söï 
laøm maát nhaân tính . . .  
Khoa sö phaïm cuûa keû bí aùp böùc, nhö khoa sö phaïm cuûa nhaø nghieân cöùu khoa hoïc nhaân 
vaên vaø töï do chuû nghóa, coù hai giai ñoaïn rieâng bieät. Trong giai ñoaïn thöù nhaát, keû bò aùp 
böùc trình baøy coâng khai theá giôùi aùp böùc vaø qua thoùi quen cam keát bieán ñoåi noù. Trong 
giai ñoaïn thöù hai, thöïc taïi aùp böùc ñaõ ñöôïc bieán ñoãi, khoa sö phaïm naøy thoâi thuoäc veà 
keû bò aùp böùc vaø trôû thaønh khoa sö phaïm cuûa moïi ngöôøi trong quaù trình giaûi phoùng laâu 
daøi. Trong caû hai giai ñoaïn, vieäc vaên hoùa thoáng trò bò ñoái ñaàu veà phöông dieän vaên hoùa 
luoân luoân qua haønh ñoäng coù chieàu saâu. (Ñaây coù veû laø khía caïnh neàn taûng cuûa cuoäc 
Caùch maïng Vaên hoùa cuûa Mao). Trong giai ñoaïn thöù nhaát, söï ñoái ñaàu naøy xaûy ra qua 
söï thay ñoåi trong caùch thöùc keû bò aùp böùc nhaän thöùc ñöôïc theá giôùi aùp böùc; trong giai 
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ñoaïn hai, qua söï toáng khöù caùc thaàn thoaïi ñöôïc taïo döïng vaø phaùt trieån trong traät töï cuõ, 
ñieàu naøy gioáng nhö caùc boùng ma aùm aûnh caáu truùc môùi naûy sinh töø söï bieán ñoåi caùch 
maïng. 
Khoa sö phaïm cuûa giai ñoaïn thöù nhaát phaûi giaûi quyeát vaán ñeà yù thöùc cuûa keû bò aùp böùc 
vaø yù thöùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc, vaán ñeà caùc con ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø caùc con ngöôøi chòu aùp 
böùc. Noù phaûi quan taâm ñeán thaùi ñoä cuûa hoï, quan ñieåm cuûa hoï veà theá giôùi, vaø ñaïo ñöïc 
cuûa hoï. Moät vaán ñeà ñaëc bieät laø tính hai maët cuûa keû bò aùp böùc: hoï laø caùc baûn theå maâu 
thuaãn, taùch bieät, ñöôïc hình thaønh bôûi vaø toàn taïi trong moät tình huoáng aùp böùc vaø baïo 
löïc cuï theå. 
Baát kyø moät tình huoáng naøo trong ñoù “A” khaùch quan boùc loät “B” hay caûn trôû B theo 
ñuoåi söï töï yù thöùc veà baûn thaân nhö moât con ngöôøi coù traùch nhieäm, ñeàu laø moät tình 
huoáng aùp böùc. Moät tình huoáng nhö theá töï noù thieát laäp baïo löïc, ngay caû khi ñöôïc xoa 
dòu bôûi haønh ñoäng giaû taïo, vì noù gaây trôû ngaïi cho thieân höôùng lòch söû vaø baûn theå hoïc 
trong vieäc trôû thaønh coù nhaân tính ñaày ñuû hôn. Vôùi söï thieát laäp moái quan heä aùp böùc, 
baïo löïc ñaõ baét ñaàu roài. Baïo löïc chöa bao giôø ñöôïc baét ñaàu trong lòch söû bôûi keû bò aùp 
böùc. Laøm theá naøo hoï coù theå laø ngöôøi khôûi xöôùng ñöôïc neáu chính hoï laø haäu quaû cuûa 
baïo löïc? Laøm theá naøo hoï coù theå laø ngöôøi ñeà xuaát moät ñieàu gì ñoù maø söï môû ñaàu khaùch 
quan cuûa noù ñaõ laøm cho söï toàn taïi cuûa hoï nhö keû bò aùp böùc? Khoâng coù keû bò aùp böùc 
neáu khoâng coù tình huoáng baïo löïc tröôùc thieát laäp söï khuaát phuïc hoï. 
Baïo löïc ñöôïc khôûi ñaàu bôûi nhöõng ngöôøi aùp böùc, nhöõng ngöôøi boùc loät, nhöõng ngöôøi 
khoâng coâng nhaän ngöôøi khaùc laø cong ngöôøi khoâng phaûi bôûi nhöõng ngöôøi aùp böùc, bò boùc 
loät, vaø khoâng ñöôïc coâng nhaän. Khoâng phaûi ngöôøi khoâng ñöôïc yeâu khôûi ñaàu söï khoâng 
thaân thieän, nhöng laø nhöõng ngöôøi khoâng theå yeâu vì hoï chæ yeâu chính mình. Khoâng phaûi 
ngöôøi khoâng nôi nöông töïa, ngöôøi leä thuoäc vaøo söï khieáp sôï, khôûi ñaàu söï khieáp sôï, 
nhöng laø ngöôøi hung baïo, ngöôøi coù quyeàn löïc taïo döïng tình huoáng cuï theå sinh ra 
nhöõng ngöôøi “bò loaïi khoûi cuoäc soáng”. Khoâng phaûi ngöôøi bò haønh haï khôûi ñaàu cheá ñoä 
chuyeân cheá, nhöng laø nhöõng baïo chuùa. Khoâng phaûi keû bò khinh mieät khôûi ñaàu söï caêm 
thuø, nhöng laønhöõng ngöôøi khinh mieät. Khoâng phaûi nhöõng ngöôøi coù nhaân tính phuû nhaän 
nhöõng keû phuû nhaän con ngöôøi, nhöng laø nhöõng keû phuû nhaän nhaân tính (do vaäy cuõng 
phuû nhaän nhaân tính cuûa rieâng hoï). Quyeàn löïc ñöôïc söû duïng khoâng phaûi bôûi nhöõng 
ngöôøi trôû neân yeáu ñuoái döôùi söï troäi hôn cuûa keû maïnh, nhöng bôûi keû maïnh ñaõ laøm cho 
hoï yeáu ñi. 
Tuy nhieân, ñoái vôùi ngöôøi aùp böùc, luoân luoân keû bò aùp böùc laø keû khoù öa, keû “hung baïo,” 
“daõ man,” “ñoäc aùc,” hay “döõ tôïn” khi hoï phaûnöùng laïi baïo löïc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc (roõ 
raøng ngöôøi aùp böùc khoâng bao giôø goïi keû bò aùp böùc laø “keû bò aùp böùc” nhöng tuøy vaøo 
vieäc hoï coù laø ngöôøi ñoàng höông hay khoâng se laø “ nhöõng ngöôøi aáy” hay “quaàn chuùng 
muø quaùng vaø ñoá kî” hay “ngöôøi man rôï” hay “thoå daân” hay “quaân phieán loaïn”). 
Nhöng, duø nghòch bieän nhö noù coù veû, song bieåu hieän tình yeáu coù theå ñöôïc tìm thaáy 
chính xaùc trong söï ñaùp laïi cuûa keû bò aùp böùc ñoái vôùi baïo löïc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc hoï. Duø 
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coù yù thöùc hay khoâng coù yù thöùc, haønh ñoäng noåi loaïn cuûa keû bò aùp böùc (haønh ñoäng luoân 
luoân hay gaàn nhö luoân luoân, laø baïo löïc nhö baïo löïc khôûi ñaàu cuûa caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc) coù 
theå khôûi ñaàu tình yeâu. Ngöôïc laïi, baïo löïc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc ngaên caám khoâng cho keû bò 
aùp böùc ñöôïc laø con ngöôøi ñaày ñuû, söï ñaùp laïi cuûa keû bò aùp böùc ñoái vôùi baïo löïc ngaøy 
ñöôïc truyeàn thuï trong nieàm mong öôùc theo ñuoåi quyeàn ñöôïc laøm ngöôøi. Khi ngöôøi aùp 
böùc laøm ngöôøi khaùc maát nhaân tính vaø xaâm phaïm quyeàn lôïi ngöôøi khaùc, thì chính hoï 
cuõng trôû neân bò maát nhaân tính. Khi keû bò aùp böùc, vì ñaáu tranh ñeå ñöôïc laøm ngöôøi, laáy 
ñi quyeàn löïc thoáng trò vaø ñaøn aùp cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc, seõ hoaøn traû laïi cho ngöôøi aùp böùc 
nhaân tính maø hoï ñaùnh maát trong khi thöïc hieän söï aùp böùc. 
Chæ keû bò aùp böùc laø nhöõng ngöôøi, baèng vieäc töï giaûi phoùng chính mình, coù theå giaûi 
phoùng caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc hoï. Ngöôøi aùp böùc, nhö giai caáp aùp böùc, khoâng theå giaûi phoùng 
ngöôøi khaùc cuõng khoâng theå giaûi phoùng chính mình. Do ñoù, taát nhieân laø keû bò aùp böùc 
tieán haønh cuoäc ñaáu tranh ñeå giaûi quyeát maâu thuaãn maø hoï vöôùng vaøo; vaø maâu thuaãn seõ 
ñöôïc giaûi quyeát baèng söï xuaát hieän moät con ngöôøi môùi: khoâng phaûi ngöôøi aùp böùc cuõng 
khoâng phaûi keû bò aùp böùc, nhöng laø con ngöôøi trong quaù trình giaûi phoùng. Neáu muïc ñích 
cuûa keû bò aùp böùc laø ñeå trôû neân con ngöôøi ñaày ñuû, hoï seõ khoâng giaønh ñöôïc muïc ñích 
cuûa hoï chæ baèng caùch haïn cheá caùc ñieàu kieän maâu thuaãn, chæ baèng caùch thay ñoåi caùc 
thaùi cöïc. 
Ñieàu naøy coù theå laø giaûn dò thaùi quaù; coù theå laø khoâng. Söï giaûi quyeát maâu thuaãn giöõa 
ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø keû bò aùp böùc thöïc söï nguï yù khoâng coøn caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc nhö giai caáp 
thoáng trò. Tuy nhieân, caùc keû bò aùp böùc tröôùc kia seõ kieàm cheá caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc, ñeå 
ngöôøi aùp böùc khoâng theå ñaûm ñöông laïi ñòa vò tröôùc kia cuûa hoï, khoâng thieát laäp ñöôïc söï 
aùp böùc nöõa. Moät haønh ñoäng laø haønh ñoäng aùp böùc chæ khi noù ngaên caûn khoâng cho con 
ngöôøi ñöôïc trôû thaønh con ngöôøi ñaày ñuû. Theo ñoù, caùc söï kieàm cheá thieát yeáu naøy töï 
chuùng khoâng coù nghóa laø keû bò aùp böùc cuûa ngaøy hoâm qua ñaõ trôû thaønh ngöôøi aùp böùc 
cuûa ngaøy hoâm nay. Caùc haønh ñoäng ngaên caûn söï khoâi phuïc cheá ñoä aùp böùc seõ khoâng theå 
ñöôïc so saùnh vôùi caùc haønh ñoäng taïo döïng vaø duy trì noù, seõ khoâng theå ñöôïc so saùnh vôùi 
caùc haønh ñoäng ñöôïc moät ít ngöôøi söû duïng ñeå phuû nhaän phaàn lôùn quyeàn ñöôïc laøm 
ngöôøi cuûa hoï. 
Tuy nieân, khoaûnh khaéc maø cheá ñoä môùi laøm cho cöùng raén trong moät “cheá ñoä quan 
lieâu” thoáng trò chieàu höôùng cuoäc ñaáu theo nghieân cöùu cuûa khoa hoïc nhaân vaên bò maát 
vaø noù khoâng coøn coù theå noùi veà söï giaûi phoùng nöõa. Do ñoù, vieäc chuùng ta cöù khaêng 
khaêng raèng giaûi phaùp ñích thöïc cho maâu thuaãb giöõa ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø keû bò aùp böùc 
khoâng chæ naèm ôû söï ñaûo loän vò trí, ôû vieäc chuyeån ñoäng töø thaùi cöïc ñeán thaùi cöïc khaùc. 
Noù cuõng khoâng naèm ôû söï thay theá caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc tröôùc kia baèng caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc 
môùi tieáp tuïc noâ dòch hoùa keû bò aùp böùc taát caû ñeàu vì quyeàn lôïi giaûi phoùng hoï. 
Nhöng ngay caû khi maâu thuaãn ñöôïc giaûi quyeát xaùc thöïc bôûi moät tình huoáng môùi do caùc 
coâng nhaân ñöôïc giaûi phoùng thieát laäp, caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc tröôùc kia vaãn khoâng caûm thaáy 
ñöôïc giaûi phoùng. Ngöôïc laïi, hoï thöïc loøng töï coi mình laø bò aùp böùc. Tuøy thuoäc vaøo kinh 
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nghieäm aùp böùc ngöôøi khaùc, ñoái vôùi hoï baát kyø tình huoáng naøo ngoaøi caùc tình huoáng 
tröôùc kia cuûa hoï ñeàu coù veû gioáng nhö söï aùp böùc. Tröôùc ñaây, hoï coù theå aên, tröng dieän, 
mang giaøy, ñöôïc hoïc haønh, ñi du lòch, vaø nghe nhaïc Beethoven; trong khi haøng trieäu 
ngöôøi khoâng ñöôïc aên, khoâng coù ñuû quaàn aùo hay giaøy deùp, cuõng khoâng ñöôïc hoïc haønh 
hay ñi ñaây ñi ñoù, vaø raát khoù ñöôïc nghe nhaïc Beethoven. Baát kyø söï haïn cheá naøo veà loái 
soáng naøy, nhaân danh quyeàn lôïi cuûa coäng ñoàng, ñoái vôùi caùc ngöôøi aùp böùc tröôùc kia ñeàu 
coù veû laø söï vi phaïm saâu saéc caùc quyeàn lôïi caù nhaân cuûa rieâng hoï maëc duø hoï khoâng coù 
söï kính troïng ñoái vôùi haøng trieäu ngöôøi phaûi chòu thieät haïi vaø cheát ñoùi, vì ñau ñôùn, vì 
baát haïnh vaø tuyeät voïng. Ñoái vôùi ngöôøi aùp böùc, “con ngöôøi” laø aùm chæ tôùi chính hoï; coøn 
caùc ngöôøi khaùc laø “söï vaät”. Vôùi ngöôøi aùp böùc, chæ toàn taïi moät quyeàn lôïi: quyeàn ñöôïc 
soáng trong hoøa bình, ñoái laäp laïi quyeàn ñöôïc toàn taïi cuûa keû bò aùp böùc, khoâng luoân luoân 
ñöôïc coâng nhaän, maø chæ ñöôïc nhöôïng boä. Vaø hoï nhaân nhöôïng chæ vì söï toàn taïi cuûa keû 
bò aùp böùc laø caàn thieát cho söï toàn taïi cuûa rieâng hoï. 
Thaùi ñoä naøy, caùch thöùc hieåu bieát theá giôùi vaø con ngöôøi (ñieàu naøy caàn thieát laøm cho 
ngöôøi aùp böùc choáng laïi söï saép ñaët moät cheá ñoä môùi) ñöôïc giaûi thích bôûi kinh nghieäm 
cuûa hoï nhö giai caáp thoáng trò. Moät khi tình huoáng baïo löïc vaø aùp böùc ñöôïc thieát laäp, noù 
gaây ra toaøn boä moät loái soáng vaø thaùi ñoä daønh cho nhöõng ngöôøi maéc phaûi noù ngöôøi aùp 
böùc cuõng nhö keû bò aùp böùc. Caû hai ñeàu bò nhaän chìm trong tình hoáng naøy, vaø caû hai 
ñeàu ñeo maët naï aùp böùc. Söï phaân tích caùc tình huoáng aùp böùc toàn taïi tieát loä raèng söï khôûi 
ñaàu cuûa chuùng naèm ôû haønh ñoäng baïo löïc ñöôïc khôûi ñaàu bôûi nhöõng ngöôøi coù quyeàn löïc. 
Baïo löïc naøy, nhö moät quaù trình, ñöôïc duy trì töø theá heä ngöôøi aùp böùc naøy tôùi theá heä 
ngöôøi aùp böùc khaùc, nhöõng ngöôøi trôû thaønh ngöôøi thöøa keá cuûa noù vaø ñöôïc hình thaønh 
trong xu höôùng chung cuûa noù. Xu höôùng chung naøy taïo döïng nôi ngöôøi aùp böùc moät yù 
thöùc chieám höõu maõnh lieät chieám höõu theá giôùi vaø chieám höõu con ngöôøi. Ngoaøi söï 
chieám höõu vaät chaát, cuï theå, tröïc tieáp theá giôùi vaø con ngöôøi ra, yù thöùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc 
khoâng theå hieåu ñöôïc chính noù thaäm chí coøn khoâng theå toàn taïi nöõa. Fromm noùi veà yù 
thöùc naøy laø, neáu khoâng coù söï chieám höõu nhö theá, “noù seõ ñöùt lieân laïc vôùi theá giôùi.” Yù 
thöùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc coù khuynh höôùng bieán ñoåi moïi thöù bao quanh noù thaønh ñoái 
töôïng cuûa söï thoáng trò cuûa noù. Traùi ñaát, cuûa caûi, söï saûn xuaát, caùc taïo vaät cuûa con 
ngöôøi, chính con ngöôøi, thôøi gian moïi thöù bò giaûm xuoáng traïng thaùi cuûa caùc vaät theå tuøy 
yù söû duïng. 
Trong vieäc hoï haùo höùc chieám höõu khoâng haïn cheá, ngöôøi aùp böùc phaùt trieån nieàm tin 
raèng ñoái vôùi hoï, vieäc bieán ñoåi moïi thöù thaønh caùc vaät theå cuûa quyeàn löïc theo ñuoåi cuûa 
hoï laø ñieàu coù theå; ñoù laø khaùi nieäm hoaøn toaøn duy vaät veà söï toàn taïi. Tieàn baïc laø duïng 
cuï ño löôøng moïi vaät, vaø lôïi nhuaän laø muïc ñích ñaàu tieân. Ñoái vôùi ngöôøi aùp böùc, caùi gì 
ñaùng giaù thì phaûi coù nhieàu hôn nöõa luoân luoân nhieàu hôn nöõa cho duø phaûi traû baèng giaù 
laø keû bò aùp böùc coù ít hay khoâng coù gì caû. Vôùi hoï, toàn taïi laø chieám höõu (to be is to have) 
vaø laø giai caáp coù “nhöõng caùi coù” (and to be the class of the “haves”). 
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Nhöng nhöõng ngöôøi höôûng lôïi töø tình huoáng aùp böùc, ngöôøi aùp böùc khoâng theå hieåu ñöôïc 
raèng neáu vieäc coù (having) laø ñieàu kieän cuûa vieäc toàn taïi (being), thì ñoù laø ñieàu kieän taát 
yeáu cho moïi ngöôøi. Ñaây laø lyù do vì sao haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng cuûa hoï laø giaû taïo. Nhaân 
tính laø moät “vaät” (thing) vaø hoï chieám höõu noù nhö moät ñaëc quyeàn lôïi loäc nhaát, nhö taøi 
saûn ñöôïc thöøa keá. Ñoái vôùi yù thöùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc, söï nhaân tính hoùa “caùc ngöôøi 
khaùc”, daân toäc khaùc, coù veû khoâng laø söï theo ñuoåi nhaân tính ñaày ñuû, nhöng laø söï phaù 
hoaïi. 
Ngöôøi aùp böùc khoâng nhaän thöùc tính ñoäc quyeàn cuûa hoï veà vieäc coù nhieàu hôn (having 
more) nhö moät ñaëc quyeàn laøm maát nhaân tính ngöôøi khaùc vaø chính mình. Hoï khoâng theå 
hieåu raèng, trong söï theo ñuoåi ích kyû vieäc coù (having) nhö moät giai caáp chieám höõu, hoï 
ngaït thôû trong caùc vaät chieám höõu cuûa rieâng hoï vaø khoâng coøn toàn taïi (are) nöõa, hoï chæ 
coù (have) thoâi. Vôùi  
hoï, vieäc coù nhieàu hôn (having more) laø quyeàn lôïi khoâng theå chuyeån nhöôïng, moät 
quyeàn lôïi maø hoï giaønh ñöôïc qua “noå löïc” cuûa rieâng hoï, vôùi söï “can ñaûm daùm lieàu 
lónh” (courage to take risks). Neáu caùc ngöôøi khaùc khoâng coù hôn, laø vì hoï baát taøi vaø 
löôøi bieáng, vaø ñieàu teä haïi nhaát laø söï voâ ôn baïc nghóa khoâng theå lyù giaûi ñöôïc cuûa hoï 
ñoái vôùi caùc “ñoäng taùc khoan hoàng” cuûa giai caáp thoáng trò. Chính vì “voâ ôn” vaø “ñoá 
kî” maø keû bò aùp böùc ñöôïc coi laø keû thuû tieàm taøng raát caàn phaûi canh chöøng. 
Ñieàu naøy khoâng theå khaùc ñöôïc. Neáu söï nhaân tính hoùa keû bò aùp böùc coù nghóa laø söï phaù 
hoaïi, thì söï töï do cuûa hoï cuõng coù nghóa nhö theá; do ñoù, nhaát thieát phaûi kieàm cheá khoâng 
ngöøng. Vaø ngöôøi aùp böùc caøng kieàm cheá keû bò aùp böùc thì hoï caøng bieán ngöôøi bò aùp böùc 
thaønh caùc “vaät” coù daùng veõ voâ tri voâ giaùc. Khuynh höôùng cuûa yù thöùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc 
veà moïi vaät vaø moïi ngöôøi “khoâng sinh khí” (inanimate) maø noù chaïm traùn, trong söï ham 
muoán chieám höõu, roõ raøng phuø hôïp vôùi khuynh höôùng veà tính taøn baïo.  
Khoaùi laïc trong söï thoáng trò hoaøn toaøn treân ngöôøi khaùc (hay treân taïo khoâng sinh khí 
khaùc) chính laø baûn chaát cuûa xu theá taøn baïo. Noùi moät caùch khaùc, muïc ñích cuûa tính taøn 
aïo laø bieán ñoåi moät ngöôøi thaønh moät vaät, moät caùi gì ñoù coù sinh khí thaønh moät caùi gì ñoù 
khoâng sinh khí, vì baèng haønh ñoäng kieàm cheá hoaøn toaøn vaø tuyeät ñoái, ngöôøi soáng maát 
ñi moät ñaëc tính coát yeáu cuûa cuoäc soáng söï töï do. (Eric Fromm, the heat of Man/Traùi tim 
con ngöôøi). 
Tình yeâu taøn baïo (sadistic love) laø tình yeâu laàm laïc (perverted love) tình yeâu söï cheát, 
khoâng phaûi tình yeâu söï soáng. Moät trong nhöõng ñaëc tính cuûa yù töùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø 
quan ñieåm beänh hoaïn cuûa noù veà theá giôùi laø tính taøn baïo. Khi yù thöùc cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc, 
ñeå thoáng trò, coá gaéng ngaên chaën xu theá tìm kieám, tình traïng hoang mang, vaø naêng löïc 
saùng taïo bieåu thò ñaëc ñieåm cuoäc soáng, noù seõ gieát cheát cuoäc soáng. Ngöôøi aùp böùc caøng 
ngaøy caøng söû duïng khoa hoïc vaø kyõ thuaät nhö caùc coâng cuï coù coâng hieäu roõ raøng cho 
caùc muïc ñích cuûa hoï: duy trì traät töï aùp böùc qua söï vaän ñoäng vaø ñaøn aùp. Keû bò aùp böùc, 
nhö caùc ñoái töôïng, nhö caùc “vaät”, khoâng coù caùc muïc ñích naøo ngoaïi tröø nhöõng muïch 
ñích maø ngöôøi aùp böùc hoï leänh cho hoï. 
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Caên cöù vaøo boái caûnh coù tröôùc, moät vaán ñeà quan troïng roõ raøng khaùc naûy sinh: ñoù laø söï 
kieän caùc thaønh vieân naøo ñoù cuûa giai caáp aùp böùc gia nhaäp vaøo giai caáp bò aùp böùc trong 
ñaáu tranh giaønh söï giaûi phoùng, do vaäy, seõ chuyeãn ñoäng töø thaùi cöïc maâu thuaãn naøy ñeán 
thaùi cöïc maâu thuaãn khaùc. Vai troø cuûa hoï laø moät vai troø neàn taûng, vaø toàn taïi xuyeân suoát 
lòch söû cuûa cuoäc ñaáu tranh naøy. Tuy nhieân, khi hoï thoâi khoâng coøn laø ngöôøi boùc loät vaø 
chuyeån sang phía ngöôøi bò boùc loät, thì hoï haàu nhö vaãn luoân luoân mang theo hoï caùc daáu 
hieäu chöùng toû nguoàn goác mình: caùc ñònh kieán vaø söï bieán daïng cuûa hoï, ñieàu naøy bao 
haøm söï thieáu töï tin töôûng vaøo khaû naêng suy nghó, mong muoán vaø hieåu bieát cuûa con 
ngöôøi. Theo ñoù, nhöõng ngöôøi gia nhaäp vaøo söï nghieäp cuûa daân toäc luoân luoân lieàu lónh 
rôi vaøo moät loaïi haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng cuõng aùc ñoäc nhö haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng cuûa 
ngöôøi aùp böùc. Haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc ñöôïc nuoâi döôõng bôûi moät traät 
töï baát coâng, ñieàu naøy phaûi ñöôïc duy trì ñeå bieän hoï cho haønh ñoäng khoan hoàng ñoù. Noùi 
caùch khaùc, nhöõng ngöôøi thay ñoåi chính kieán cuûa chuùng ta thöïc söï mong öôùc bieán ñoåi 
caùi traät töï baát coâng, nhöng do taàn lôùp xaõ hoäi cuûa hoï, hoï tin raèng hoï phaûi laø ngöôøi thöïc 
hieän söï bieán ñoåi. Hoï noùi veà nhaân daân nhöng hoï khoâng tin nhaân daân; vaø vieäc tin nhaân 
daân laø tieàn ñeà khoâng theå thieáu ñeå coù theå bieán ñoåi caùch maïng. Moät ngöôøi uûng hoä chuû 
nghóa nhaân vaên thöïc söï coù theå ñöôïc nhaän bieát baèng vieäc oâng ta tin vaøo nhaân daân, ñieàu 
naøy cuoán huùt oâng ta vaøo cuoäc ñaáu tranh cuûa hoï, hôn baèng vieäc oâng ta thöïc hieän moät 
ngaøn haønh ñoäng uûng hoï hoï nhöng laïi khoâng tin hoï. 
Nhöng ngöôøi ñích thöïc cam keát ñi theo nhaân daân phaûi khoâng ngöøng töï xem xeùt laïi 
mình. Söï chuyeån bieán naøy hoaøn toaøn khoâng cho pheùp moät thaùi ñoä nhaäp nhaèng mô hoà. 
Vieäc khaúng ñònh lôøi cam keát naøy nhöng laïi xem mình laø ngöôøi sôû höõu söï hieåu bieát 
caùch maïng ñieàu naøy phaûi ñöôïc baøy toû (hay ñöôïc aùp ñaët) cho nhaân daân thì vaãn laø duy 
trì caùc ñöôøng loái cuõ. Ngöôøi tuyeân boá coáng hieán cho söï nghieäp giaûi phoùng nhöng laïi 
khoâng theå tham gia vaøo söï caûm thoâng (communion) vôùi nhaân daân, laø nhöõng ngöôøi maø 
oâng tieáp tuïc coi laø hoaøn toaøn ngu doát, seõ laø ngöôøi töï löøa doái mình moät caùch nghieâm 
troïng. Ngöôøi thay ñoåi chính kieán tieáp caän nhaân daân nhöng laïi caûm thaáy hoaûng sôï ôû 
moãi bieän phaùp hoï söû duïng, moãi ngôø vöïc hoï phaùt bieåu, moãi ñeà nghò hoï ñöa ra, vaø coá 
gaéng aùp ñaët “ñòa vò” (status) cuûa mình, seõ vaãn luyeán tieác höôùng veà nguoàn goác lai lòch 
cuûa mình. 
Söï chuyeån bieán thaønh nhaân daân ñoøi hoûi söï taùi sinh hoaøn toaøn. Nhöõng ngöôøi traûi qua noù 
phaûi ñaûm nhaän moät hình thöùc toàn taïi môùi; hoï khoâng coøn laø hoï tröôùc kia nöõa. Chæ qua 
tình ñoàng chí vôùi keû bò aùp böùc, nhöõng ngöôøi thay ñoåi chính kieán môùi coù theå hieåu ñöôïc 
caùc loái soáng vaø loái cö xöû ñaëc tröng cuûa hoï, ñieàu naøy trong caùc khoaûng khaéc thay ñoåi 
khaùc nhau phaûn aûnh cô caáu thoáng trò. Moät trong caùc ñaëc ñieåm naøy laø tính hai maët toàn 
taïi ñaõ ñeà caäp ñeán tröôùc kia cuûa keû bò aùp böùc, nhöõng ngöôøi cuøng moät luùc vöøa laø chính 
mình vöøa laø ngöôøi aùp böùc maø hình aûnh veà ngöôøi aùp böùc ñoù ñöôïc hoï chuû quan hoùa. 
Theo ñoù, cho tôùi khi hoï cuï theå “khaùm phaù” (discover) ra ngöôøi aáp böùc hoï vaø sau ñoù laø 
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yù thöùc cuûa rieâng hoï, hoï gaàn nhö luoân luoân boäc loä caùc quan ñieåm döïa vaøo thuyeát ñònh 
meänh veà thaân phaän cuûa hoï . . .  
Chæ khi keû bò aùp böùc tìm ra ngöôøi aùp böùc vaø ñeå heát taâm trí vaøo cuoäc ñaáu tranh coù toå 
chöùc giaønh söï giaûi phoùng, thì keû bò aùp böùc môùi baét ñaàu tin vaøo chính mình. Khaùm phaù 
naøy khoâng theå laø thuaàn trí oùc maø phaûi bao haøm haønh ñoäng; cuõng khoâng theå chæ bò giôùi 
haïn vaøo chuû nghóa tích cöïc, maø phaûi bao haøm söï suy nghó thaáu ñaùo: vaäy thì noù seõ chæ 
laø moät haønh ñoäng döïa vaøo lyù thuyeát. 
Cuoäc ñoái thoaïi pheâ phaùn vaø giaûi phoùng, bao haøm caû haønh ñoäng, phaûi ñöôïc keû bò aùp 
böùc xuùc tieán ôû baát kyø giai ñoaïn naøo cuûa cuoäc ñaáu tranh giaønh söï giaûi phoùng. (Dó nhieân 
khoâng phaûi coâng khai; ñieàu ñoù chæ khieán ngöôøi aùp böùc giaän döõ vaø daãn ñeán söï ñaøn aùp 
thaïm chí lôùn hôn). Noäi dung cuoäc ñoái thoaïi ñoù coù theå vaø neân bieán ñoåi phuø hôïp vôùi caùc 
ñieàu kieän lòch söû vaø ôû möùc ñoä maø keû aùp böùc nhaän thöùc ñöôïc thöïc taïi. Nhöng vieäc thay 
theá cuoäc ñoäc thoaïi, caùc khaåu hieäu, vaø caùc thoâng caùo cho cuoäc ñoái thoaïi laø vieäc coá 
gaéng giaûi phoùng keû bò aùp böùc baèng caùc coâng cuï khai hoùa. Vaø coá gaéng giaûi phoùng keû bò 
aùp böùc maø khoâng coù söï tham gia suy nghó cuûa hoï trong haønh ñoäng giaûi phoùng laø ñoái xöû 
vôùi hoï nhö caùc khaùch theå phaûi ñöôïc cöùu thoaùt khoûi moät toøa nhaø ñang chaùy; noù phaûi 
daãn hoï vaøo haàm baãy cuûa chuû nghóa daân tuùy (populism/chuû nghóa daân tuùy [chính trò] 
nhaän laø ñaïi dieän cho quyeàn lôïi cuûa ngöôøi daân thöôøng) vaø bieán ñoåi hoï thaønh quaàn 
chuùng coù theå vaän ñoäng ñöôïc. 
ÔÛ moïi giai ñoaïn cuûa söï giaûi phoùng, keû bò aùp böùc nhìn thaáy chính hoï nhö nhöõng con 
ngöôøi tieán haønh thieân höôùng baûn theå hoïc vaø lòch söû cuûa vieäc trôû neân con ngöôøi ñaày ñuû. 
Söï suy nghó vaø haønh ñoäng trôû neân caáp baùch khi ngöôøi ta khoâng coá gaéng phaân ñoâi noäi 
dung nhaân tính töø caùc hình thöùc lòch söû cuûa noù moät caùch sai laàm. 
Söï khaêng khaêng cho raèng keû bò aùp böùc caàn tieán haønh suy nghó veà tình huoáng cuï theå 
cuûa hoï, khoâng phaûi laø lôøi keâ goïi moät cuoäc caùch maïng trong phoøng. Ngöôïc laïi, söï suy 
nghó söï suy nghó thaät seõ daãn tôùi haønh ñoäng. Noùi caùch khaùc, khi tình huoáng keâu goïi 
haønh ñoäng, haønh ñoäng ñoù seõ thieát laäp moät haønh ñoäng döïa vaøo lyù thuyeát ñích thöïc 
(authentic praxis) chæ khi naøo caùc haäu quaû cuûa noù trôû thaønh ñoái töôïng cuûa söï suy nghó 
pheâ phaùn. Theo yù nghóa naøy, haønh ñoäng döïa vaøo lyù thuyeát laø lyù do toàn taïi (raison 
d’eâtre) môùi cuûa keû bò aùp böùc; vaø cuoäc caùch maïng môû ñaàu khoaûnh khaéc lòch söû cuûa lyù 
do toàn taïi naøy, khoâng theå thöïc hieän ñöôïc ngoaøi tình traïng coù yù thöùc cuøng xaûy ra cuûa 
hoï. Veà maët khaùc, haønh ñoäng laø chuû nghóa tích cöïc thuaàn tuùy (pure activism). 
Tuy nhieân, ñeå coù ñöôïc haønh ñoäng döïa vaøo lyù thuyeát naøy, noù caàn thieát phaûi tin vaøo keû 
bò aùp böùc vaø vaøo khaû naêng suy luaän cuûa hoï. Baát kyø ai thieáu söï tin töôûng naøy seõ khoâng 
theå khôûi ñaàu (hay seõ töø boû) cuoäc ñoái thoaïi, söï suy nghó, söï truyeàn thoâng, vaø seõ rôi vaøo 
vieäc söû duïng caùc khaåu hieäu, caùc thoâng caùo, vaø caùc höôùng daãn. Caùc chuyeån bieán noâng 
caïn thaønh söï nghieäp giaûi phoùng seõ mang theo moái nguy hieåm naøy. 
Haønh ñoäng chính trò ñöùng veà phía keû bò aùp böùc phaûi laø haønh ñoäng sö phaïm theo yù 
nghóa ñích thöïc cuûa töø, vaø do ñoù haønh ñoäng vôùi keû bò aùp böùc. Nhöõng ngöôøi hoaït ñoäng 
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cho söï giaûi phoùng phaûi khoâng lôïi duïng tính leä thuoäc tình caûm cuûa keû bò aùp böùc tính leä 
thuoäc laø keát quaû cuûa tình huoáng thoáng trò cuï theå bao quanh hoï vaø sinh ra quan ñieåm 
khoâng xaùc thöïc cuûa hoï veà theá giôùi. Vieäc söû duïng tính leä thuoäc ñeå taïo döïng tính leä 
thuoäc thaäm chí lôùn hôn chính laø möu keá cuûa ngöôøi aùp böùc. 
Haønh ñoäng töï do chuû nghóa phaûi nhaän ra tính leä thuoäc naøy nhö moät ñieåm yeáu vaø phaûi 
coá gaéng qua suy nghó vaø haønh ñoäng bieán ñoåi noù thaønh tính ñoäc laäp. Tuy nhieân, khoâng 
phaûi caû söï laõnh ñaïo coù yù toát cuõng coù theå ban taëng tính ñoäc laäp nhö moät quaø taëng. Söï 
giaûi phoùng keû bò aùp böùc laø söï giaûi phoùng con ngöôøi, chöù khoâng phaûi laø söï giaûi phoùng 
vaät. Theo ñoù, trong khi khoâng ai töï coù theå giaûi phoùng chính mình chæ baèng caùc noã löïc 
cuûa rieâng mình, cuõng khoâng ai coù theå ñöôïc giaûi phoùng bôûi ngöôøi khaùc. Söï giaûi phoùng, 
moät hieän töôïng cuûa con ngöôøi, khoâng theå ñöôïc thöïc hieän baèng nhöõng nöõa con ngöôøi 
(semihumans). Baát kyø coá gaéng naøo ñoái xöû vôùi con ngöôøi nhö caùc con ngöôøi moät nöûa 
ñeàu chæ laøm maát nhaân tính cuûa con ngöôøi. Khi con ngöôøi ñaõ bò laøm maát nhaân tính cho 
söï aùp böùc maø hoï phaûi traûi qua, thì quaù trình giaûi phoùng hoï khoâng caàn phaûi söû duïng caùc 
phöông phaùp laøm maát nhaân tính nöõa. 
Do ñoù phöông phaùp ñuùng ñaén daønh cho ngöôøi laõnh ñaïo caùch maïng söû duïng trong 
nhieäm vuï giaûi phoùng khoâng phaûi laø “söï tuyeân truyeàn töï do chuû nghóa” (libetarian 
propaganda). Söï laõnh ñaïo chæ khoâng theå “in saâu” vaøo keû bò aùp böùc söï tin töôûng vaøo söï 
töï do, tôùi möùc ñoä suy nghó caùch chieám ñöôïc söï tin töôûng ñoù. Vieäc keû aùp böùc tin chaéc 
raèng hoï phaûi ñaáu tranh giaønh söï giaûi phoùng cho hoï, khoâng phaûi laø moät quaø taëng ñöôïc 
ban taëng bôûi söï laõnh ñaïo caùch maïng, maø laø keát quaû cuûa conscientizacaõo cuûa rieâng hoï 
(conscientization: moät quaù trình maø nhôø ñoù ngöôøi ta hoïc ñöôïc caùch nhaän bieát caùc hoaøn 
caûnh chính trò, xaõ hoäi, kinh teá, daãn ñeán vieäc haønh ñoäng choáng laïi caùc nguoàn ñaøn aùp). 
Caùc nhaø laõnh ñaïo caùch maïng phaûi nhaän thöùc roõ raøng khoâng ai khaùc coù theå cung caáp 
ñöôïc cho hoï söï tin chaéc ñieàu caàn thieát cho moät cuoäc ñaáu tranh (moät chieàu höôùng 
khoâng theå thieáu cuûa söï hieåu bieát caùch maïng). Söï tin chaéc naøy khoâng theå ñöôïc ñoùng 
goùi vaø rao baùn; ñuùng hôn laø noù ñöôïc ñaït tôùi baèng toaøn boä phöông tieän suy nghó vaø 
haønh ñoäng. Chæ coù söï ñeå heát taâm trí vaøo thöïc taïi cuûa rieâng ngöôøi laõnh ñaïo, trong phaïm 
vi hoaøn caûnh xaõ hoäi, môùi khieán hoï pheâ bình hoaøn caûnh naøy vaø khieán hoï muoán thay 
ñoåi. 
Cuõng nhö theá, keû bò aùp böùc (keû khoâng cam keát ñi theo cuoäc ñaáu tranh tröø khi hoï tin 
töôûng, vaø nhöõng keû neáu khoâng cam keát nhö theá, seõ töø choái caùc ñieàu kieän raát caàn thieát 
cho cuoäc ñaáu tranh naøy) phaûi ñaït tôùi söï tin chaéc naøy nhö caùc Chuû theå, khoâng phaûi nhö 
caùc khaùch theå. Hoï cuõng phaûi can thieäp saâu vaøo hoaøn caûnh bao quanh hoï vaø muïc ñích 
cuûa noù maø hoï chòu ñöïng; vieäc tuyeân truyeàn khoâng theå ñaït ñöôïc ñieàu naøy. Trong khi söï 
tin chaéc vaøo ñieàu caàn thieát cho moät cuoäc ñaáu tranh (neáu khoâng coù noù thì cuoäc ñaáu 
tranh khoâng theå thöïc hieän ñöôïc) laø khoâng theå thieáu ñöôïc ñoái vôùi söï laõnh ñaïo caùch 
maïng (thöïc ra, chính söï tin chaéc naøy thieát laäp söï laõnh ñaïo ñoù), noù cuõng caàn thieát cho 
keû bò aùp böùc nöõa. Nghóa laø, noù caàn thieát tröø khi ngöôøi ta coù khuynh höôùng thöïc hieän söï 
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chuyeån ñoåi daønh cho keû bò aùp böùc hôn laø vôùi hoï. Nieàm tin cuûa toâi laø tin raèng chæ hình 
thöùc chuyeån ñoåi sau laø coù giaù trò. 
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